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ABSTRACT
The art of obtaining interface-specific information via optical mixing has been
continuously developed since the advent of the laser in the early sixties. For instance,
generating the second harmonic on crystals with inversion symmetry necessarilyleads to
interface-specific signals by virtue of breaking that symmetry at an interface. In this
work, two techniques of interface-specific optical mixing are analyzed theoretically. The
first is an exact macroscopic treatment of general optical mixing in reflection geometry.
This model is an extension of Bloembergen's model which utilized a surface layerwith
nonlinear and linear properties atop a semi-infinite bulk with only linear properties. This
model was extended by adding a bulk median with the nonlinear properties of the bulk
between the surface layer and semi-infinite bulk. This allows for the separate comparison
of the surface and bulk contributions to the total signal. Solutions to the model show an
overall dependence on the secant of the nonlinear 'reflection' angle in addition to the
angular dependencies introduced by the layered structure. Complicated phase-matching
dependencies appear in three factors to both the surface and bulk contributions. They
include the usual sinc behavior of the phase-mismatch parameter, dependencies on the
effective phase differences incurred in the boundary layers, and a dependence on
Redacted for Privacy(lc,2k211 where kt and ks are the wavevectors for the mixed wave and effective source
wave caused by the inducedpolarization. A numerical analysis of these solutionsshows
that for pure S-polarization optical mixing inreflection geometry, surface-specificity can
be enhanced using near-grazing incident angles.If the bulk and surface dispersions are
small but different, the surface signal can beisolated from the bulk signal. Signals from
either S or P-polarization in a CARS experiment canbe selected by average changes in
angles of 0.1 degrees. In P-polarization cases, it ispossible to separate signals by
observing the nonlinear 'reflection' at the nonlinear Brewster'sangle of the bulk. Since
the nonlinear Brewster's angle is different for the tworegions, there may be only a
surface contribution. A second technique using evanescentfields at a dielectric
waveguide interface is analyzed and discussed. Three-beamand four-beam CARS
experiments are compared. For non-phase matched conditionsthe coherence length is
small, typically several microns. These are compared with the casewhere phase-
matching is achieved. Despite the shorter interaction length, thephase-matched case
generally provides signals two to three times larger. Typically,there is an additional
enhancement of 10 to 103 if dispersions are included. This work showsthat for reflection
geometry optical mixing the surface contribution canbe enhanced relative to the bulk
without the experimental difficulty imposed by the use of waveguides.© Copyright by Bradley S. Matson
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1. INTRODUCTION
Can vibrational and electronic surface resonances involving optical transitions be
detected on any flat surface? This is the central question of this research. This research
was driven by the potential to further develop the tools of surface science. A goal of
surface science is to understand the physics and chemistry of the region only a few atomic
layers thick between a vacuum and deep within the structure of a solid. Often the physics
of interest involves characterizing the electronic or vibrational resonances of the
constituent species of that thin interstitial region called the 'surface'. To accomplish this
requires probes sensitive to this region. Separating the resonances of the 'surface' from
the resonance behaviour of the rest of the solid (i.e., the bulk) is rarely trivial. It is the aim
of this research to add to the continuing development of probing techniques that involve
interface specific optical mixing (ISOM).
Why should optical mixing (OM) be considered over techniques commonly utilized by
commercially available surface science units? There are many well-established techniques
that can be used to probe a surface. With optical mixing being the exception, virtually all
of these techniques involve electron-electron scattering (e.g., J REDS or AES), electron-
photon scattering, or photon-electron scattering (e.g., XPS or UPS). The apparatii are
highly specialized for each technique and require the subject surface be under ultra -high
vacuum conditions. The greater flexibility of optical mixing in the visible region allows the
probing of more states of a system with a single apparatus. It also allows for the
simultaneous probing of the energy and symmetry of resonant transitions. The long mean
free path of light allows the technique to be used from vacuum to atmospheric conditions.
By virtue of long path length, ISOM can even be done at an interface between two media
deep inside a (transparent) sample. Unfortunately, because of the long penetration depth,2
there is no apparent preference to interface-generated over bulk-generated optical signals.
Thus, nonlinear optical processes are not inherently interface-specific. However, by
choosing the geometries of the applied fields, the generated fields can have enhanced
contributions from the surface over that of the bulk. Commonly used optical mixing
techniques such as second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum parametric mixing (SPM)
utilize geometries that embellish the ratio of the surface to the bulk contribution. Much of
the work presented here involves exploring various other ways to manipulate the applied
fields in order to obtain favourable ISOM conditions. Here, two specific methods of
achieving ISOM are developed.
Chapter 2 takes the approach of manipulating the applied fields to achieve an
interference condition everywhere except the surface region; hence optical mixing occurs
only in the surface region. This is done in the confines of a planar waveguide. This
document refers to ISOM in a waveguide geometry as waveguide ISOM (WISOM). The
research performed here extends the information available in the literature by creating a
data base of useful WISOM parameters and conditions. This is done for specific OM
processes in a waveguide. Phase-matching is considered in the waveguide geometry as a
way to increase the surface signal. Phase-matching inside a waveguide has never been
reported in the contemporary literature. Of the several conclusions drawn, one is that to
experimentally scan through the optical surface resonances several waveguides would be
required. This would mean changing waveguides during the experiment, which is
undesirable. Another conclusion is that use of phase-matching in a waveguide increases
the overall signal level and yields a better signal-to-noise ratio. Increasing the signal levels
via phase-matching, however, does not come without expense. The experimental
difficulty is considerably increased. Due to the difficulty of WISOM experiments, a
second approach was considered.
In Chapter 3, reflection geometry ISOM (RISOM) is considered. Manipulation of the
applied fields to maximize the surface-to-bulk signal ratio is done by selecting the angles3
and polarizations of the incident waves. The angular dependence of optical mixing and
phase-matching conditions are analyzed as a way to predict enhanced surface-specificity.
Advantages of the RISOM technique include a straightforward experimental geometry,
typically large signals, and no apparent limitations on the type of subject surface. Results
show that there exists a nonlinear Brewster's angle analogous to the familiar linear
Brewster's angle. A wave reflecting off a surface near Brewster's angle has no 12-
polarization component. This condition holds for both the linear and nonlinear Brewster's
angles. It is shown that for dispersive media, the nonlinear Brewster's angles are different
for surface and bulk. It is predicted that the use of this angular separation provides one
enhancement of the surface-to-bulk signal ratio. Furthermore, enhancements can be made
by utilizing the different angular dependencies of optical mixing in the surface and bulk
signals. Chapter 3 is considered the most unique and important part of this research. It
comprises the larger portion of this document. In order to predict RISOM experiments,
an entire treatment of optical mixing at a surface that includes both surface and bulk
contributions is developed. The model developed in this chapter is an exact macroscopic
treatment of optical mixing at an interface and is hitherto undocumented in the literature.
An extensive analysis is done in an attempt to understand the angular and polarization
dependencies of the bulk and surface generated waves. This complete macroscopic
formulation should be considered a starting point for both new experiments and future
theoretical research.
This introductory chapter provides perspective into optical mixing in general and
ISOM specifically. First an overview of this research is outlined. This research developed
as it progressed; as each question was investigated, new questions arose which changed
the path of the programme. After the overview outlining the directions this research
eventually took, a brief history and review of established surface science probes is
presented. With these perspectives, a more detailed outline of each aspect of this research
is presented.4
1.1 How This Research Developed
The original goal of this research was to experimentally probe the electronic states of
simple molecules on a surface. The question was: what can be learned about the
mechanisms that cause a simple (two atom) molecule to 'stick' to a surface by studying
how the electronic states of the molecule change? It was proposed that this research be
coupled to the research of others who might characterize the vibrational states of such
molecules. Four-wave ISOM performed in dielectric waveguides (four-wave WISOM)
would provide the surface-specificity needed to observe less than a monolayer of the
subject molecules on a surface. This technique has been used to characterize vibrational
states of 02- [1], ethylene [2], phenol and pyridine [3], and may other species on zinc
oxide waveguide surfaces. After an initial theoretical analysis of this technique for
electronic states, the experiment appeared to have little promise due to low signal levels,
hard-to-build and cumbersome-to-use waveguides, and the necessity of having to change
waveguides during the course of the experiment. At the time, the prevailing literature
mainly considered combinations of waveguide modes using three beams to achieve the
interference condition necessary for surface-specificity. Furthermore, no researcher had
reported phase-matching in the waveguide as a way to increase signal levels. An extensive
theoretical investigation ascertained if using four-beam waveguide modes and possibly
phase-matching would make WISOM a viable technique for the study of electronic
resonances. At the conclusion of this investigation it was realized that there are four-beam
waveguide modes that provide broader tuning ranges while allowing for phase-matching.
Unfortunately, these four-beam waveguide modes increase the experimental difficulty.
For instance, performing surface CARS in a waveguide (WSCARS), requires two
couplers and three beams, one beam carrying two waves with degenerate wavevectors.
Using four-beam modes, the degeneracy is broken and four couplers are needed to couple
four different waves to the waveguide. It is experimentally troublesome to separate one5
beam to create two non-degenerate waves, to get the timing of these beams correct, and
to have them overlap in the waveguide. Moreover, it is very difficult to construct four
different couplers on a single waveguide. Using prism couplers, it is hard enough to get
two couplers on a waveguide, let alone four. Attempts were made to integrate grating
couplers into waveguides with limited success. Again the problem of constructing four
such integrated couplers proved too laborious. Suggestions on the use of diffractive
optics to construct ring grating couplers were made. Experimentation showed this
approach may be valuable, but would require much more research to be realizable.
The theoretical analysis of utilizing waveguides for electronic and vibrational
resonance ISOM provided one lamentable conclusion: WISOM is experimentally
challenging. A new question was considered: is there a more experimentally
straightforward technique? The idea of using a simple reflection geometry ISOM
(RISOM) was considered. However, an extensive literature search revealed no RISOM
documented techniques utilizing general three- or four-wave optical mixing. There is a
wealth of literature on use of second harmonic generation (SHG) on the surfaces of
materials to achieve ISOM. Realizing that, just as in the linear case, the reflection of a
nonlinear signal from an interface has angular dependencies, a new question was posed:
would it be possible to utilize these dependencies to achieve RISOM? To answer this
question, a model was needed that could predict the relative strengths of the signals
generated from surface and bulk. Without a model in the literature to predict RISOM, a
new model was constructed. This model is an extensive modification of an existing model
originally developed by Bloembergen to describe optical mixing at dielectric surface. The
Bloembergen model, however, does not include contributions from the bulk of the
dielectric. With this new model, optical mixing from both the surface and bulk regions of
a medium could be compared. This exact macroscopic model, which correctly handles
possible deviations from perfect phase-matching, was used to suggest combinations of
reflection geometries that would lead to RISOM experiments. After completing these two6
theoretical analyses, it was apparent that the scope of the work shifted from
experimentally investigating out electronic states of simple molecules on a surface to
making fundamental contributions to the use of ISOM as a surface science probe.
1.2 Review of Optical Mixing and Definition of Optical Mixing Terms
Optical mixing has been used as a form of spectroscopy since shortly after the advent
of the laser in the early sixties. Soon after frequency doubling, tripling, and optical
frequency mixing processes were first observed ([4], [5], [6], [7], [8]), the use of these
processes for obtaining interface-specific information has developed. For instance, second
harmonic generation (SHG) on crystals with inversion symmetry necessarily leads to
interface-specific signals under the dipole approximation. This is by virtue of the breaking
of that symmetry at an interface. This powerful ISOM technique has been reviewed in a
recent paper by Corn and Higgins [9]. Despite the successes of surface-specific SHG,
there is a limit to its application: only centro-symmetric surfaces or surfaces of materials
with insignificant quadrupole moments can be studied. Much of the motivation of this
research was to investigate ways which would allow the study of a less limited class of flat
surfaces. Moreover, additional information about optical surface resonances can be found
using general three-wave mixing (TWM), four-wave mixing (FWM), or higher order
processesn-wave mixing (nWM). Note that SHG is a second order process, which is a
special case of TWM. These other processes are important in the search for ISOM
experiments that will yield more information about surface resonances than SHG alone.
As can be seen in the previous paragraph, there are a number of acronyms common in
nonlinear optics. It is warranted to remind the reader before proceeding too deeply into
the morass of acronyms the most common of these. In this document, there are general
and specific nonlinear processes. For instance, three-wave mixing (TWM) and four-wave
mixing (FWM) are general OM processes commonly referred to. These general processes
governed by the second and third order nonlinear susceptibilities, respectively. Thus,7
there must be three waves at oh, oh, and o involved in TWM. In FWM, there are four
waves at oh, oh, (03, and (04. Even n-wave mixing (nWM) can be defined as that process
that is governed by the (n-1)-th order nonlinear susceptibility. Note that no relationship
has been imposed on the incident beams carrying these waves. There may be a single
incident beam carrying all n-1 waves, there may be several beams, or there may be n-1
incident beams each carrying one of the waves that are mixed to give the n-th wave in a
given nWM process.
Specific cases to TWM are SHG, sum frequency generation (SFG), and difference
frequency generation (DFG). An example of a TWM experiment is given in
Figure 1.1. Here SFG is shown in medium with a linear (first order) and a second order
susceptibility. Two waves enter the material and a third wave is generated. The generated
wave has frequency oh and is related to the incident waves at oh and oh by (03 = w1 + oh,
where ohoh. If w, = (1)2, the process is SHG (the two incoming waves have degenerate
wavevectors and are contained in a single beam). When the generated wave has
frequency oh = uh or= w2oh, the process is known as DFG.
(01,k1
CI) 2 (1),x (2)
= E, + E2
(03 =01+0)2
(03,13
Figure 1.1: A typical TWM experiment
using two incident beams8
There are many possible special cases of FWM; many do not have names. There is
only one acronym used in this document that involves a specific case of FWM. This is
CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy). Since CARS refers to vibrational
resonances, and it is possible that electronic resonances are meant, the term CARS-like
FWM is used. Throughout this document CARS and CARS-like FWM are used
interchangeably; CARS-like FWM is always understood. CARS-like FWM experiments
are done in a material having a non-zero third order susceptibility and are typified by (04 =
oh(02 + (03, where (01= (03. The geometry of a such an experiment is shown in
Figure 1.2.
c°3)C-3x(1),x (3)
(04 =()1 W2 +(.03
Figure 1.2: A typical FWM experiment
utilizing three incident beams.
For any OM process, the difference in phase (the phase-mismatch) between the induced
source polarization and the generated traveling wave must be considered. This is a
particularly important concept as will be seen later. Thus, it is reviewed at this juncture.
The wave generated in an OM process can be thought of as originating from an oscillating
source polarization induced by the action of the incident waves on the nonlinear medium.
The induced polarization can be considered the tensor product of the nonlinear (electric)
susceptibility and the incident (electric) fields. For example, for FWM, the (third order)9
polarization is given by
)5 (" (6)4) = X ") (6)4 ;6)1 96)2 / 6)3)E(6)1)E(6)2)E(6)3)e4114+4+k.3>i-t°411*
It is recognized that the source polarization has a phase (iii +ic2 +E.3) F. Note that it is
assumed that the medium through which each wave travels has dispersion. The indices of
refraction appear explicitly in the source polarization phase. For instance for wave 1, the
index of refraction is n1 = n(6) 1). Thus, the induced nonlinear polarization is more
precisely written as
1 5 ( 3 ) (6 4 ) = X (3) (6) 4 ; 6) 11 6) 2, 6)3)E(6)1)E(°) 2) go)3)e((14 (C°1 )+12 (t°2 )+IC3 () 3 ))1.--°411
For FWM, ou = col + 0)2 + (03, but if the medium has dispersion, in general,
El + E2 + ii,3 # Et. This is true of mixing processes in single-beam, that is collinearwave,
geometries. The generated wave can be can also be thought of as having a phase,
E4 (0) 4)- F . The field of the generated wave can be represented by:
E(F, 0 = go)4)e4i. (w4)-Fol
Using the oscillating polarization as a source term in Maxwell's equations yields a
generated wave that depends on the phase difference:
E(w4)-
eiRki (0)0+4 (co 2 )+4 (0)3 )-k4 (04 )).F1.
The phase of the source polarization is generally not equal to the phase of the
generated wave due to dispersion. Only if the directions of the wavevectors k1 through k310
are properly adjusted can there be no phase difference, that is no phase-mismatch. Zero
phase-mismatch occurs when the generated wave oscillates with the same phase as the
polarization induced by the incident waves. The reader is reminded that when there is no
phase-mismatch (when phase-matched), the generated signal becomes very large.
There are two particular cases of phase-matching: collinear and non-collinear. If there
is no dispersion, phase-matching is collinear. That is, phase-matching is done with all
waves collinear. In this situation, it is seen that 1E11 + 1E21 + 1E3 I = 1k41 since all the indices of
refraction are equal. The phases of the polarization and generated wave are equal when all
the waves travel in the same direction. This is illustrated in the k-space diagram in Figure
1.3 (a).In the case of a non-zero dispersion, non-collinear phase-matching is used. The
finite dispersion requires that phase-matching be done by adjusting the directions of the
incident waves as is indicated in Figure 1.3 (b).
kz
(a) kr
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(b)
Figure 1.3: Two k-space diagrams showing
(a) collinear phase-matched THG and (b)
non-collinear phase-matched THG.
kr
It is always possible to introduce an intentional phase-mismatch in an otherwise phase-
matched OM process. This is done by adjusting the direction of the wavevectors away
from the phase-matched directions. As will be seen throughout this document,11
introducing an intentional phase-mismatch can be utilized to reduce the OM contribution
from an unwanted region of a 'surface'. This allows for enhanced surface-to-bulk signal
ratios when performing ISOM experiments.
1.3 Interface-Specific Optical Mixing (ISOM)
As the electronics and related industries move to utilization of nano-structure devices,
surface science is fmding an ever increasing role in the commonplace. A goal of surface
science is to develop a fundamental understanding of the physics and chemistry at specific
interfaces. This is done by probing the surface states at the interface. Characterizing a
surface may mean mapping out the states of the surface in order to describe the surface
physics. Using surface probes, the surface scientist may track changes in surface states as
external changes are made to the surface. Surface chemistry may be studied as well as
surface dynamics with surface-specific probes.
What is a surface and how are they studied? Surface scientists are armed with a
battery of techniques to probe surfaces, but to understand these techniques, a portrait of a
surface must be painted. A surface may be described in many ways depending on one's
perspective. Even if limited to the "perfect crystal surface", there are a myriad of ways to
view the interface between a vacuum (or atmosphere) and a bulk crystal. We tend to have
a naive idealisation of an interface; the experimenter's "perfect crystal surface" actually
includes an interstitial region comprised several of atomic layers. Within this interstitial
region there may be a relaxation of the unit cell parameters. As a result, the response to
external electric and magnetic fields (probes) is different than that of the bulk crystal.
Physical defects (e.g. dislocations and steps) occur in this region; the "perfect crystal
surface" can only be spoken of in a theoretical sense. Impurity concentrations may
increase as one moves further from the native crystal to the other side of the interface.
Such impurities may be caged in the lattice, while others may be substituted for native
atoms in the lattice. Above this region, having been scavenged from the atmosphere by12
the crystal's dangling bonds, molecular and atomic species reside; these too effect the
response to externally applied electric and magnetic fields used as surface probes.
This surface region is to be contrasted with the rest of the solid. The structure deep
inside a solid crystal is considered periodic on a large scale (thousands of lattice constants
in dimension). Generally, the physical interaction of an applied field within a crystal is
determined by the identity, concentration, and geometrical arrangement (symmetry) of the
chemical species comprising the matter. When a surface is present, there are additional
interactions due to the rather different morphology of the surface versus the bulk. The
aim of surface-specific experiments is to separate the interactions due to the presence of a
very large number of atoms comprising the bulk crystal from the surface interactions.
Consider that the surface density of surface atoms is typically 1015/cm2. From Avogadro's
number, the volume density of the bulk atoms is 1023/cm2. In a typical experiment, the
probed volume is 10-3cm3 accomplished by means of a beam focused to a 100 x 100
micron spot penetrating 1 micron (about one wavelength of light) deep. In this case, the
number of surface atoms is of the order of 1011. This is to be compared to VNA = 1015
atoms sampled in the bulk. Thus, a small surface-derived signal rides atop an enormous
bulk background signal. Hence, great effort must be placed into surface probing
techniques in order to extract the surface information.
Many surface science probes detect electrons ejected or scattered from surfaces. By
virtue of the short mean free path of electrons through a solid, electrons ejected from a
solid almost certainly originate from the surface region. In scattering experiments, the
small penetration depth of electrons into the surface guarantees that the states they probe
be surface-related. In these ways, techniques such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), and low-energy electron diffraction
spectroscopy (LEEDS) are interface-specific. Because these techniques rely on scattered
particles, they are limited to high and ultra-high vacuum environments. The mean free13
path of an electron in air is only millimeters. This is a great disadvantage as few real world
surfaces exist in UHV conditions. In realistic environments, such as atmospheric
conditions, these probes are unsuitable; ex situ studies must be performed. Such studies
must be done with some circumspect. Between measurements of the sample, the surface
experiences transfers in and out of vacuum chambers and perhaps other
undesirable or unavoidable changes. Another disadvantage with these scattering
techniques is that alone, they can only give limited state information. Several of these
techniques may be required to map out surface states of at an interface. For instance, XPS
and UPS are only sensitive to the states of the core and valence electrons, whereas
LEEDS can only be used to detect the symmetry of surface states.
Why should surface scientists be interested in ISOM? ISOM offers greater flexibility
as it allows the probing of more states of a system using a single apparatus. The long
mean free path of light allows ISOM-based techniques to be used in virtually any
environment from atmospheric to vacuum conditions. The long path length also permits
ISOM to be done at an interface between two media deep inside an optically transparent
sample. Unfortunately, there is no preference to interface-specific signals over bulk-
generated optical signals due to the long mean free path of light.
Nonlinear optical processes can be made surface-specific by particular choices of
symmetry or geometry. The classic example of ISOM is SHG. Under the dipole
approximation, SHG is forbidden in a crystal with inversion symmetry. Thus, a centro-
symmetric crystal will only produce a SHG signal at an interface, where this symmetry is
broken. It should be noted that SHG is sensitive to both to symmetry and the frequencies
of electronic resonances of a surface. (See for example: [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21].) A general solid is not centro-symmetric. Thus, there is
no apparent reason for an optical mixing experiment to be interface-specific. There are
two possible approaches to obtaining ISOM. One is to engineer the incident fields such
that the generated field is non-zero everywhere but in the surface region. This approach is14
utilized in WISOM. The other is to rely on the geometries and polarizations of the applied
fields and angular dependencies of the generated fields in an attempt to enhance the
surface over the bulk contribution to the total signal. This is embodied in RISOM. An
intense theoretical analysis of these two approaches to ISOM is the major subject of this
research.
1.4 ISOM Using Planar Waveguides ( WISOM)
For vibrational resonances, waveguide surface CARS (WSCARS) has been proven to
yield favourable ISOM conditions. WSCARS (i.e., CARS-like WISOM) can provide the
surface-specificity needed to observe less than a monolayer of the subject molecules on a
surface. With the desire to study not the vibrational states of such molecules but the
electronic resonances, an initial theoretical analysis of this technique was done for
electronic states. The initial analysis showed that any WISOM experiment would be
ineffective for four reasons: low signal levels, having to deal with cumbersome
waveguides, including the difficulty of constructing waveguides, and necessity of having to
change waveguides during the course of the experiment. Construction of a waveguide
requires precise control of both the index of refraction and the thickness of the guiding
thin film. Typically, many attempts of fabricating a waveguide with specific parameters
must be made before a satisfactory one is produced. Thus, during a given experiment,
different waveguides with varied thicknesses and film indices must be exchanged as the
field frequencies are scanned. To complicate matters, a single waveguide is effective over
only limited tuning ranges. In a way, Chapter 2 explores how to best choose a waveguide
for a given experiment. Before this work was begun, the prevailing literature considered
only three-beam combinations of waveguide modes to achieve the interference condition
necessary for surface-specificity. Furthermore, there was no documentation on the use of
phase-matching in a waveguide as a way to increase signal levels. Phase-matching and
enhanced interference conditions made possible by four-beam mode combinations allow
the fullest exploitation of a given waveguide for a WISOM experiment.15
From this initial investigation, different questions became important. Is there a way to
maximize the surface-to-bulk signal for a WSCARS experiment over what is commonly
done? Can the resonances of an adsorbate at a surface be separated from the resonances
of the bulk crystal? A crude illustration of this is given in Figure 1.4. An absorbate
adheres to a surface and has vibrational and electronic resonances. The crystal itself has
inherent vibrational and electronic states. Because there are many fewer adsorbate species
than atoms in the crystal, the task of separating out the affects of the adsorbate resonances
over the large background of crystal resonances is daunting.
Adsorbate
Surface Vibrational and
Electronic States
Surface
Bulk Crystal Vibrational
Bulk Crystal and Electronic States
Figure 1.4: An adsorbate 'bound' to a
crystal surface.
An extensive theoretical investigation was launched to map out all experimentally
relevant parameter space in order to ascertain if using four-beam waveguide modes and
possibly phase-matching would make WISOM a more accessible technique. The usual
approach of solving for the generated field was adopted: First, the (range of) frequencies
of the incident waves are picked. Then a mode combination is chosen; one with the
potential of satisfying the interference condition leading to surface-specificity. Performing
WSCARS in the three-beam way requires two couplers and three beams, one beam
carrying two waves with degenerate wavevectors. This means two of the waves are16
coupled into the same waveguide mode. In order to meet the interference condition, the
product of the (field profiles for each of the) modes must be even. Using the three-beam
mode combinations, mode combinations [0,0,0,1], [0,1,0,0], [1,0,1,1], and [1,1,1,0] lead
to an interference condition. Here the mode combinations are labeled as: [mode of wave
with k1, mode of wave with k2, mode of wave with k3, mode of wave with k4]. Note that
the mode of the first and third waves are always equal for these three-beam mode
combinations. Second, the guiding film thickness and index of refraction are adjusted to
maximize the interference condition. Often, the interference condition is poorly met and
the mode combination is discarded as non-viable. Once maximized, it is seen that the
interference condition is maximum for specific waveguides with certain mode
combinations. Furthermore, the range of frequencies (i.e., the tuning range) over which
the interference condition is favourable is found to be rather limited for any given mode
combination and waveguide. Also, the phase-mismatch of the mode combinations is large
if k3 = k1. Hence, the signals are small. This is especially so if the film has dispersion.
This inquiry gave a new direction to the analysis: can phase-matching be done in the
waveguide as a means of increasing the signal levels? In order to achieve phase-matching,
the degeneracy of k1 and k3 must be broken. This is done by separating the beam carrying
the waves with k1 and k3 into two beams. Hence the FWM process is done with a total of
four beams. With these beams separated, there is no reason to have them in the same
mode. In fact, placing them in different modes is advantageous from the standpoint of
maximizing the interference condition. Hence, four-beam mode combinations are
considered. To understand the experimental difference between the three-beam and four-
beam mode combinations, consider Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6. Figure 1.5 shows a
WSCARS experiment using three-beam mode combinations where wave 1 and wave 3 are
carried by the same beam. The experiment requires two couplers and three beams as is
shown. Using four-beam modes, four couplers are needed to couple four different waves
to the waveguide. Such a coupling scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.6. Here grating
couplers are utilized instead of prism couplers. Clearly, experiments utilizing four-beam17
mode combinations are more cumbersome. Despite the experimental complexities, itwas
thought that improvements in WISOM could be had by employing the four-beam
combinations while phase-matching inside the waveguide.
Figure 1.5: A three-beam WSCARS
coupling scheme.
Figure 1.6: A four coupler scheme using
integrated grating couplers for four-beam
mode combinations.
From the theoretical analysis several conclusions are drawn. Most importantly, theuse
of four-beam mode combinations allows for both favourable interference conditions and
phase-matching in waveguides. Improvements over the surface-to-bulk signal ratiocan be
as large as a factor of 100, and are typically larger than 10. The overall signal levels,
because of the phase-matching, can be increased by factors ranging from 10 to 10,000.
Furthermore, the tuning range (the range over which a single waveguide exhibits
favourable interference conditions for a given mode combination) is increased forsome18
conditions. Despite this improvement, to experimentally scan through the available
surface resonances, several waveguides would still be required. This would mean
changing waveguides during the experiment, which is undesirable. Despite the additional
difficulty, four-beam mode combination experiments seem to be advantageous.
Calculations show that typically to achieve phase-matching, the angle between each beam
needs to be approximately 90 degrees regardless of the mode combination. To offset this
difficulty, sections are included on waveguide coupling using gratings. Fabrication
techniques for integrated grating couplers are discussed. Techniques for building grating
structures are suggested based on theoretical inquiry. These include constructing ring
gratings by masking diffraction from circular apertures and diffractive optics generated by
computer comprised by a superposition of Jo functions.
The fmal conclusion that is reached is that WISOM is an experimentally difficult
technique. Furthermore, there are limitations on the kind of surfaces that can be studied.
Only dielectric surfaces for which thin films can be grown on dielectric substrates can be
scrutinized. These thin film surfaces must have relatively high indices of refraction capable
of supporting guided modes. Finally, the reproducibility of growing these film surfaces
should be good, since a battery of waveguides must be constructed in order to scan
through the resonances of the surface.
1.5 ISOM Using Reflection Geometry (RISOM)
With the limited success of WISOM, the old question seemed still relevant: Can the
surface-to-bulk signal ratio be maximized in ISOM experiments? Since there is a small
surface signal riding atop a large bulk signal (which is considered noise in a surface
resonance experiment), how can the typically poor signal-to-noise ratio be maximized?
Chapter 2 takes the approach of using ISOM in waveguide geometry to maximize the
surface-to-bulk signal ratio. The research reported in Chapter 2 extends the information
available on WISOM, but leaves the question with a limited and unsatisfactory answer.19
Attempting to ask a more specific question, a new query was posed: Can simple
reflection geometry be employed in an optical mixing process and still be used to detecta
surface component to a signal that is composed mostly of bulk contributions? A reflective
geometry experiment is straightforward and phase-matching is easy to achieve; signals are
typically large and there are no apparent limitations on the type of surface thatcan be
studied. A typical experiment is shown in Figure 1.7. Specifically, it showsa three-wave
mixing process in reflection geometry. Contrasted with the waveguide geometry, in this
geometry, experiments are relatively easy. There is no need for coupling into a guiding
structure. However, in the waveguide geometry, there is an engineered interference
condition; the reflection geometry has no apparent interference condition. It is the
interference condition in WISOM that prevents signals from being generated everywhere
but the surface monolayer and gives superb surface-to-bulk signal ratios.
Figure 1.7: Diagram of a typical TWM
experiment in reflection geometry.
What conditions yield favourable signal-to-noise ratios in RISOM experiments? Ina
linear process, the reflection off a semi-infinite medium obeys the (linear) law of reflection.
The angular and polarization dependencies are described by the familiar (linear) Fresnel
equations. By analogy, when the process is nonlinear, reflections obey nonlinear Fresnel
equations that describe their angular and polarization dependencies. Since the surface and
bulk are very different as discussed in Section 1.3, the nonlinear Fresnel equations for the
surface and bulk are dissimilar. This means the angular and, perhaps, polarization
behaviour is different for the two regions. On this basis, it is possible to separate the20
surface and bulk signals in a nonlinear optical process that employs reflection geometry.
How then, can RISOM experiments be theoretically predicted?
An exhaustive literature search revealed no theoretical models that can simultaneously
predict the surface and bulk contributions of an OM process in reflective geometry.
Undoubtedly the best approach to creating such a model is a microscopic dipole sheet
model. Such a model has been used to calculate the microscopic local fields inside a semi-
infinite dipole structure where all the dipoles were identical [22]. It proved very
successful, but involved. Rather than do this time-consuming and arduous calculation, a
less precise but much simpler macroscopic model was adopted. In a series of papers,
Bloembergen and co-workers determined the theoretical equations that govern optical
mixing (particularly SHG) in reflection geometry [23], [24], [25]. This macroscopic
approach assumed optical mixing occurred within a thin slab, or surface region, of
nonlinear material. Below the surface layer is a semi-infinite bulk with only linear
properties. The linear properties of the bulk are chosen to be different than the surface
slab. The interface between the surface and bulk provides a mechanism for the generated
light to reflect and return to the vacuum. The surface-to-bulk index ratio appears in the
nonlinear Fresnel equations as a scaling factor in the amplitude of the generated field as
measured in the vacuum.
A new, macroscopic model was constructed to predict the first favourable RISOM
conditions. An exact microscopic model was considered too fatiguing for first-time
predictions. The new model was constructed by extensive modification of Bloembergen's
macroscopic model. His model, however, does not include OM contributions from the
bulk which must also have nonlinear properties. Beginning with Bloembergen's model, an
additional layer is added between the surface slab and the bulk. This layer is referred to as
the bulk median. This layer is given nonlinear properties different from that of the surface.
The bulk median's linear index of refraction also differs from the semi-infinite bulk. This
new interface establishes a mechanism for the light generated in the bulk (median) to be21
reflected back into the surface layer and into the vacuum. This bulk-bulk median interface
provides the same reflective boundary as the bulk-surface interface does in the
Bloembergen model, hence the new RISOM model simultaneously predicts both nonlinear
surface and bulk signals. The ratio of the indices of refraction between bulk median and
bulk become scaling parameters in the nonlinear Fresnel coefficients. A similar argument
is made for the thickness of the bulk median and surface layers. Since the layersare
introduced arbitrarily, the thickness is an arbitrary scaling parameter that appears primarily
in the phase of the field originating from the two layers. With light re-entering thevacuum
generated from both the surface and the bulk (median), a comparison of the ratio of
amplitudes can be made. The field amplitudes are derived as they are in the Bloembergen
model: all the incident, reflected, and transmitted fields are defined in the various layers
and the boundary conditions are satisfied at the interfaces between layers. Analytical
expressions for the bulk and surface generated field amplitudes are then found. These
expressions contain the incident field amplitudes, frequencies, directions, and polarizations
as well as the reflected waves' directions and polarizations. The actual derivation of these
expressions is detailed in Appendix B. The result is a more precise model for interface-
specific optical mixing.
The model is then used to predict ISOM conditions for specific processes such as
CARS-like FWM, SHG, and TWM. The major portion of Chapter 3 is devoted to
mapping out the parameter space of OM in reflection geometry. Specifically, the model is
used to find conditions that yield enhanced surface-to-bulk signal ratios, that is, favourable
RISOM conditions. First only collinear phase-matched geometries are considered.
Collinear phase-matching is appropriate for dispersionless materials as wellas harmonic
generation. Both polarization states, S and P, are explored. In general, it is found that
improvement in the surface-to-bulk signal ratio is possible for S-polarization when the
reflection angle is large; for P-waves, enhancement is done by making use of the nonlinear
Brewster's angle -- the nonlinear analogue to the linear Brewster's angle. Non-collinear
phase-matching is then considered; it is appropriate when the linear dispersion of materials22
is important. The angular dependencies for the two polarization states for SHG (where
dispersion is very important, but phase-matching is automatic) and CARS-like FWM
(where dispersion is less important, but phase-matching is crucial) are specifically
considered. It is found that the conditions for enhanced signal-to-noise ratio for collinear
and non-collinear phase-matching are identical. Enhancement is generally better, however,
when the surface and bulk dispersions are dissimilar. In addition, it is shown that there is
an angular separation of bulk and surface signals due to dispersion.
Before it concludes, Chapter 3 discusses how to use the results of this theoretical
analysis to guide microscopic calculations. Also discussions are included on how to
experimentally search for resonant RISOM signals. The results of this chapter can be
seen as guide to be used by other researchers in doing microscopic calculations and
experiments using RISOM to study surfaces.23
2. INTERFACE-SPECIFIC OPTICAL MIXING EMPLOYING GUIDED
WAVE GEOMETRY
2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, in optical mixing processes typically the surface signal
arises from a region only a few layers of molecules thick. The number of surface-residing
molecules that interact with the optical fields (generating mixed fields) is relatively small.
This is to be compared with those bulk-residing molecules that ordinarily contribute to the
mixed fields. Hence, the bulk contribution to the total signal is usually much greater than
the surface contribution. By some contrivance of the geometry of the incident waves, the
mixed (i.e., generated) waves are to be created such that the surface-to-bulk signal ratio is
enhanced. With this condition, the surface region can be investigated for frequency
response, symmetry information, and perhaps time-wise transitory behaviour. This, in
turn, aids the researcher in determining the stoichiometry, 'binding' mechanisms, possible
migration times, and even (chemical) reaction properties of the surface region. Recall that
the third order susceptibility is responsible for four-wave mixing (FWM). Since the third
order susceptibility contains more information about the symmetry of the surface residing
species (than the second order susceptibility), FWM is traditionally chosen as the tool to
study surface stoichiometry. Laboratory experiments utilizing FWM are not trivial; the
probability of generated mixed light is low. Higher order mixing processes are even more
illusive and are not commonly employed. When each of the waves in a FWM process are
nearly equal in frequency, dispersion plays a minor role. Dispersion-related phase-
mismatch can, therefor, be a minimal effect. CARS-like FWM is the process that best
satisfies the criterion that all the waves be of nearly the same frequency. Hence, this
chapter will focus on designing ISOM experiments utilizing CARS-like FWM.24
How can a surface be studied using CARS-like FWM if the surface-to-bulk signal ratio
is minuscule? The only way to improve this ratio for any given surface is to inhibit the
mixing process in the bulk region and hope that the surface signal will be attenuated to a
lesser degree. One way to do this is to take advantage of any dissimilarities in the angular
dependence of FWM in the bulk and surface regions. Another approach is to manipulate
the phase-mismatch, and hence the generated (output) intensity, such that it is large in the
bulk, but small in the surface region. These approaches are investigated in Chapter 3.
Each of these approaches rely on differences of the optical mixing properties of the bulk
and surface. Yet another approach attempts to engineer a structure in which the mixing
process is zero in the bulk due to an interference condition among the applied waves. A
non-symmetric planar waveguide can be used to establish just such an interference
condition.
This chapter takes the approach of manipulating the applied fields to achieve an
interference condition everywhere except the surface region. Thus, fields are only
generated in the surface region; this enhances the surface-to-bulk signal ratio. This is done
in the confines of an asymmetric planar waveguide. This work refers to ISOM in
waveguide geometry as waveguide ISOM (WISOM). The goal of this chapter is to
investigate the experimentally relevant parameter space of WISOM. Phase-matching is
considered in the waveguide geometry as a way to increase the surface signal. The ad hoc
searching for phase-matching conditions experimentally is not practical. Hence the goal of
exploring the entire parameter space. No definitive body of information or 'data base'
currently exists on waveguide parameters for WISOM experiments; this work partially
remedies that deficiency.
This chapter begins with an overview of CARS-like FWM processes, the details of
asymmetric waveguide structures, and the aspects of WISOM experiments. This is done
in Section 2.2. The next section, Section 2.3, is devoted to reviewing the work of
previous experimental researches in WISOM and gives some justification as to the25
direction taken by this research. Section 2.4 is devoted to the theoretical development of
WISOM. In this section, the expressions used to quantify the degree of surface-specificity
are derived. These quantifiers include the 'direct ratio' and the 'cross ratio'. The next
section of this chapter reports the results of the numerical calculations that were used to
evaluate the direct and cross ratios. This section begins with a discussion of what
parameters are experimentally relevant and the range of values used in the calculations. It
then continues with a detailed description of the numerical analysis of WISOM parameter
space. Although all the results cannot be shown in this document, the most relevant data
are shown. All the data and the software used generated the data, however, are
reproduced on the CD-ROM enclosed at the end of this document. After some initial
conclusions are drawn, Section 2.6 continues the discussion of WISOM by considering
phase-matching of Gaussian beams in a waveguide. Since phase-matching in a waveguide
is advantageous and multiple couplers are required, Section 2.7 considers approaches to
fabricating integrated waveguide couplers. Couplers such as achromatic prisms, linear and
ring gratings, and photorefractive-based couplers are reviewed.
2.2 Overview of CARS-Like FWM and WISOM Experiments
In FWM, four waves with frequencies oh, (.1.)2, oh, and au are involved. Often, the
wavevectors are used to describe the process. The wavevectors describing this process
are labeled k1, k2, k3, and k4. CARS-like FWM experiments are done in a material
having a non-zero third order susceptibility and are typified by au = oh- oh + oh, where
oh = oh; in terms of the wavevectors, E4 = El- E2 + ii. The geometry of a such an
experiment is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that it is convenient to have both waves carried
in the same beam by using collinear wavevectors El and iii. This makes the experimental
apparatus less complicated.
There is no reason to limit these discussions to a particular FWM process. A general
convention can be made to include all processes. The convention adopted is that all26
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Figure 2.1: A typical FWM experiment.
annihilated waves have positive wavevectors and frequencies, and all stimulated waves
have negative wavevectors and frequencies. Furthermore, an electric field with negative
frequency argument is the complex conjugate of the field: kco) = t* (()). Hence, the
observed generated wave's frequency for all FWM processes could be written as -Olt = COI
+ (02 + (03. If the medium has dispersion, the wavevectors of the 'incident' waves are
frequency dependent. The induced polarization is written as
1 5 ( 3 ) ( ° ) 4 ) = X (3) (°) 4 ; C12°) 22°)3 )E(°)1)E(C° 2)ga)3)e4(171+4+173).?--(°411*
The generated wave is characterized by
EC ,t)E(o)4)eiRkl (a) )E2 0)2)+4 0)3)+4 0)4#F-0)4t] (2.2)
(2.1)
Clearly the phase of the source polarization is generally not equal to the phase of the
generated wave. That is, the phase-mismatch, measured by the size of27
(k + ic2 + k,3 +k,).F, is not generally zero. When the media have dispersion, the phase-
mismatch can only be zero if the directions of the wavevectors k1, ic2, and k3, are
appropriately adjusted. Each wavevector is described by its spherical coordinates:
k (i = 1,4). As will be discussed, there will only be specific polar angles,
allowed in a waveguide; these correspond to the allowed waveguide modes. Thus, only
the azimuthal angles, (pi, allow the experimenter to freely adjust the wavevectors, k1, £2,
and Er.,3, to achieve phase-matching. Due to the physical difficulties, phase-matching in a
waveguide has been unattainable by experimentalists. The reader is reminded that when
there is no phase-mismatch, the generated signal becomes very large. As the phase-
mismatch increases, this signal is attenuated rapidly.
As an example, consider standard CARS-like FWM. Waves of frequency (Ai and ob
are annihilated, the wave at oh is stimulated, and the wave with frequency w is generated
and subsequently observed. Thus, the sum of all the wavevectors in the process is Ecl +
( k2) + k3( k4) and the frequency of the generated wave is au = col + ( -on) + off. The
source polarization would be expressed as
13(3) (°)4 X (3) (CD 4 ;°)11(1)2 9°)3 AW1)E*(°32)ga)3)e1(11-112-43).7-°)4ti
The generated wave would, in this case, be characterized by
(2.3)
f(F, t)g(04)ei[(ii 401)-4 (0)2)E3(0)3)--E4(0)4)).F-0)4t]. (2.4)
A diagram of an asymmetric waveguide typically used for WISOM is pictured in
Figure 2.2. The waveguide is constructed of a thin high-index film atop a low-index
substrate. Archetypal films have indices between 1.6 and 2.3 and thicknesses, h, ranging28
from 400 to 1000 nm. The substrates are usually 7059 glass or fused silica, which has a
lower index of refraction of 1.47. The surface is the interstitial layer is the transition
region between the vacuum and the high-index film. This interstitial region contains
unique components that makes it different from the film layer. Its thickness is typically on
the order of an atomic or molecular diameter, approximately 5 nm or so. Clearly, the
surface (or cover) region has different optical properties (both linear and nonlinear) than
the film of the substrate. In fact, when molecules are adsorbed to a surface, as is
illustrated in Figure 2.3, a whole new set of (nonlinear) optical resonances are added to
those of the bulk (i.e., the film and substrate). Often, the resonances of the cover layer of
adsorbed species do not significantly overlap the resonances of the waveguiding film.
However, the number of species that interact in the nonlinear mixing process for the cover
layer is much smaller than those residing in the film. The third order susceptibility of the
cover may be larger than the film by a factor of 10 or 10,000; this is because the mixing
process accesses a resonance of the cover. Even though the cover has a much larger
susceptibly than the film, the film could still contribute more to the total signal due to the
much larger number of species that interact with the optical fields. The substrate is usually
ignored in this analysis since the evanescent fields do not reach very fax into this region.
However, it should not be overlooked that the substrate may have its own resonances that
the experimenter may have to contend with.
It should be pointed out that the interface between the film and the substrate is likely
to have a morphology similar to the film-vacuum interface. A small interstitial region
between theses two layers may also have unique optical properties. This is something the
experimenter wishes to avoid, but it should not be ignored.
Quietly neglected is the fact that the film, since it is to support guided modes, must be
an optically transparent dielectric. The restrictions are even more harsh: Not only must
the film (i.e., the surface under study) have a high index, it must be a material which can
be sputtered, spun-coated, dip-coated, evapourated, or otherwise affixed to the substrate.29
The film must be robust enough to survive handling, repeated vacuum cyclings, perhaps
thermal cyclings, and the absorbate molecules. Photoactive and photoreactive materials
are usually avoided [28]. These restrictions put severe limits on the types of surfaces that
can be studied.
Figure 2.2: Structure of a planar waveguide.
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Figure 2.3: A cover layer of adsorbates
`bound' to the crystalline thin film of a planar
waveguide.30
One impetus for beginning this mapping of waveguide parameters for favourable
WISOM conditions was the development of a sputtering technique for laying silicon-
oxynitride films, SiO,NyHz [29]. Using this technique, robust films can be grown on a
silicon dioxide substrate. What is unique about this method is that the index of refraction
can be selected within the range 1.6 to 2.05 by varying the amount of nitrogen and
hydrogen.
A WISOM experiment is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Surface-specificity has been
achieved using this planar waveguide geometry [1]. Such a guiding structure consists of
the film region of thickness h, third order nonlinear susceptibility, xi, and linear index of
The film is grown atop the substrate having nonlinear susceptibility, x,, and linear index tis.
Residing above the film is the cover or surface region with nonlinear susceptibility xc and
linear index rt.,. The waves are coupled into the structure using high-index TiO2 or SrTiO3
prisms. The applied waves are shown entering the left prism in Figure 2.4. The photons
with k1 and k3 (shown here non-degenerate in wavevector) are annihilated in a CARS-like
process; k2 is used to stimulate the emission of photons at o.)2. A wave, with wavevector
1c4 is emitted and decoupled from the film by prism on the right. Imagine that the waves
shown in Figure 2.4 are propagating in different azimuthal directions. (See, for example,
Figure 2.7 or Figure 2.8.) At the location at which the three applied waves cross, the field
strengths may be large enough to create the fourth wave. If the susceptibilities (film,
cover, and substrate) of this 'interaction region' are large, the intensity of fourth wave will
be significant. As stated earlier, if the waves are tuned to a resonance of the surface, the
ratio of the cover-to-film susceptibilities may be 100. Since the interaction region extends
a distance about one vacuum wavelength into the cover region via the evanescent field, all
surface species are sampled. Even though the fields may have a large amplitude, the
generated fourth wave may not be particularly strong. As a precursor to future discussion,
it might be mentioned that in order to achieve a strong signal, the induced nonlinear
polarization, (2.1), must be large and the phase-mismatch small The induced polarization
is large if the susceptibility is large and the product of the applied fields (from waves 131
though 3) is sizable. Also, the strength of the mixed wave depends on the size of
interaction region; the larger in interaction region, the larger the number of individual
species sampled. If the magnitude of the generated (fourth) wave is large, the waves
arising from the film part of the interaction region may also be large. Despite the careful
minimizing of the fields in the film region, the interaction region in the film (see Figure
2.4) can be significant. The film part of the interaction region (where waves 1, 2, and 3
cross in the film) may be anywhere from 103 to 105 times larger the cover portion of the
interaction zone. Without arduous attempts to minimize the fields in the film region, the
cover-to-film signal ratio, and hence the surface-specificity, can be very poor.
Figure 2.4: Diagram of FWM in a
waveguide.
As alluded to, the scheme used to improve the surface-to-film signal ratio is to create a
destructive interference condition within the film region. This destructive interference is
not fortuitous; it must be carefully engineered. Guided waves have discrete wavevector
modes; these modes can be even or odd, not unlike resonance modes on a string. That is,
the solution to the electric field distribution for one guided wave is either an even or odd32
function with respect to x, the direction parallel to the normal This is shown in Figure 2.5
where the amplitude of the fields of two even modes (having slightly differing frequencies)
and one odd mode are shown in a waveguide structure. The origin of the coordinate
system is placed in the center of the film layer as is indicated in Figure 2.4. Note that this
plot is oriented differently than Figure 2.4. In Figure 2.4, the x-direction vertical, in
Figure 2.5 the x-direction is horizontal, but the x-direction still represents the direction
parallel to the normal of the planar structure. The heavy vertical lines in Figure 2.5
indicate the boundaries of the film region: the right side is the film-cover interface and the
left is the film-substrate interface.
Figure 2.5: The electric field amplitudes of
three guided waves versus depth in an
asymmetric waveguide.
Recall that the intensity of the fourth wave of the CARS-like process is dependent on
the amplitude of the induced nonlinear polarization. The polarization, in turn, is
dependent on the product of the fields 1 through 3. Since the induced (fourth) field comes
from the entire interaction region, the strength of the observed wave is integrated over the
interaction region. The integral is a three-dimensional integral over x-, y-, and z-33
directions. Clearly, if the product of the three applied fields is antisymmetric with respect
to the center of the film, the integral over the film is zero. Hence the mixed wave
amplitude from the film is zero. The product of the three field amplitude profiles along the
x-direction shown in Figure 2.5 is shown in Figure 2.6. Here between the two heavy
vertical lines, indicating the film region, the integral over this function is (approximately)
zero; it is roughly asymmetric about the symmetric limits -h/2 to h/2. Thus, if two of the
waves are coupled to even modes and the third to an odd mode, the product of the fields
in the x-direction is an asymmetric function (about the center of the film layer), the integral
over this film vanishes, and the strength of the mixed wave is zero in the film. Note that
there are many other combinations of even and odd modes which will (approximately)
yield no mixed signal originating from the film. In fact there are 18 such combinations
which have this potential (assuming all waves are non-degenerate in wavevector). In the
example given above (shown in Figure 2.5), the integral over the cover region is clearly
not zero. This can be seen be examination of the product of the field amplitudes (Figure
2.6) in the cover region (to the right of the heavy right-hand vertical line); their product is
not odd. Thus, there is (approximately) no contribution from the film; the observed mixed
wave is generated predominately from the surface region. It might be noted that, from
examination of the substrate portion of Figure 2.6, the contribution from the substrate
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Figure 2.6: The product of electric field
amplitudes of three guided waves versus
depth in an asymmetric waveguide.34
region should not be neglected. Also, it might be pointed out that the integrals in the
directions in the plane of the waveguide (y- and z-directions) cannot be zero for a
generated wave of finite intensity. Furthermore, the reader is reminded that the phase-
mismatch depends of the directions of these applied waves. Hence, the mixed wave may
be very weak due to large mismatches even with the favour of all other factors.
The size of the interaction region effects the strength of the mixed wave. The larger
the interaction region, the larger the strength. The interaction region depends only on the
volume of overlap of the waves. Plane waves are typically used [2] to develop a model
for the waveguide, however true laboratory experiments use finite beams. Actual
experiments use beams that are Gaussian in intensity profile; these are focused into the
interaction region. A Gaussian beam experiment is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Here two
Gaussian beams (one containing both sources for waves 1 and 3) are focused where they
cross. In the region of overlap (i.e., the interaction region) waves of the mixed frequency
add together to form a mixed beam. When the beams are not angularly separated by large
amounts, the overlap is large as in Figure 2.7. Experimentally, in this collinear beam case,
the generated limited by the coherence length of the (pulsed) lasers used. However if the
beams are separated by large angles, as in Figure 2.8, the interaction region is smaller.
Apparently a larger overlap is desired, or is it? If the case shown in Figure 2.7 causes
there to be large phase-mismatches, the generated beam will suffer losses in intensity. One
question this research wishes to address is, which case is more favourable? Is a large
interaction region with a large mismatch better than the case shown in Figure 2.8, where
the process is phase-matched, but the interaction region is small'? The reader should be
reminded that since only discrete waves are allowed in the waveguide in the vertical
direction, the three-dimensional Gaussian nature of a beam coupled to a waveguide is lost.
Focused Gaussian profiles remain in the plane of the waveguide; integrations over these
dimensions should reflect that. The integration in the waveguide's normal direction is not
over a product of three Gaussian profiles. Rather it is the field profile determined by the
guided modes in Figure 2.5.35
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Figure 2.7: Focused nearly collinear
Gaussian beams crossing in a nonlinear
medium resulting in a large interaction
region.
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Figure 2.8: Focused Gaussian beams
crossing at large angles yielding a small
interaction region.
One fmal subject important to WISOM experiments is the coupling scheme.
Commonly, high-index prism couplers are used ([2], [3], and [30]). A SrTiO3 or a TiO2
prism is pressed against the waveguide such that good optical contact is maintained. Such
a scheme is pictured in the left side of
Figure 2.9. This shows one prism coupler coupling36
three beams (two are degenerate) to an asymmetric waveguide. A second coupler
decouples the beam generated in the waveguide. Note that the beams originally coupled
into the waveguide are decoupled together with the generated beam. The right side of
Figure 2.9 shows two grating couplers used in place of prisms. Grating couplers have
been used to couple to planar waveguides in many other applications. Fabrication of
linear grating couplers have been reviewed by several researchers [32], [33], [34]. They
all are created by standard holographic lithography and etching of the waveguide. This
work later discusses fabrication of grating couplers and suggests new grating
configurations (other than linear gratings) in an attempt to make phase-matching in a
waveguide more attainable. The mode combinations using a single beam containing
degenerate frequencies (0/ and (03 will be referred to as three-beam mode combinations.
In the following discussion, the mode combinations are labeled using the convention: [vi,
v2, v3, v4], where v1 is the mode that wave k1 is coupled to, etc. The three-beam mode
combinations are one in which v1 = v3. Mode combinations [0,1,0,1] and [1,1,1,2], for
example, are all three-beam mode combinations which may lead to favourable surface-to-
bulk signal ratios. This is clear since even functions of the field profile (in the x-direction)
are associated with even modes and vice-versa. Separating the beam carrying 03/ and (03
into two beams leads to `four-beam mode combinations'. For example, four-beam mode
combinations are [1,1,0,1], [2,2,0,1], and [2,2,1,1].
Figure 2.9: Two possible planar waveguide
coupling schemes.37
2.3 Previous Experimental WISOM Work
Four-wave (CARS-like) ISOM performed in dielectric waveguides has been used to
provide the surface-specificity sensitive enough to observe fractions of a monolayer of
molecules on a surface. CARS was first seen in a waveguide made from a polystyrene
film [26]. Surface-specificity was first reported in a TiO2 waveguide on a Nb2O5 substrate
[27]. Since then, the WISOM technique has been used to characterize vibrational states of
Oi" [1], ethylene [2], and phenol and pyridine [3] on zinc oxide waveguide surfaces. Each
of these studies used WSCARS utilizing the interference condition as reviewed in the
previous section. This section recalls the important highlights and conclusions of previous
experimental WISOM work.
The CARS spectrum of Oi was investigated on a ZnO surface using a waveguide
constructed of a ZnO film sputtered on a silica substrate [1], [31]. The film, with index
2.00, was made by RF sputtering to a thickness of 600 ± 30 nm. Waves were coupled by
means of SrTiO3 prisms. Two beams, one beam carrying degenerate frequencies 0.)/ and
(03, and one beam carrying o were coupled into the waveguide. The beams were focused
into the sample via a 300 mm lens. The waveguide was placed in a vacuum chamber and
was baked out. As 02 was added to the system, frequency scans were taken. With
intense beams, a spectrum identified as Oi was revealed. The surface-to-film signal ratio
was reported to be 1:4. Adsorption of ethylene [2] was studied on ZnO surfaces using the
same technique and experimental details as the 0"2- experiments. A third series of
experiments used CARS-WISOM to observe and phenol and pyridine [3] adsorbed on
ZnO surfaces. With the mode combination used ([1,1,1,2]), the waveguide was shown to
provide surface-specificity over a 100 cm' tuning range. In all three of these experiments,
phase-matching was not achievable due to geometrical limitations. Typical angular
separation between input beams was 3 to 5 degrees. It was reported that the contribution38
in the film was sensitive to the separation angle, indicating that phase-mismatch is
important. This report lends justification for the concept that phase-matching in the cover
region may enhance the surface-specific signal.
The reader may notice that only a few of the 18 possible guiding modes were used in
the experimental work reviewed above. This is partially due to geometrical limitations of
the experimental set ups. That is, these experiments all use three-beam mode
combinations. Using four-beam mode combinations increases the probability of obtaining
surface-specificity. A second realization these experiments provide is that these mode
combinations are only surface-specific over a limited frequency range. The original
research goal of this work was to experimentally probe the electronic states of simple
molecules on a surface by means of CARS-like WISOM. The availability of silicon-
oxynitride films on fused silica substrates opened exciting possibilities. These waveguides
can be fabricated with film indices from 1.6 to 2.1. After an ephemeral theoretical analysis
of the WISOM technique for electronic states, the experiment appeared to have little
promise due to low signal levels. The reported experimental prevailing literature
considered only three-beam combinations of waveguide modes to achieve the interference
condition necessary for surface-specificity. Furthermore, no researcher has reported
phase-matching in the waveguide as a way to increase signal levels. Hence, an extensive
investigation was launched to map out all experimentally relevant WISOM parameter
space. The motivation being to ascertain if using four-beam waveguide modes and
possibly phase-matching could make WISOM a viable technique.
2.4 Theoretical Development of WISOM
This theoretical development is aimed at deriving ratios that can be used to quantify
the degree of surface-specificity in a WISOM experiment. As it happens, the surface-to-
bulk intensity ratio is not the best ratio to investigate due to its divergence when the bulk
signal goes to zero. The numerical difficulties in dealing with such divergences can be39
avoided by choosing ratios that do not diverge as the parameter space of the waveguiding
structure is investigated. In order to map out the parameter space for FWM, the observed
field, assumed to have wavevector k4, must be solved for. The general development done
here expresses the field of this observed (plane) wave in terms of the parameters of the
incident plane waves, the linear indices, and nonlinear susceptibilities of the cover, film,
and substrate. Only transverse electric (TE) modes are considered here.
There is an unfortunate confusion in coordinates used to describe the directions of the
wavevectors and fields. For reasons which are apparent in the focused Gaussian beam
analysis of WISOM, it is best to describe the plane waves comprising the Fourier
decomposition of the beams in a coordinate system with the z-axis oriented along the
direction of the center of the beam. For every beam, there is a separate coordinate system.
The waveguide has its own coordinate system which is shown in Figure 2.4. The z-axis is
taken to be along the direction of the first beam, the beam that carries col. To best
describe the incident and observed plane waves (and beams), the waveguide coordinate
system is used. Since the z-axis is along the propagation direction of the first beam, the
usual spherical angles cannot be used to describe the directions of the waves outside the
waveguide (before they are coupled or after the are decoupled from the waveguide).
Outside the waveguide each wave i (i = 1,...,4) is described by its field Ei and wavevector
A. The direction ofEi is defined by Ei= [Ikil,ad, where the angle 15i, is the angle from
the x-axis to the wavevector (the akin to the polar angle) and the angle at from the z-axis
to the wavevector (an azimuthal angle). This arrangement is pictured in
Figure 2.10.
To quickly refer to the frequencies and angular parameters of the waves, the following
convention is adopted: All the frequencies for mode combination [v1, v2, v3, v4] are
represented by Rol, oh, oh, old, the set of 'polar' angles by ['51052053, *a], and the
`azimuthal' direction angles by [al =- 0, a2, a3, a4]. This defines the frequency and
directions of the wave before being coupled into the waveguide.40
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Figure 2.10: Diagram showing the direction
angles outside the waveguide structure.
2.4.1 The Wave Equation for Waveguides
To find the contributions to the mixed waves from the cover, film, and substrate, the
induced polarizations in each region must be found. This requires that each of the applied
fields be known (recall (2.1)). The fields are found by considering Maxwell's equations
and applying the boundary conditions at each interface. Usually only planewaves are
considered in this solution. The effects of Gaussian beams will be found by making linear
superpositions of the plane wave solution; this occurs in Section 2.6. The discussion
presented here is detailed in Appendix A. It begins with Maxwell's equations for
dielectrics in absence of sources (using Gaussian units) which are:41
Vxf.-lath, Vxii=1-arb,
In general, all the fields are complex and are functions of space (x, y, z) and time. The
wave equation is derived in the usual way [74]. Making only the assumptions that the
index of refraction is time-independent (i.e., ignoring the nonlinear index of refraction,
such that a n = 0) and that the waveguide is constructed from dielectric materials, a wave
equation for a waveguide can be derived. Since the wave equation for the magnetic field
may be easier to solve than is electric field counterpart, both the electric field and magnetic
field versions of the wave equation for an inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide, that is,
which a continuous variation in n, are derived in Appendix A. The results are:
and
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(2.6)42
Considering the assumptions made, the wave equations for a waveguide, (2.5) and (2.6),
are perfectly general for dielectric waveguides. This includes graded-index and
asymmetric waveguides. There are various approaches to solving the above wave
equations. Traditionally, solutions to these inhomogeneous differential equations are
solved by adding a particular solution to the solution to the homogenous wave equation.
An unorthodox, but effective, approach treats the modes as quantized solutions to the
Hamiltonian appropriate to this wave equation and engages perturbation theory. Although
the experimental waveguides available [29] for WISOM experiments are all step index
waveguides, it is important to review the possibility of inhomogeneous waveguide
solutions to the wave equation. The possibility of constructing controlled graded-index
waveguides amplifies this import. Furthermore, possible inhomogeneities in the (x-z)
plane of the waveguide caused by surface roughness or uneven thicknesses may impose
the need for considering such inhomogeneities. Finally, much of the work in
inhomogeneous waveguides is applicable to inhomogeneous fields. In particular,
inhomogeneous fields caused by coupling Gaussian beams to a homogenous waveguide.
Thus, a brief summary of these solutions is presented in the next section.
2.4.2 Review of Solutions to the Wave Equation for Inhomogeneous Waveguides
Traditionally, descriptions of beam propagation in inhomogeneous multimode graded-
index waveguides are constructed by employing the scalar Helmholtz wave equation for a
monochromatic component of the beam field. (See, for example, [35, 38, 39, 40].) The
Helmholtz equation for the general case cannot be solved exactly, and different methods
of approximation must be employed for its solution. It might be noted, however that for
homogeneous waveguides with focused Gaussian input fields, the solutions can be found
by numerical methods. This is the approach the research presented here eventually takes.
The multimode graded-index waveguides can usually be characterized by two small
parameters: alL « 1 and 1/(k a) << 1, where L represents the longitudinal scale of any43
inhomogeneity, k is the magnitude of the wavevector, and where a is the transverse size of
the waveguide. Notice that the parameter a represents the effective thickness of the
waveguide including the thickness of the film and the penetration lengths of the evanescent
fields into the cover and substrate regions. These two small parameters (a and L) make it
possible to employ different methods of approximation, which combine peculiarities of
both the method of small perturbations and the method of short wavelength asymptotes
known from diffraction theory (see, for example, [41, 42]). Theoretical investigations of
multimode graded-index waveguides based on geometrical optics use approximate
methods of solving the wave equation (see, for example, [43] and references cited there).
In this method, the beam is represented as superposition of homogeneous plane waves.
The phase of each wave in the superposition is characterized by an optical path length
evaluated from the Eikonal equation. The amplitude of each wave in the superposition
may be calculated from a system of transport equations. A major advantage of the method
of geometrical optics is the simple picture it provides for the characterization of beam
propagation. This theoretical method offers an accuracy which is quite sufficient for most
practical applications and is adopted by this researcher. The main disadvantage of this
approach is the difficulty met in taking into account typical wave effects, such as the
behaviour of wave fields in the regions where beams come to a focus and also in
waveguides with gain or losses. Numerical methods can be employed to deal with these
difficulties. Different modifications of this method have been developed to overcome
these problems. Maslov's canonical operator method [44, 45, 46], which is a
generalization of the WKB method of quantum theory, is a common modification of the
geometrical optics method. The methods of evanescent waves [47] and of complex rays
[48, 49] were developed for the description of the fields in regions of caustics, shadows,
or in absorbing media. Other methods of constructing solutions to the wave equation
make use of localized Gaussian beams [50, 51]. Here local inhomogenities in the index or
the field (as in the case of a focused beam) is represented by an integral over flat-field (i.e.,
unfocused) Gaussian beams. Another powerful approach developed for characterizing
mainly longitudinally inhomogeneous waveguides is the method of cross sections [52, 53,44
36]. It employs an expansion of the field in the inhomogeneous waveguide in terms of
modes of a (longitudinally homogenous) uniform waveguide whose refractive index profile
coincides with an index profile of the inhomogeneous waveguide at the given cross
section. This method is developed by Borovikov [54, 55]. It has also been proposed by
Popov [56] to expand the field in an inhomogeneous waveguide over some other model
functions representing generalizations of the modes of a uniform waveguide.
Unfortunately, employing numerical methods like the finite difference or Fourier transform
beam propagation method [57] for solving Helmholtz's equation is very time consuming
and does not permit analyzing wave propagation in detail. The latter goal can be achieved
solely with the help of exact or approximate analytical techniques. Among the diverse
methods for obtaining approximate solutions of the Helmholtz wave equation deserving
particular attention is one that relies on obtaining solutions to a parabolic (paraxial)
differential equation; a proposal going back to Leontovich and Fock [58]. Many
researchers have contributed to the development of this method: [37, 59, 60]. The
parabolic equation method is applied in order to treat obstinate problems occurring in the
theories of diffraction of the propagation of laser beams in waveguides and in laser
components [35, 39, 40, 41, 62, 63]. Different approximate methods based on the
perturbation theory for a field component (or its logarithm) have been developed in the
framework of the paraxial approximation using the parabolic equation [62]. The most
important aspect of the parabolic wave equation, however, is that it has a similar form to
the Schrodinger equation [35]. Because of this formal resemblance, the well established
quantum-theoretical methods may be used in order to obtain analytical solutions. This is
excellently reviewed by Krivoshlykov [62]. Krivoshlykov devoted his book to the
theoretical investigation of transverse and longitudinally inhomogeneous multimode
graded-index waveguides. The guiding properties of a graded-index waveguide are
brought about by the transverse variation of its refractive index. In the analysis, the
assumption was made that all waveguide inhomogeneities have characteristic lengths
which are small compared with the scale of wavelength. Krivoshlykov discusses the
propagation of coherent or partially coherent beams through longitudinally45
inhomogeneous active or passive multimode graded-index waveguides. This is done
utilizing the formalism of quantum theory. Particularly informative examples include the
detailed behaviour of modes in waveguides and the control of beam properties in different
waveguide structures. Analytical solutions to the parabolic wave equation are derived and
the effects of the inhomogenities (in refractive index) are treated in standard perturbation
theory. Another important feature of the quantum-theoretical approach is the employment
of the coherent state representation and its generalizations for the description of beam
propagation. In particular, standard coherent states correspond to Gaussian beams with
plane wavefronts. The disadvantage to this method is that it is difficult to interpret the
results in a simple physical manner.
2.4.3 Plane Wave Solutions to the Step Index Waveguide
In this work the approach is taken that the Helmholtz equation can be divided into
three equations, one for each region of the asymmetric step index waveguide. Planewave
solutions are sought for each region and matched at the boundaries between regions.
Focused Gaussian beam solutions are considered utilizing a linear superposition of plane
wave solutions.
Given the planar geometry, the polarization basis consists of transverse electric (TE),
that is the electric field in the plane of the waveguide, and transverse magnetic (TM), the
magnetic field is in the plane of the waveguide (along the y-axis).
The experimenter measures the mode angles, '0, and crossing angles, a. Definea
primed coordinate system that is rotated about the y'-altis an angle -.15 and then about the
x'-axis by an angle -a from the unprimed system in
Figure 2.10. The electric field in the waveguide coordinate (the unprimed) system
=+ Ey + Ez46
can be represented in the plane wave (the primed) coordinate system by use of
transformation angles such that
E = Ex, cos* i+ Ex, sin* sina y + Ex, situ, cosa 2+
Ey, cosa yEy, sin a
In terms of the TE polarization in the unprimed frame, the fields are described by
ETE=E. cosa 9Ey, sin a 2 (2.7)
and in terms of the TM polarization by
kTm = Ei, cos*+ E x, sin* sina y +Ex, sin* cosa 2.(2.8)
With expressions (2.7) and (2.8) and the solutions to the wave equations, any combination
of waves (and Gaussian beams) can be described. Referring to
Figure 2.10, the wavevector in the unprimed frame is
with
k = kz, sin* x + kz, cost sinaIce cos* cosa 2, (2.9)
1E1= k= nkonci= kz-
Here ko is related to the vacuum wavelength, 2,, by ko = 270.0. This analysis allows for a
relation between the fields strength of the waves (or beams) outside and inside the
waveguide to be derived.47
An example of an asymmetric step index waveguide is shown in Figure 2.4. There, the
index of refraction changes along the perpendicular, or x-direction, in a discontinuous
way. Recall that the coordinate system of the waveguide places the origin in the center of
the waveguide. If the film thickness is h, then the cover begins at h/2 and the substrate-
film interface is found at -h/2. Thus, the index dependence on x could be written as:
n = n(x)
n for x >h
2
nf for I xl<h
2
ns for x <--h
2
(2.10)
where n, is the index of the cover,of is the of the film, and ns is the index of the substrate.
Similarly, the nonlinear susceptibility can be expressed in a step-wise fashion as
0 for x >h+ one monolayer
x for
2 2
< x5.h+ one monolayer
x f for lxl<
2
x s for x <--h.
2
(2.11)
Solutions to the Helmholtz equation for the three regions are then found. (The solution
for the vacuum region is well known.) Boundary conditions are applied to match the
solutions in the usual way. Solutions are found by assuming the initial condition that
infinite plane waves with a given polarization are impinging at the film-cover boundary of
the waveguide. In this situation the electric field at the cover-film boundary has the form
f(x,y,z,t)= Ey,j, er(i i-4") (2.12)where
li i = konf z sine. (2.13)
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In a ray picture, the angle 0 is the angle the rays (in the film layer) reflect off the surface-
film boundary. The experimenter measures an incident angle 15 outside the waveguide as
discussed in (2.9). For TE modes, the electric field amplitudes in three regions of the
waveguide (including their phases) are found to be
1 for x>h12
tc,(x-hi2)eii3v ze-iou(i. e.in the
(n f2/1,)
monolayer)
; = cos(Kfx 0,)e-it3vze-icol for lx1<h/2 (2.14)
1
h1,2)2e
+1C,(h12+x)
eifivz e -Joufor x<h12, (4 n.)
with the following definitions: 13 is an effective wavevector for the plane wave traveling
in the film. It is defined as
fknf sinev. (2.15)
This effective wavevector is mode dependent as is indicated by (2.18). The mode
dependent parameters Nv, Ov, Kc, Kf, K, are defined asNv = 13v I k, (2.16)
h h
Ov -=-Kf-0, =-Kf +Os, (2.17)
vat =Kfh-Oc -Os, (2.18)
K2 a k2712r32 for the cover, (2.19)
K 2f_en,.pnv2for the film, and (2.20)
IC! = k2n2 -13v2 for the substrate. (2.21)
The additional mode dependent parameters which were used in defining the above
parameters are
and
tan-1K,
Kf
0ctan _1
( Kc ).
Kf
(2.22)
(2.23)
To find the allowed modes, that is the angles Ov (ori), as measured outside the
waveguide), a transcendental equation must be solved:
tanaKft h -vir)=[K, +Ks
' K2
K'
-K Kcsl (2.24)
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These final expressions (2.14) through (2.24) describe the field amplitude and phase of
a guided wave of frequency co in the three regions of the asymmetric waveguide. A
diagram of the field strength versus the transverse direction (i.e., the x-direction) is shown
Figure 2.5 for three guided modes. In Figure 2.5, two of the waves are in the same (odd)
mode, but have differing frequencies, the other wave is in an even mode (v= 2) and is
approximately symmetric about the origin (the center of the waveguide). Looking at
(2.14), in the film there is a traveling wave with an effective wavevector that depends on
the discrete mode the wave is guided in. In the cover and substrate regions, there is an
exponentially decaying evanescent field. The depth to which these fields penetrate the
region also is mode dependent. Expression (2.14) describes a guided wave of a single
frequency. To accommodate four-wave mixing experiments in a waveguide, four guided
waves are required. The next section discusses the four wave mixing process in a
waveguide, determines the generated intensity, and derives the ratios used to quantify the
surface (cover) specificity.
2.4.4 The Intensity, Phase-Mismatch, and Quantitative Analysis Tools for WISOM
Four wave mixing in asymmetric waveguides can be surface-specific if the induced
polarization due to the incident waves is (nearly) zero in the film and non-zero in thecover
region. In this treatment, the contribution to the field from the cover and film (including
substrate) regions are found separately. To quantify the surface-specificity, two ratios are
introduced which are sensitive to the cover-to-film signal ratio. Since the cover-to-film
field amplitude ratio diverges as the film contribution goes to zero, it is not convenient as
a quantifier of surface-specificity. Moreover, this ratio does not show effects of
differences in phase of the cover and film contributions. A more useful set of interpretive
tools are needed, hence two peculiar ratios are introduced. One is sensitive to the
amplitude of the cover contribution to the overall signal, while the other is sensitive to
both the amplitude and phase of the cover contribution in relation to the entire51
contribution. Notice that the entire contribution includes the contributions from the cover,
film, and substrate regions. It is also important to know the phase-mismatch between the
induced polarization and the generated (mixed) wave. Only infinite plane waves are
considered in this initial treatment. In determining the intensity of the generated signal, it
is realized that there are four separate waves in the FWM process. After coupling into the
waveguide from the vacuum these incident waves (or before decoupling these exiting
waves from the waveguide) have wavevectors
\°)1 f032 03 \C°4 k1=-. nkcoli,k2E nk(02)-, ii,3 E nkc03), and k4 =n(w4) . (2.25)
Recall that stimulated or observed waves have negative frequency by the convention used
here. In a CARS-like process, the first three of these waves mix and produce the fourth.
Inside the waveguide, they mix over a region called the interaction region. The phase-
mismatch parameter between the polarization and the generated fourth wave is, in general,
given by
with
4(x,y,z) F (2.26)
Aii = (lc; +1c3)+ E4, (2.27)
where E4 is the wavevector of the observed wave. The convention used is that positive
wavevectors (and frequencies) indicate annihilation, negative wavevectors (and
frequencies) indicate creation of photons in the OM process. It is understood that since
I4 is observed, this wavevector is negativeas is 1E2 for a CARS-like process. The phase-
mismatch parameter for the possible guided mode combination v = [v1, v2, v3, v4] in theasymmetric waveguide is
where
'3 = AE, 11,
64,. i = ko(F)sinevi cosaki +
k2n(i--)sine2 cosak,, +
k3n(P)sinev3 cosak +
ko(F)sins 3,4 cosak4
(2.28)
(2.29)
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and t is the interaction length. The interaction length represents the characteristic length
over which the three incident waves overlap. Of course, for plane waves t is infinite, but
plane waves are not used in practice. Thus, £ is approximated bysome experimentally
reasonable value. Recall the angles a are the angles in the plane of the waveguide that
each wave propagates at. The famous result [65] for the intensity of the fourthwave
generated in a FWM process appears as
inE4
all space
all time
F.;r,sin cb
X (3) : El .2 El -4, (44 "Y aZ (2.30)
Since pulses are used to obtain large fields, the time integration is doneover one pulse.
However, in practice the time integration could be replaced by a time average overone
period. Simplification of (2.30) can be made by replacing the electric fields with the form
Ex (x) = fi(x)E53
which are the solutions to the Helmholtz equation for a step index waveguide given in
(2.14). The subscripts i represent the wave index (i = 1,...,4). The intensity of the mixed
wave under this substitution becomes
27C)2 (0)4
4
/(0)4 =(--k4 /col 4,2 /0,3
f g4 X(3) :g lg 2E 3f1 (4/2 (X)f3 (X) £(x) sinc (1)(x) dx
00
2 (2.31)
where/col ,/c02, and /03 are the maximum amplitudes of the incident waves at co/ ,o)2, and
(03, respectively. The interaction length t must be experimentally estimated. Alternatively,
the interaction length can be replaced by the maximum interaction length determined by
the coherence length 4. This is the length for which 4) = Ir (see (2.28)). Since the waves
are considered infinite plane waves, the integral represents an intensity per unit area.
Hence, the integration is performed only over the dimension transverse to the waveguide.
The integral can be separated into to two parts: the integral over the cover region and the
integral over the film and substrate regions. It is typical in an experiment to adjust the
frequencies of the input waves to incur a resonance in the cover medium and not the film.
Hence, the nonlinear susceptibility for the cover is commonly 10 to 10,000 times larger
than the film nonlinear susceptibility. This is reflected in the assumed form for the
susceptibility:
x")(x)=
h12<x<h12+monolayer
1 elsewhere.
Thus, (2.31) can be rewritten as
(2.32)I(34)=
27t
2
(1.2./
/col 402 1.0)3
k4 C
x
h/2
fe4(s3):e le 2i 311 (X)f2 (X)./3 (x) £(x)
r+hI2
4 X):e2e 31.1 (X)f2 (X)f3 (X) t(x)
-h/2
+Pc'e4X c3):eli 2e 3f1(X)f2 (x)f3 (x) £(x)
+h/2
sinc0(x) dx
sinc0(x) dx
sinc cto(x) dx
(2.33)
2
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The first term inside the absolute square in (2.33) represents the contributionto the total
intensity from the evanescent fields that penetrate and mix in the substrate region. The
second term describes the contribution from the film layer. The last term represents the
contribution to the intensity generated by the fields mixing in thecover region. Clearly,
because the integrals are evaluated and then the absolute square is taken, the contributions
from each region of the waveguide are inseparable. Simply taking the ratio of thecover-
to-filni field amplitudes is not a good quantifier of surface-specificity comparedto what is
experimentally measured. The interpretative tools that best describe surface-specificityare
the direct ratio (DR) and the cross ratio (CR). The DR is an indicator of the surface-
specificity; it is closely related to the surface-to-bulk intensity ratio. However, the CR isa
better indicator of the signal-to-noise ratio. The DR is the ratio of the cover contribution
to the intensity versus the total intensity less the cross terms. The CR is the ratio of the
cross terms of the absolute square versus the total intensity less the cross terms. To better
understand these definitions, consider that the first two terms in (2.33)are the`background' portion, EB, of the generated (fourth) field and the last term is the cover-
specific anecdotal field, EA:
EA =fi4.x(c3):e,a.2E 3(X)/2 (4/3 (X) i(x) sine (1)(x) dx
and
+h/2
EBafh/2
e4. X?) :Eli 2E 3A(X)f2(X)A(X) t(X) sine (110(x) COX
+h/2
+Se4 *XTle 2e 31; (x)f2 (x)f3 (x) t(X) sinc41)(x) dx
-h/2
(2.34)
(2.35)
Using these definitions, the total intensity is proportional to
/(co4)lEA + E B12ILI
2+IEBI2+ 4Es +EA4. (2.36)
The DR can be easily defined as
DR= lEA12
lEA12+ IEB 12
Finally, the CR can be seen to be
EA EB + E E":8
CR =
BEAEB
(2.37)
(2.38)
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The DR is a better interpretive tool than the cover-to-film field amplitude ratio since
the DR never diverges. Also, notice that the denominator of the DR does not include the
cross terms that the total intensity does (compare this denominator with (2.36)). If the
fields from the surface and film are anti-parallel and of the same magnitude, the total
intensity is zero. Again, the DR does not diverge even under these conditions. Hence, the
direct ratio is an appropriate tool to use when the phases of the surface and film fields are
approximately equal. The DR was chosen so that it is bounded between zero and one.
Clearly, a value of one indicates excellent surface specificity. The DR is, however, not
sensitive to the phases of the fields. Thus, the cross ratio is used when the phases of the
fields are important. The CR examines only the cross terms in the total intensity. For
fields that are purely real, the CR measures the degree to which the cover-generated field
adds or subtracts from the field generated from the bulk. The CR is not bounded as the
DR is. A large positive value indicates parallel fields where the magnitude of the surface is
much greater than the bulk. Conditions yielding a large negative CR indicate the surface
field is of opposite sign and is much larger than the bulk-generated field; thus the total
intensity is less than the bulk signal solely. For effective WISOM it is required that the
surface resonance signal overpower the bulk resonance signal. To obtain favourable DRs
and CRs, the indices of refraction of film and substrate, thickness of film, and mode
combinations must be adjusted to yield the interference condition in the film.
Furthermore, the field frequencies must be tuned, especially over those frequencies that
yield cover resonances.
2.5 Introduction to the Numerical Analysis of WISOM
An extensive computational investigation was launched to map out all experimentally
relevant parameter space in order to locate situations that yield favourable WISOM
conditions. This numerical analysis is, in part, to be used as a data base for other
researches. No such data base has been made available in the literature. The analysis57
encompasses a large range of experimentally important waveguide parameters. As
explained in the introduction to this chapter, only three-beam mode combinations have
been investigated by previous researchers. Recall that these combinationsare those in
which the first and third waves are degenerate, that is, when E1= Ec3 and the waves are
collinear in the same guided mode. One goal of the analysis is to investigate the four-
beam mode combinations where the degeneracy in the first and thirdwaves is broken. It
was anticipated that the use of four-beam mode combinations would allow for phase-
matching inside the waveguide; a circumstance never reported in the literature. With the
potential improvements in surface-specificity gained by these situations, WISOM might be
a more attractive technique.
The analysis takes the approach of first picking the index of the film and its thickness.
The range of waveguide parameters are chosen within the confines of whatare realizable
in actual waveguides. The substrate index is fixed; it is consideredto be that of fused
silica. Likewise, the cover index remains fixed throughout the analysis. The nonlinear
susceptibilities are also considered fixed, however the susceptibilities of thecover is
considered much larger than the film or substrate susceptibilities. With assumed
waveguide index profiles, dimensions, and the FWM frequencies; numerical solutionsare
found for the generated electric field via (2.14) through (2.24). The numerical solutions
are found by a Mathematica (V. 2.2) notebook as described in Appendix A. The
azimuthal angles for phase-matching are found when the condition is allowed. Finally,
from these fields, the direct ratio and cross ratio are tabulated. For eachset of physical
waveguide parameters, the frequency and mode combinationsare varied. The result is a
series of shaded plots indicating waveguide thickness on one axis, index of the filmson
another, and the shading representing the values of the DRor CR. These plots were
generated by Spyglass Transform (V. 3.0) from ASCII text files supplied by the
Mathematica notebook cars] .ma under the wscars directory. Thisraw data generated
directly from this Mathematica notebook can be accessed in the form oftext files
rawm0aal and rawmObal, enclosed in the CD-ROM in the attachments section of this58
document. These are the unmodified files in comma delimited ASCII format. These files
were modified by removing all spaces and saved as carsm0a.xl and carsmOb.xl under that
same format. Using Excel (V3.0) macro carsOml .xlm, these files are converted to Excel
files, separated by mode combination and files suitable for import into Spyglass Transform
are created. Detailed documentation is enclosed in this Excel macro file. The file naming
conventions for the mode combination data are given in the notebook carsl .ma where
they are generated. Furthermore, the raw data files are concatenated by three
Mathematica notebooks carsanal.ma, carsanal2.ma, and carsanal3 ma. This software
sorts the results in various ways for easy access. An entire summary of the results of the
calculations can be found in the Microsoft Excel files cars0a.xls, cars0b.xls, and
carsOc.xls. Text versions (delimited by tabs) are also available on the enclosed CD-ROM.
Two more files contain abbreviated results sorted as to emphasize the effects of mode
combination (file carsmd.xls) and the phase-matching information (file carspb.xls).
Spyglass Transform accepts text files (created by macro carsOml .xlm) which are sorted
into directories by mode combination under the wscars\carsOmfi directory and, via the
Spyglass macros create DR animations and create_CR_animations, are converted into
false colour (or gray scale) plots. All Spyglass macros have been exported to ASCII files
and are available under directory wscars\spyglas_ on the CD-ROM. For each mode
combination, a series of such plots were generated as a function of frequency of the
applied waves. The exact details of the ranges of the parameters used, the key to
interpreting the shaded plots, and a review of useful patterns in the results are discussed in
the next sections.
2.5.1 Common CARS-Like WISOM Parameters
Planar waveguides used for WISOM work are limited by the availability of appropriate
media. As far as the numerical analysis is concerned, the limitations placed on waveguides
are those placed on the index of the film layer such that they can be physically constructed.
This restricts the range of indices of the film from 1.60 to 2.10. In the numerical59
calculations, steps in the film index of 0.05 were used. Thus, the film index, n1, starts at
1.60 and is increased in steps of 0.05. The index of the film, in turn, places limits on the
thickness, since there is a minimum thickness for a waveguide to support a single mode.
Modal separation can be achieved by using waveguides with very different mode coupling
angles. As the number of supported modes for a given waveguide increases, the mode
coupling angle separation (between successive mode coupling angles) decreases. Since
modal separation is useful for the experimenter, the number of supported modes is kept
low. This enhances modal separation. No more than six or seven supported modes per
waveguide are desirable. All variables told, the thickness range of the film that is
experimentally useful is 600 to 950 nm. Hence, numerical calculations begin with film
thicknesses of 600 nm and increase in steps of 50 nm. The cover index and (the fused
silica) substrate indices were taken as the vacuum and 1.47, respectively. The cover
index, when studying a sub-monolayer on the film surface is expected to be nearly that of
the vacuum. The frequencies for the applied waves, those described by k,, k2, and k3, are
chosen with values appropriate for CARS (vibrational resonances), however the software
developed is flexible enough to deal with electronic resonances. The frequencies are
selected with= X3 = 560 nm. The second wave, described by k2, is picked by means of
the difference in wavenumbers between the second and first waves. The energy gap
between intermediate states is operative variable. Hence, the difference frequency, A, is
defined by A = wl - oh. The equivalent range of the difference frequency (also called the
tuning parameter) is from 1000 to 3000 wavenumbers (roughly 580 to 670 nm) in steps of
200 cm-1. All possible mode combinations of these four waves that might lead to an
interface-specific signal were considered. The mode convention is [vl, v2, v3, va] for
guided waves [k,, k2, k3, kat The set of 'polar' angles determined by the mode
combination are referred to by [151, 152, 153, 134]; they are numerically calculated via (2.24).
The goal of these calculations is to identify experimentally compatible parameters for
CARS-like four-wave mixing inside a waveguide such that surface sensitivity is
maximized. In addition, the values of the 'azimuthal' direction angles for each mode
combination, [al0, a2, a3, ad, which give phase-matching are found (when phase-60
matching is possible). These angle are found by minimizing the phase-mismatch
parameter, cl), using expressions (2.28) and (2.29). The experiment is (mechanically)
simplified if all angles a are between -10 and 10 degrees or -170 and 170 degrees. Thus,
situations where the frequencies and mode combinations yield phase-matching for small
azimuthal angles are particularly sought. To compare with the phase-matchedcase, the
large-overlap experiment' is analyzed (for three-beam mode combinations only). The
large-overlap experiment is done by using degenerate wavevectors k1 and k3 and making
the angular separation between k2 and k1 three degrees or less. Although the large-overlap
experiment has a large phase-mismatch, the interaction region is large. One aim of these
calculations was to determine if the phase-matched situations with their small overlapor
the large-overlap experiment yield better cover-to-film signal ratio.
The values of x(3) for the various regions of substrate, film, andvacuum were taken as
unity, except over the cover region 0.5 nm above the film. This simulates the effect ofa
one monolayer thick absorbate on the surface of the film that is in resonance with the
mixing process. Here X(3) = 100 for the monolayer. Hence, in (2.11)Zr = x., = 1; whereas
= 100. This value for the resonance susceptibility of the cover region was chosen to be
consistent with experimental results [65]. No attempt was made to examine possible
contributions to an interstitial region between the substrate and film regions.
2.5.2 How to Interpret the Numerical Results
For each waveguide (i.e., choice of thickness and film index) and mode combination
the direct and cross ratios are calculated via (2.34) through (2.38). The other parameters
were considered fixed; they are given in the preceding section. The numerical results are
presented in a series of files as described in the beginning of Section 2.5. Before
describing the graphical representations of these data, a closer examination of the DR and
CR is in order. The DR is the easier-to-interpret indicator of the surface-specificity; it is
closely related to the surface-to-total intensity ratio. However, the CR is a better indicator61
of the signal-to-noise ratio. The WISOM experimenter usually couples beams to a single
waveguide and scans the frequency of one beam looking for a surface resonance by
examining the total generated intensity. The top portion of Figure 2.11 shows a
representation of such an experiment. Plotted is the total generated field versus the
frequency of the scanned beam. Six surfaces resonances are indicated. In this example
they are superimposed on a bulk field of +5 units. For resonances A through C the surface
and bulk fields are parallel, whereas in resonances D through F the fields are anti-parallel.
Notice that the surface-generated field in resonance B is of the same magnitude as the bulk
generated field so that the total field is twice that of the 'background' field. In resonance
E, the magnitudes of the two fields are equal, but are anti-parallel giving a zero total field.
At the bottom of Figure 2.11, the total field versus increasing surface resonant fields is
plotted. The locations where the total field equals the total field of the hypothetical
resonances as discussed above are labeled to provide connection with the experimental
situation. The total field plot in Figure 2.11 can be compared with the DR shown along
the bottom of Figure 2.12 for this situation. Note that when the surface and bulk fields are
of the same magnitude, regardless of their direction, the DR is 0.5. If the experimenter
encounters a resonance at these points they might appear in the total signal as resonances
B or E as shown along the top of the figure. When the surface field overpowers the bulk
field by orders of magnitude, the DR approaches one. Representing situations where the
total intensity is zero, as in hypothetical resonance E, is more challenging. There are no
graphical presentations which provide a quick and meaningful interpretation of this
circumstance. To ascertain this condition and quantify if the total signal will be larger or
smaller when a surface resonance is encountered the CR may be examined. Figure 2.13
shows the CR for the situation in Figure 2.11 where it is plotted against an increasing
surface field. When the surface field is of the same magnitude as the bulk, the CR is +2
when they are parallel (resonance B) and -2 when they are anti-parallel (resonance E).
Whenever the CR is -2, the total intensity is zero, however the individual fields from the
surface and bulk may be large. Working near this point is advantageous to the62
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Figure 2.11: Plots of the total field versus
frequency for resonances A-F and the total
intensity versus surface field.
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Figure 2.12: Plots of the total field versus
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Figure 2.13: Plots of the total field versus
frequency for resonances A-F and the CR
versus surface field.
experimenter as the signal-to-noise ratio is large. This is different from the case where
both fields are very small and the CR is zero. Finally, it is noted that the larger the
magnitude of the CR, the better the surface-specificity.
Graphical representations of the DR and CR versus the waveguide parameters were
produced for quick comparisons. A series of plots for each mode combination is
provided; each plot in the series represents a different difference frequency, A. These
plots are meant to be used as guides to designing waveguides yielding good surface-
specificity under a certain mode combination and frequency regime. These are three
dimensional plots of film index versus film thickness; the third dimension, the direct or
cross ratio, is shown in gray scale. The key to the gray scale is shown along the bottom of
each plot. The scale key is marked in the example plot, Figure 2.14. This example clearly
labels the film index (along the horizontal) and the film thickness along the vertical axis.64
The information bar indicates the ratio type (either direct ratio or cross ratio), the
hierarchical data format (hdf) file name used by Spyglass to generate the plot, and the
mode combination number. The file name has encoded in it the ratio type (D for DR and
C for CR), the difference frequency, A, which is indicated after the index `bg'. For
instance, the difference frequency for Figure 2.14 is 1800 cm-1. Each mode combination is
given a number, the definitions for the mode number can be found the Mathematica
notebook carsl .ma. The mode combination for the plot shown in Figure 2.14 is mode
number 01, that is, [v1, v2, v3, va] = [0,0,0,1]. Also indicated in Figure 2.14 are three
areas of the plot. One area has a low DR; this is an unfavourable ratio. Waveguides and
mode combinations yielding good surface-specificity allow for the cancellation of
generated signals in the film, leaving the signal only from the surface. When the DR is
exactly one, the interference condition is complete. In this case, the observed signal
comes only from the cover. If the DR is zero, there is no contribution from the cover
region. The region marked as 'unfavourably low', has a DR of less than 0.2. When the
cover contribution to the field is half of the total contribution, the DR is 0.25 (i.e., 0.5
squared). When the field contribution from the cover comprises 75% of the total field, the
DR is 0.56 (i.e., 0.75 squared). The region labeled 'moderately favourable DR' on Figure
2.14 indicates DRs that represent conditions when the cover contribution is about 75% of
the total field. The region of the plot marked 'favourable DR' has a surface-to-total field
contribution ratio of greater that 95%, that is the DR is 0.9 or larger. Figure 2.14
indicates that a waveguide with a film index of 1.8 and a thickness of 550 to 600 nm will
have a very favourable cover-to-film signal ratio for the [0,0,0,1] mode with a difference
frequency equivalent to 1800 Another waveguide with an index of 1.75 and
thickness 650 nm using the same mode and difference frequency will also produce surface-
specific results. Note that a plot of the cover-to-film ratio would actually be harder to
interpret since this ratio approaches infinity when the cover contribution approaches
100%. The simple bounds of the DR is ample justification to use it as the interpretive tool
over the cover-to-film ratio.Information
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An example of a cross ratio plot isshown in Figure 2.15. The informationbar
indicates these results are fora waveguide experiment using A= 1400 cm4 and mode
combination 13, which is the combination[1,1,1,2]. In the plot, represented bywhite
regions, are situations where themagnitude of the CR is less thanone. See the region
labeled Tow CR' in Figure 2.15. Theseare regions for which the cover-to-bulk field ratio
is under 0.5. Regions where cover-to-bulkfield ratio is greater than 0.5are seen as darker
regions, darker gray indicating thegreater ratio. Roughly half of thegray regions in
Figure 2.15 indicate that the phase ofthe film contribution to the field, relativeto the
cover phase, is zero. Since the total signal is largerthan the bulk signal alone, this
condition has been labeled as the 'FavourableCR, Larger Total Field' region in Figure
2.15. In the colour renditions of the CRplots enclosed on the CD-ROM, theseregions
are tagged in red. When the relative phase is 180degrees, the total field is less than the
bulk alone. This situation has been indicatedin Figure 2.15 as a region of 'Favourable66
CR, Smaller Total Fie ld'; it is represented in blue on the colour plots. In many cases
including this example, a clear white line separates regions of zero and 180 degree phase
difference. Normally, the CR is large (greater than 20) when the DR is near one. Hence,
the DR can be used almost as the sole tool in studying WISOM experiments. When
designing an experiment, the DR can be used to optimize the conditions, but then the CR
should be checked to verify it is large. Furthermore, the experimenter can predict whether
the signal will increase or decrease when a surface resonance is encountered by examining
the CR.
Careful examination of the examples of Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 reveals some
unusual shapes which are artifacts of the graphical analysis. Scalloped edges in both the
DR and CR plots are caused by interpolation errors. Rectangular regions of black in the
CR plots occur when the CR exceeds the limits of the plot. Likewise rectangular regions
in the DR appearing either black or white occur for the same reason.
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2.5.3 Results of the Numerical Analysis
Although all mode combinations that have the potential to yield favourable WISOM
conditions were analyzed, only six will be discussed here. These are the six combinations
that give the best DR, CR, tuning range, and phase-matching options out of the full
eighteen possible combinations. Out of the possible eighteen mode combinations, eight
were found to be devoid of the interference condition; these include mode combinations:
[1,0,0,1]opm, [0,1,0,1]mmas [2,1,0,1]mN06, [0,2,0,1]mr, [1,2,0,1]ms,
[2,2,1,1]Mon6, and [2,1,2,1]1,ms. The software uses a code, or mode combination number
(MN), to designate each mode combination. In the notation above, the mode combination
designations appear in the square brackets. The corresponding mode combination number
used in the Mathematica notebooks appears as a subscript. Rather than use the four digit
mode designation, the mode number is used by the software to identity mode combination
and the data files associated with that mode combination. Other combinations less
impressive than the six best combinations include: [2,0,1,1]mNii, [1,1,1,0]MN12,
[2,1,1,1]14, [1,2,1,1]15. These mode combinations are not reviewed here. The results
are available on the enclosed CD-ROM. Each mode combination has its own sub-
directory in the wscars directory. The raw data is available in text and as a Microsoft
Excel (V. 3.0) file; the DR and CR are available both as hdf files and in bitmap (BMP)
form each according to difference frequency index. For example, mode combination
[1,1,1,0]Mo12, is located in the sub-directory cars0m12. The raw data is contained in a
single file available in both formats. The plots are identified by a frequency index. For
instance, for MN12 and difference frequency 1000 cnil (frequency index 02) have the
identifiers d0m1202 for the DR and c0m1202.
The DR and CR plots for the six mode combinations reported are shown in Figure
2.16 through Figure 2.48. Note that each figure has the DR and the CR combined on each
figure. These six promising mode combinations are: [2,2,0,1bom, [1,0,1,1bvio,
[1,1,1,2]Mm3, [2,0,2,1] mm 7, and [1,1,0,1] mN05. Note that two of these68
combinations are four-beam mode combinations. The next several paragraphs discuss
each mode combination in further detail.
The DRs and CRs for mode combination [2,2,0,1] is shown in Figure 2.16 through
Figure 2.21. Each figure contains the results for the difference frequency, A, 400 cm-1
larger than the previous figure. Figure 2.16 shows the results for the difference frequency
1000 cm-1. For film indices above 1.85, the DR and CR are large (between 0.999 and
one) and are relatively insensitive to the difference frequency. This is especially true of
film thicknesses between 750 and 850 nm. Hence, mode combination [2,2,0,1] has an
amazingly large tuning range, that is, the range over the difference frequency for which
interference condition is quite favourable. For instance, a waveguide with index 1.95 and
thickness 850 nm has a DR of 0.9999 (four nines) or greater and a CR of more than 30 in
magnitude. A clear demarcation can be seen between waveguide parameters that give
parallel or anti-parallel surface and bulk fields. To the left of this white boundary the
surface and bulk fields add constructively. There are very remarkable cover-to-film field
ratios for certain frequencies with specific waveguides and using the [2,2,0,1] mode
combination. For a waveguide with a film index of 1.95 and thickness 850 nm, using a
difference frequency of 1000 cm-1, for example, the DR is seven nines and the CR is 3.9 x
103. Other waveguides give similarly effective interference conditions fora number of
difference frequencies: for A = 1200 cm-1, an index of 1.9 and thickness 800 nm gives a
DR of `six nines and a CR of -2.3 x 103; for A = 1800 cnil, an index of 1.9 and thickness
700 nm gives a DR of eight nines and a CR of -4.1 x 103; and for A = 2800 cm-1, an index
of 2.1 and thickness 600 nm gives a DR of five nines and a CR of 969. Notice, that for
any frequency, a waveguide with nominal thickness of 800 nm and index 1.95 has a DR
above 0.99 and a CR of at least 40. However, for this mode combination almost any
waveguide with indices smaller than 1.7 is ineffective for WISOM experiments. As will be
reviewed in the following section, this mode combination also offers many opportunities
to phase-match the FWM process. Moreover, many of these phase-matching conditions
have larger interaction regions. That is, the overlap is large since the crossing angles for69
which phase-matching occurs are small. As will be seen later, most phase-matching
conditions require that the azimuthal (i.e., crossing) angles be 90 degrees apart (the beams
cross perpendicularly). This makes for small interaction regions.
Mode combination [1,0,1,1] holds promise for WISOM experiments for smaller
difference frequencies. Figure 2.22 through Figure 2.27 show the DRs and CRs for
difference frequencies from 800 cm4 to 1800 cm-1 in 200 cm-1 steps. Unfortunately, the
interference condition is rather sensitive to frequency. A waveguide with film index 1.85
and thickness 750 nm has a DR of five nines and a CR of 652 for A = 800 cm-1. The same
waveguide at A = 1000 cm-1 has a DR of 0.957 and a CR of -9.3. For the set of
frequencies chosen, and difference frequency A = 1200 cm-1, there are two possible
waveguides that give remarkable surface-specificity. These are waveguides with indices of
1.70. For the chosen input frequencies, such a waveguide with film thickness 700 nm can
have a DR of ten nines and a CR of +9.3 x 103. Another similar waveguide having
thickness 600 nm can have a DR of nine nines and a CR of -3.3 x 103. This same
waveguide has a DR of larger than 0.95 and a respectable CR of -8.6 at A = 1400 cm-1.
For larger difference frequencies, those above 1800 cm
1,the effectiveness of this mode
combination for WISOM work is lost. Again, the left side of the CR plots show that the
surface and bulk fields are parallel, however for A greater than 1400 cm4 all waveguide
parameters give only anti-parallel fields. This mode combination also allows for many
phase-matching options that have larger interaction regions.
Figure 2.28 through Figure 2.33 show results for mode combination [1,1,1,2]. This is
considered a favourite of the three-beam mode combinations used by experimental
researchers [27], [26], [30], [31]. These plots start with the results for A = 1000 cm-1 and
increasingly larger difference frequencies in 400 cnil steps. This mode combination is far
more sensitive to the difference frequency than the combinations previously discussed.
For instance, a waveguide with a film index of 1.9 and thickness of 600 nm at A= 1800
cm-1 has a DR of 0.997 and a CR of +36. However, at A= 1400cm-1 or 2200 cm-1, this70
waveguide has a much smaller DR (0.86 and 0.94, respectively) and CR (+5 and -8,
respectively). For A = 1400 cm', a better waveguide to use would be one with thickness
800 nm and index 1.85; this gives a DR of five nines and a CR of 829. Likewise, if the
experimenter wishes to tune to difference frequency of A= 2200cm', a different
waveguide should be used than that used at either A= 1400 cm-1 or A = 1800 cm'. The
best waveguide for this higher frequency is one with a film index of 1.75 and thickness 750
nm; it yields a DR of five nines and a CR of -269. Hence, in using this mode combination,
the experimenter would be required to change waveguides while tuning over this 800 cm-1
range. This is certainly undesirable since many other factors between waveguides may be
different other than the film index and thickness. Such factors include the surface
roughness and the mode coupling efficiency.
Next in the series of mode combinations discussed here is the combination [0,0,0,1].
This combination is another of the three-beam mode combinations commonly used by
experimentalists. Although it does not provide as great a surface-specificity, it isan easy
combination of modes to couple into. The efficiency of coupling is related to the mode;
lower numbered modes are coupled into with greater efficiency. Therefore, this mode
combination is quite attractive. Surface-specificity is sacrificed for signal strength. From
Figure 2.34 through Figure 2.39, it can be seen that the combination is very sensitive to
the difference frequency. The plots show the difference frequency from A= 800 cm-1 to
A = 1800 cm' in 200 cm-1 steps. In that range of difference frequencies, there isno single
waveguide that would yield good WISOM conditions. Again, the experimenter would be
required to change out waveguides during any tuning experiment. For instance, at A=
800 cm' surface-specificity will be best using a waveguide that has an index of 2.05 and
thickness of 750 nm (the DR is two nines and the CR is -25). When tuning up to A=
1000 cm', the best waveguide would be one with an index of 2.05 and an thickness of 650
nm. This is the best that this mode combination is capable of. This is because small
number modes like modes 0 and 1 have small amplitudes at the surface. This waveguide
and frequency gives a DR and a CR of 0.979 and +13.5, respectively. Above A= 180071
cm', the mode combination looses its ability to provide good surface-specificity
irregardless of the choice of waveguides.
The fifth mode combination reviewed here is [2,0,2,1]. A single waveguide of index
2.1 and thickness 600 urn gives reasonable surface-specificity over a modest tuning range
of 1800 cm'. This is shown in Figure 2.40 though Figure 2.45 where the DRs and CRs
are shown from 800 cm' to 1800 cm-1 in steps of 200 cm-1. At A = 800 cm-1, the DR is
0.948 and the CR is -8.5. As the difference frequency climbs, the specificity drops slowly;
at A = 1400 cm-1, the DR and CR are 0.885 and -5.5, respectively. As can be seen from
these figures, this waveguide is the best for this mode combination for any tuning value.
No matter what the waveguide parameters, this mode combination produces anti-parallel
surface and bulk fields. It is interesting to note that for the lower difference frequencies,
the cover-to-film field ratio is rather insensitive to the waveguide parameters.
Consequently for these values of A, almost any waveguide gives reasonable results. This
mode combination is also very sensitive to the azimuthal angles in regards to phase-
matching with respect to changes in the frequency. As will be seen in the next section, if
the cover and film have different dispersions, this sensitivity can be of great advantage in
increasing the surface-specificity.
Mode combination [1,1,0,1] is not noteworthy for its large cover-to-total signal ratios.
This mode combination produces only parallel fields. As seen from Figure 2.46 through
Figure 2.48, the best waveguides have large indices and thin films. For instance, a
waveguide using this mode has a DR of 0.936 and a CR of +7.6 for A = 800 cm-1 when it
has a thickness of 600 nm and an index of 2.1. Increasing the frequency to A = 1400 cm-1,
this waveguide yield a DR of 0.91 and CR of +6.2. What is exceptional about this mode is
the probability that phase-matching can be achieved with small azimuthal angles. The
experimenter, if favoured with a large dispersion of the film with respect to the cover, may
find that WISOM can be achieved with lower DRs and CRs while utilizing this unique
phase-matching condition.950
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Figure 2.16: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A= 1000 cm'.
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Figure 2.17: The DR and CR formode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A= 1400 cm'.
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Figure 2.18: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A= 1800 cniI.950
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Figure 2.19: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A = 2200 cm'.
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Figure 2.20: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A = 2600 cm-1.
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Figure 2.21: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A = 3000 cm-1.950
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Figure 2.22: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,0,1,1] at A = 800 cm'.
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Figure 2.23: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,0,1,1] at A = 1000 cm'.
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Figure 2.24: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,0,1,1] at A = 1200 cm'.75
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Figure 2.25: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,0,1,1] at A = 1400 cm'.
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Figure 2.26: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,0,1,1] at A = 1600 cm'.
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Figure 2.27: The DR and CR for mode
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Figure 2.28: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 1000 cm'.
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Figure 2.29: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 1400 cm'.
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Figure 2.30: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 1800 cm'.
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Figure 2.31: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 2200 cm-i.
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Figure 2.32: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 2600 cm-I.
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Figure 2.33: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,1,2] at A = 3000 cm-1.Direct RatioD.28001Kane Number 01
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Figure 2.34: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 800 cnil.
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Figure 2.35: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 1000 cm-1.
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Figure 2.36: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 1200 =4.950
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Figure 2.37: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 1400 cm-1.
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Figure 2.38: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 1600 =4.
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Figure 2.39: The DR and CR for mode
combination [0,0,0,1] at A = 1800 cm-1.950
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Figure 2.40: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,0,2,1] at A = 800 =4.
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Figure 2.41: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,0,2,1] at A = 1000 cm-1.
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Figure 2.42: The DR and CR for mode
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Figure 2.43: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,0,2,1] at A = 1400 cm'.
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Figure 2.44: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,0,2,1] at A = 1600 cm'.
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Figure 2.45: The DR and CR for mode
combination [2,0,2,1] at A = 1800 cm4.A
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Figure 2.46: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,0,1] at A = 800 cm4.
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Figure 2.47: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,0,1] at A = 1000 cm-1.
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Figure 2.48: The DR and CR for mode
combination [1,1,0,1] at A = 1200 cm'.83
2.6 Phase-Matching Gaussian Beams in a Waveguide
So far in the analysis of these waveguides, phase-mismatches have been ignored.Recall
that the polar angles are determined by the mode combination. Clearly, in orderto phase-
match the OM process, the azimuthal angles must be chosen. It is likely that phase-
matching will not occur when the waves are collinear. Occasionally,as was found from
the previous set of calculations, that there is no choice of azimuthal angles that willphase-
match the process inside the waveguide. More often, thewaves must be nearly
perpendicular in order to achieve a zero phase-mismatch. In fact, inover 70% of the
choices of waveguides, mode combinations, and difference frequencies; phase-matching
occurs when the azimuthal angles are approximately right angles from one another. In 2%
of the cases, no phase-matching was possible. In the remainingcases, the azimuthal angles
were smaller. Furthermore, in about 18% of the choices, the azimuthal angles were such
that the applied waves were under 3 degrees in separation when the mismatchwas zero.
Experiments where the angular separation of the waves is smallare mechanically
simplified. Moreover, when the azimuthal angles are small, the interaction volume is
large. Hence, these conditions were particularly sought. The exact azimuthal angles for
every waveguide, mode combination, and difference frequency are given in the fileson the
CD-ROM discussed earlier.
In this section, a realistic experiment is considered where three focused Gaussian
profile beams are coupled into a waveguide and mix with theproper phase-mismatch
according to the coupling (polar) and separation (azimuthal) angles. To find the intensity
of the output beam, a volume integral must be done for eachwavevector in each beam.
Results show that Gaussian applied beams mixed together to forman expanding Gaussian
output beam as expected. First, representations of a Gaussian beam and the integration84
yielding the proper intensity are discussed. This is followed by an analysis of the intensity
as the azimuthal angles are varied from no angular separation to the separation for which
there is no phase-mismatch. Realizing a smaller angular separation gives a larger
interaction volume, the question to be answered is: What is the larger competing factorto
the overall cover intensity, the interaction volume or the phase-mismatch?
2.6.1 Deriving the Phase-Mismatch of WISOM Using Focused Gaussian Beams
To best simulate a laboratory experiment, focused Gaussian beams were considered
instead of plane waves in the calculations for the phase-mismatch of WISOM experiments.
Typically, the source waves for WISOM experiments are lasers with Gaussian profiles.
Furthermore, these waves are focused with 0.3 to 1.0 meter focal length lenses prior to
coupling to the waveguide (see Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8). This increases the field
amplitude at the point of crossing (the interaction region). For CARS-like processes, the
intensity of the generated wave is dependent on the square of the integral over the product
of the three applied field amplitudes (see Equation (2.28) through (2.30)). Hence, it is
advantageous to increase the applied field amplitude density by focusing the beams.
Focusing also localizes the interaction region to be a smaller region of the waveguide.
This allows the experimenter to avoid imperfections in the waveguide; if an imperfection is
found, the applied fields can be crossed in another, more desirable, location.
In the previous calculations, an effective interaction length, £, was defined and, since
plane waves were used, the integral over the interaction region is done only over thex-
direction (i.e., the direction transverse to the waveguide plane). Using non-plane waves to
deliver the applied fields to the interaction region, the integral over all three dimensions
must be taken. Thus, the phase-mismatch parameter, (1), must be redefined aswhere
= ARO- F, (2.39)
Arc(r) E Tco(F)sinOvi cosa (F)
Fc2n(r)sine,2 cosak2(F)+
ii3n(f)sin0,3 cosa (i9+
E4n(F)sine,,4 coca, (7)
(2.40)
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Recall the definition for n(F) given in (2.10). The radial distance,r, is best measured from
the waveguide coordinate system; it was chosen with some foresight to be thecenter of
the interaction region, that is, where the center of all the beamscross. The azimuthal
angles refer to angles of the wavevectors along the profile of each beam. Since the beams
are focused, these angles depend on how far from the center of the beam (and the center
of the interaction region) the field is being evaluated. Thus, the phase-mismatch
parameter is a complicated, nested function of the location from the center of the
interaction region. Using non-plane waves also complicates the expression for the
amplitude of each applied field. Each beam is dependent not onlyon the direction
transverse to the waveguide plane (i.e., the x-direction), but also the directions in the plane
of the waveguide as well. Hence, the electric field for eachwave may be represented as
Ex(F)= fi(x)(y) (z)E = )Eye
where the functional dependence in the x-direction is determined by the guided mode
solution. The dependence of the field amplitude for each wave in the plane of thewaveguide is determined by the focused Gaussian nature of the beamonce it has been
coupled into the waveguide. With each of these modificationsto the simple plane-wave
theory given earlier, the integrated intensity (i.e., the energy) of the generatedwave is
U( 4)=(27t ) (°34 CO /(014)24h
C
xfeedrE4 x(3):ele2g31101/2 (OA eiAi.r.
2
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(2.41)
where /col,Icoz,and J(3 are the maximum amplitudes of the incidentwaves at 0j ,w2, and
co3, respectively. If the angular and intensity profiles of each applied beam is known, then
this integral can be performed. Next, attention is turnedto obtaining expressions for these
profiles.
A focused Gaussian beam can be both experimentally and mathematicallyproduced by
taking a collimated beam with a Gaussian profile and passing it througha lens. The
resulting beam has a wavevector profile and an intensity profile which is given by the
Fresnel Diffraction Integral. A Gaussian beam oftransverse intensity profile, traveling
along a z-axis is specified by
Ebefore =koe-(xix.)2 e-(Y/Y0)2
lens
(2.42)
Experimentally, this is the field profile before the collimated laser beam is focused witha87
lens. This wave will eventually be coupled into the waveguide. The x-direction profile of
this beam will be projected onto the field amplitude allowed by the mode being coupled
into. Hence, the field amplitude profile in the x-direction is unimportant. As shown by
Wlodarczyk and Seshadri [66], a non-plane wave excitation of a grating waveguide
coupler does not precisely produce the field profile as expected by the plane wave
solutions to the waveguide for an asymmetric waveguide. Moreover, there is a slight
focusing effect of a (non-plane wave) beam in the plane of the waveguide when coupled
with a grating coupler. It may be noted that no information can be found in the literature
concerning the field profile inside a planar waveguide due to a Gaussian beam excitation
of a prism coupler. In this analysis, however, slight effects imparted by the coupling of the
beam to the waveguide will be ignored. Hence, the Gaussian nature of the beam need only
be expressed for the y-direction:
EbefOre (y)=foe (Y/Y°)2
lens
(2.43)
The introduction of a field of a traveling wave through a lens produces a radial (with
respect to the beam axis) dependence in the phase of the beam [67]. Hence, the field
directly behind the lens appears as
_ilki
cPer(Y)=E before ()')e2f
lens lens
(2.44)
where f is the focal length of the lens. Propagation of the beam along the z-axis is
described by the Fresnel Diffraction Integral. Assuming the beam is focused by passing88
the center of the beam through the center of the lens, the profile of the beam along the z-
axis is described by
iktht
gy,z,E)=1
k le2zrdy
1E.after(y 1)e 2z eIklz
2niz lens
Thus, the functions, fi, appearing in (2.41) must be
(2.45)
fi(F)= fi(x)I El (y,z, E01. (2.46)
The absolute value in (2.46) suggests that the phase of the field be included with the
function fi. With expressions for the profiles of each applied field, (2.46), anda way to
calculate the intensity of the generated beam which properly includes the phase-mismatch
of crossed, focused Gaussian beams, (2.41); comparisons of large interaction volume
experiments versus phase-matched experiments can be made.
2.6.2 Results of Phase-Mismatch of WISOM Using Focused Gaussian Beams
Analysis of the generated intensity of collinear beam phase-mismatched conditions
where the interaction length is large versus the case where phase-matching is achieved was
made. This was accomplished by assuming a 1 mm diameter Gaussian beam (i.e., a 1 mm
diameter at 1/e the maximum amplitude), a 1 meter focusing lens, and the results of the
previous section. The direction of the wavevector was found for each point in the
interaction volume by matrix methods of paraxial optics. A Mathematica notebook,
cars2.ma, contains the code used to make these calculations. This notebook is locatedon
the enclosed CD-ROM in the wscarslazimuthl directory. The nested integrations
contained in (2.41) were done numerically in this notebook.89
Although numerical calculations were done for many modes, difference frequencies,
and waveguides (as enclosed on the CD-ROM), there are two particularly interesting
cases. The first case is where the azimuthal angles for zero mismatch are all small, giving
a naturally large interaction volume for phase-matched conditions. More commonly, the
azimuthal angles are such that the beams are nearly perpendicular to each other making
the interaction volume small when the mismatch is zero. This is the second case. To
show the variance of intensity versus phase-mismatch, plots were constructed of intensity
versus azimuthal angles; the dependence of the azimuthal angles are labeled 'fraction
complete'. In the calculation for each plot, the azimuthal angles yielding zero phase-
mismatch for the given waveguide, mode combination, and difference frequency were first
determined. To generate the plots shown in Figure 2.49 through Figure 2.52, the
azimuthal angles are varied from collinear, i.e., [al0, az = 0, a3 = 0, a4 = 180 degrees],
to the angles yielding zero phase-mismatch in a smooth way. That is, with a1= 0, angles
a2 and a3 are gradually changed simultaneously from zero to the phase-matched value by
fractions. This way the phase-mismatch also changes gradually. For example, suppose
the azimuthal angles that yield zero mismatch are [al E 0, a2 = 20, a3 = 50, a4]. The
point at the far left of one of these intensity versus angle plots is [al E 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 0,
a4 = 180 degrees], that is a 'fraction complete' of zero. This is the collinear-beam
geometry. The far right represents 100% complete, that is [al0, a2 = 20, a3 = 50,
a4]. Half way into the plot, at a fraction complete of 0.5, the angles are [al0, a2 = 10,
a3 = 25, a4]. The output angle, as is found by minimizing the phase-mismatch once each
of the input angles have been chosen.
An example of the case is where the azimuthal angles for zero mismatch are all small is
shown in Figure 2.49 and Figure 2.50. Here there is a large interaction volume for phase-
matched conditions. Figure 2.49 shows the variations in intensity due to phase-mismatch
of a waveguide with a 1.85 index and 800 nm thickness using mode combination [2,2,0,1]90
at a difference frequency of 1200 wavenumbers. With this difference frequency and the
choice of col = 033 = 560 nm, the wavelength of the beam at (02 is 639nm, making the
output beam of wavelength 409 nm. This choice of WISOM parameters gives the phase-
matching azimuthal angles of [oci :.---- 0, a2 = -L44, a3= 44.9, as = 219.11 degrees. This
calculation is reflected in the text file cars6m80.xl on the enclosed CD-ROM. In this plot,
it is clear that when the applied beams are collinear, the phase-mismatch is large and the
generated CARS-like signal is low in intensity (as shown on the left-hand side of Figure
2.49). This is relative to the large intensity obtained when theprocess is phase-matched as
shown on the right-hand side of the plot. For this example, the ratio of intensities between
using the phase-matched angles versus collinear beams is 2.97. Clearly, when the phase-
matching azimuthal angles are small, it is advantageous to phase-match the OMprocess
rather than to maximize the interaction volume by using collinear beams. It is noteworthy
to point out the sinc-like behaviour of the intensity on phase-mismatch (i.e., azimuthal
angle 'fraction complete'). To better show this dependence, the plot shown in Figure 2.49
has been amplified in Figure 2.50. Figure 2.50 clearly showsa sinc-like behaviour; this is
modulated by a high-frequency cos2-like dependence on the phase-mismatch. Dueto
aliasing in the calculations, this cos2-like behaviour is not well reproduced. This is despite
the step size of 1/500; a step size which gives a calculational time of less than 18 hours.
When the WISOM process is phase-matched with a nearly collinear azimuthal angles, the
large interaction volume is appreciable. It is not surprising that, intensity-wise, in this
situation it is most effective to phase-match the WISOM experiment rather thantry of
maximize the interaction volume by making the beams collinear. Each calculation is
normalized so that all calculations can be directly compared. The normalization is done by
assuming the phase-matched situation is that in which all beamsare collinear, the intensity
of this case is found, and used as the normalization factor.91
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Figure 2.49: A plot of the normalized
intensity versus azimuthal angles for a 1.85
index, 800 nm thick waveguide with mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A = 1200 cm'.
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Figure 2.50: An expanded plot of the
normalized intensity versus azimuthal angles
for a 1.85 index, 800 nm thick waveguide
with mode combination [2,2,0,1] at A=
1200 cnil.92
It is more common that the azimuthal angles giving a mismatch ofzero are nearly right
angles; this makes the interaction volume small compared to the collinear application of
the input beams. Despite the shorter interaction length, the phase-matchedcase generally
provides signals two to three times larger. A typical example is shown in Figure 2.51.
Here a plot of intensity versus phase-mismatch (or 'fraction complete') fora 1.85 index
waveguide with an 800 nm thickness using mode combination [2,2,0,1] witha difference
frequency of 2000 wavenumbers is shown. This makes the wavelengths of the beams 560,
631, 560, and 504 nm for co/ though (.04, respectively. The phase-matching azimuthal
angle for this set of WISOM parameters is [al = 0,a2 = -90.0, a3 = 80.6, a.4 = 191.8]
degrees. Text file cars6k80.xl contains the results of this calculation. The cost -like
behaviour of the intensity on phase-mismatch is very apparent; it makes the interpretation
of the overall phase-match dependence difficult. Hence,a windowed average of the plot
in Figure 2.51 was taken in order to de-emphasize this behaviour. The averaging window,
which is moved across the plot, was taken to havea width ten times the highest frequency
in Figure 2.51; that is, 0.15 'fraction complete'. Figure 2.52 shows this averaged plot.
The effects of a large interaction volume on the intensity areseen on the left-hand side of
the plot. When the beams are collinear, the mixed signal intensity is large. As the angles
are increased away from collinearity, the signal drops. On the far right-hand side, the
intensity is greater when the process is phase-matched. This is despite the decreased
interaction volume. When only plane waves are considered,a sine dependence on the
phase-mismatch is predicted. A sinc-like dependence is vaguely apparentnear the phase-
matched side of the plot. The intensity ratio of the phase-matched, small interaction
region condition (at 1.00 'fraction complete'), versus the collinearcase (at 0.00 'fraction
complete') is 2.8. Apparently, phase-matching gives a larger overall intensity, smaller
interaction volume notwithstanding.93
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Figure 2.51: A plot of the normalized
intensity versus azimuthal angles for a 1.85
index, 800 urn thick waveguide with mode
combination [2,2,0,1] at A = 2000 cnil.
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Figure 2.52: An averaged plot of the
normalized intensity versus azimuthal angles
for a 1.85 index, 800 urn thick waveguide
with mode combination [2,2,0,1] at A =
2000 cm-1.94
Despite the shorter interaction length, the phase-matchedcase generally provides
signals one to three times larger than the collinear beamcase. It was assumed that any
dispersion in the cover and in the film layers were identical. As argued in Chapter 1,
phase-matching may be possible in the surface region while the bulk (i.e., film) region is
left with a significant phase-mismatch. This occurs when the dispersions of thetwo layers
are different. Calculations (see cars2a.ma) show that for a dispersion of one part in le
for the surface and twice that for the film, typically, there isan additional enhancement in
the surface-to-film ratio of 103 to 104. This is a stunning and potentially useful result.
2.7 Couplers for Four-Beam Mode Combinations
The theoretical analysis shows that four-beam mode combinations allow for phase-
matching, and at the same time, provide broader tuningranges. These analyses show that
there several advantages in using these four-beam mode combinations. Unfortunately,
using four-beam mode combinations increases the experimental difficulty. Since the
waves are all non-degenerate in wavevector, the three beams must be coupled into the
waveguide. The generated waves, those comprising the fourth beam, must also be
coupled out of the waveguide and prepared for detection. Calculations show thatto
achieve phase-matching, the azimuthal angle between each beam typically needsto be
approximately 90 degrees. To take advantage of phase-matching in four-beam mode
combinations, four couplers are needed to couple four beams to the waveguide. It should
be noted that it is very difficult to construct four different couplerson a single waveguide.
Hence, four separate couplers are required as shown in Figure 2.53.
Figure 2.53: A WSCARS coupling scheme
for four-beam mode combinations.95
Using prism couplers, it is hard enough to get two functional couplerson a waveguide, let
alone four. Thus, some efforts were made to improve couplers and theconstruction of
couplers on planar waveguides for the purpose of WISOM experiments utilizingthe four-
beam mode combinations. This section discusses several attemptsto improve the ability
to couple separate beams into the asymmetric waveguides. First, achromatic waveguide
couplers are discussed. This modified prism coupler simplifies theuse of prism couplers
by eliminating the need to re-adjust the (polar) angleas the frequency of the beam is
changed. This approach, however, cannot solve the problem of the variability of the
coupling efficiency inherent in prism couplers. The other approach, consideredat some
length, is the use of integrated grating couplersas shown in Figure 2.57. Attempts were
made to integrate grating couplers into waveguides with limitedsuccess. Experiments
with constructing, reproducibly, these integrated couplersare discussed. Fabrication
techniques for line gratings are covered. Again, the problem of constructing four such
integrated couplers proved challenging. One proposed solution isto integrate a nonlinear
medium into the substrate material and induce a phase grating which could be usedto
couple the WISOM beams into the waveguide. This solution is briefly discussed.
Suggestions on the use of diffractive optics to construct ring grating couplerswere
explicitly investigated. Analytical and numerical predictions concerning theuse of
diffractive optics completes this section.
2.7.1 Achromatic Prism Couplers
To improve the usefulness of prism couplers, achromatic couplerscan be considered.
One problem of any coupler is the constant readjustments thatmust be made in the
coupling (i.e., polar) angle as the frequency of thewaves are changed. An achromatic
coupler minimizes these adjustments, thereby simplifying the WISOM experiment. Such
couplers were proposed by Spaulding and Morris [68]. One such coupler,a hybrid prism-
grating coupler is shown in Figure 2.54. The prism-grating coupler, made from Schott96
SF1 glass, when placed on a waveguide of a Corning 7059 film ona Pyrex substrate was
shown to provide achromatic operation over a 33 nm tuningrange centered around 605
nm. Over this range the coupling angle tolerance was ±0.005 degrees. The compensating
grating spacing was 352 min when the prism angle was 62 degrees. Overa broad tuning
range, the sensitivity to coupling angle is reduced. This is shown in Figure 2.55 where the
error in (polar) coupling angle is plotted over a range of 570 to 640 nm; the hybrid
coupler can be compared with the traditional prism coupler. Figure 2.56compares the
coupling efficiency of a prism coupler with this hybrid prism-gratingstructure. Using their
theoretical expressions, such a coupler build from SrTiO3 prism of angle 30 degrees would
give a tuning range of 314 nm for a waveguide as has been considered in the previous
sections. Use of achromatic couplers does not, however, solve the problems of the
variability of coupling efficiency. This the prism coupler's downfall; prism couplersmust
be pressed onto the film of the waveguide such that the bottom face of the prism is within
a wavelength of the film. Irregularities in the flatness or index of either the waveguide or
prism cause the coupling efficiency to vary over the bottom face of the prism. In practice,
the experimenter clamps the prism to the waveguide and searches for 'magic locations'
along the prism face where the coupling efficiency is favourable. Frequently,no 'magic
locations' are found and prism must be removed and re-applied to the waveguide. This
may have the undesirable effect of damaging the waveguide.
Waveguide
Figure 2.54: Spaulding and Morris's prism-
grating coupler.97
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2.7.2 Integrated Grating Couplers
Another approach to coupling and decoupling four separate beams intoa waveguide
is the use of integrated grating couplers as shown in Figure 2.57. Such grating couplers98
have been extensively investigated and are well characterized. (See, for example, [66] and
[70].) For purposes of CARS-WISOM work, four such grating couplersper waveguide
must be fabricated, and ideally, have spacings of 450 to 500 nm. Clearly, fabrication
techniques must provide good reproducibility in order to construct thismany gratings per
waveguide. Typically, gratings they are constructed on the film material. However, there
are the advantages of resilience to damage and dirt when constructing the gratings on the
substrate before the film is applied. This was the direction taken in this research.
Oh
Figure 2.57: A four coupler scheme for
planar waveguides using integrated grating
couplers.
Experimental attempts were made to integrate line grating couplers into waveguides
with limited success. Experiments with constructing reproducible gratingson substrates
were performed. Fabrication techniques for line gratings were followed according to
previously outlined methods [69], [70], [71]. The process involves spin-coatinga UV-
sensitive photoresist (Shipley Microposit S1400-31) toa thickness of 800 to 1200 nm on a
microscope slide substrate. Preparations to spinning included a complete cleaning of the
substrate in acetone, methanol, followed by de-ionized water. Sampleswere heated to
200 Celsius for 1 hour. The substrate was then transferred toa small clean environment
equipped with a sub-micron air filter. This 'clean box' was constructed to house the99
spinner and to provide dust-free work surfaces and sample storage. Several drops of
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) were applied to the substrate after it was affixed to the
spinner and was spun dry. This prepares the surface of the substrate allowing the
photoresist to better adhere. The HMDS sample was then baked at 200 Celsius for 1
hour. Photoresist, diluted 2:1 with filtered xylene was spun onto the substrate. The
diluted photoresist was filtered through a 0.5 micron filter prior to spinning. Spinning
parameters were adjusted to give photoresist thicknesses of 800 to 1200 nm. The resist
was allowed to dry overnight in the light-tight clean box. Exposure of a cosine-squared
intensity pattern was accomplished using a Lloyd's Mirror Interferometer (LMI) as
described in [69]. A UV argon-ion laser (356 nm) was spatially filtered usinga 40X
microscope objective and a 15 micron pinhole. The beam was collimated to a 7mm
diameter using a 25 mm fused silica lens. This beam was applied to the LMI. Exposures
of 10 to 15 seconds with an integrated beam power of 45 mW were applied to the
photoresist. The exposed photoresist was placed in a holder-dish and surrounded by
developer. Developing was done using Shipley Microposit Developer diluted 3:1 with DI
water. A monitoring system [72] was used to guide the development process. This
system consisted of a He-Ne laser with an expanded diameter beam of roughly 10 mm.
The intensity of the diffracted beam is monitored and development is stopped by flushing
with DI water when developing is optimal. Gratings spacings of various sizeswere
produced. Developed grating spacings (in the photoresist) were measured to be 477 to
2785 nm using LMI angles (as measured from the normal of the substrate) of 3 to 15
degrees. Once the procedure had been established, gratings in the photoresistwere found
to be very reproducible in both spacing and diffraction efficiency. Four substrates
containing 24 gratings each were produced. All gratings were shown to have identical
spacings and efficiency. Out of the 96 total gratings developed on 6 substrates, only two
were considered unusable. The next step was to etch the gratings into the substrate using
the photoresist as a mask. This was done using 10% HF. The same holder-dish and
monitoring system was used during the etching process. Commonly, the photoresistwas
found to peel away from the substrate before the etching was complete. The success rate100
for producing gratings in this mannerwas very poor; only one in twenty gratings were
etched into the substrate, and those gratings have less thana 1% diffraction efficiency into
the first order. Later, it was suggested that the sample beperiodically removed from the
dish, rinsed with DI water, and reinserted into the etching acid.During the 1-1F. etching
process, a chemical bather forms on the exposed glass surface preventing effective etching
from occurring. Periodic washingremoves this bather. Without removing this bather, the
HF eventually dissolves the photoresist and destroys the grating.Other methods of
etching could also be employed including ion milling.
The problem of constructing four such integrated couplersper waveguide proved to
be too challenging. One disadvantage to grating couplers isthat, once constructed, they
cannot be moved. The placement of the gratings on the waveguidesmust be determined
in advance. As seen in Section 2.6.2, the 'crossing angle' forminimum phase-mismatch
changes for a giving mode combinationas the difference frequency is tuned. Either the
experimenter must take into account the effects of intensity dueto mismatches or adjust
the azimuthal angles such that zero mismatch is achieved. Inthe latter case, the beams
may not be incident on the grating perpendicular with respect to the lines in the grating
coupler. (In the case of a prism coupler, the beamsmay not be perpendicular to the angle
in the plane of the waveguide). Not diffracting off the gratingat a 90 degree angle effects
the coupling efficiency and potentially misshapes the beam profile [66].Moreover, as the
crossing angle is changed, the interaction region is moved along thewaveguide; this may
be undesirable. Hence, in a following section, ring grating couplersare considered.
2.7.3 Integrated Nonlinear Grating Couplers
Before considering ring gratings, the possibility of inducing gratings ina
photorefractive medium embedded in the waveguide is considered.Instead of
constructing a fixed grating in the substrate,a photorefractive material such as lithium
niobate or barium titanate would be grown onto the film of the waveguide.A sinusoidal101
grating would be induced by applying two interfering beamsas shown in Figure 2.58. The
interfering 'pump' beams induce a spatial dependence in the index ofrefraction of the
photorefractive coupler. This grating formation is described in [73].The index
modulation is then used as an adjustable, active diffraction grating.The WISOM beams
would then be coupled into the waveguide using these activegratings. Although the
efficiency of these gratings is typically not expectedto be exceptional, the ability to alter
the orientation and spacing of the gratings would bean attractive advantage.
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Figure 2.58: A four coupler scheme using
induced grating couplers in embedded
nonlinear regions.
2.7.4 Ring Gratings
Since the azimuthal angles for minimum phase-matchingare very different for different
mode combinations and difference frequencies, another alternativewas sought to couple
the applied beams to the waveguides. It is suggested that ring gratingsbe constructed in
place of linear gratings for coupling into the waveguides. This sectionoutlines this
suggestion. Although no gratings of this type have been demonstrated,this section details
their proposed construction methods.
Ring gratings could be constructed on the substrate ofa waveguide prior to applying102
the film or fabricated into the film after application. The ringgrating would surround the
interaction region with an clear diameter of 3mm as shown in Figure 2.59. The grating
spacing, that is the spacing between rings, could beconstant or could be slowly chirped to
increase the tuning range. In eithercase, the grating spacing is optimal for CARS-
WISOM when the spacing is in the range 450to 500 nm. Fabricating these structures
could be done using the same methods for making lineargratings as described in Section
2.7.2. The interference pattern used toexpose the ring grating structure (in the
photoresist) may be created in two differentways. First, is the use of the diffraction of a
circular aperture. The diffraction pattern ofa circular aperture is a Jo function; far from
the center of the pattern, the spacing of the fringes isconstant. Note that if a spacing
chirp is desired, the center of the patternmay be used since the fringe spacing is chirped;
the Jo maxima are further apart (in radius)near the center of the pattern. The second
method involves the use of diffractive optics togenerate the ring structure directly.
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Figure 2.59: A ring grating waveguide
coupler.
Creating the ring grating exposure pattern viaa circular aperture would involve
masking a Jo diffraction pattern. The apparatus for generating thepattern is shown in
Figure 2.60. As with exposing a linear grating,a collimated spatially filtered UV laser is103
used a source of plane waves. A circularaperture forms the Jo diffraction pattern. An
auxiliary expanding lens may be used to expand thepattern and an opaque disk is used to
mask off the center portion of the Jo diffractionpattern leaving only the ring grating
intensity pattern. This pattern is represented in intensity cross-sectionin Figure 2.60.
This pattern is used to expose the photoresistspun onto the substrate.
Substrate
with
Photoresist
Figure 2.60: Creating a ring gratingexposure
pattern using a circular aperture.
Using a 356 nm source, the circular aperture should be 19mm which would be placed
5 mm from the photoresist. Masking the center 3mm of the resulting Jo diffraction
pattern at the photoresist will produce the clear aperture, while leavinga 468 nm ring
grating. This grating spacing varies only 2%over 5000 rulings. The exposure time, based
on the results and exposure intensities in Section 2.7.2, ismany hours. A longer exposure
is required since most of the light is in the first feworders of the diffraction pattern which
are blocked to create the clear aperture. The energy per fringe in the fringepattern used
in the fabrication of linear gratings (using the Lloyd'smirror interferometer) can be
calculated. Likewise, the energy per fringe using the blockedJo diffraction pattern method
for creating ring gratings can be calculated. Hence,104
a direct comparison can be made between the exposure times of the linear gratings and
ring gratings using the blocked Jo fabrication method. Theexposure per fringe for the
linear gratings using the 350 mW UV sourceover a 10 second exposure is 74 mJ. Using
the same source, the power illuminating one fringe of the ring grating,on average, is 580
11.W. Thus, the same 74 mJ exposure per fringe of the ring grating wouldrequire over 13
hours using this fabrication method. These calculationsare outlined in the file
IwscarsIgratinglring4.ma.
Such a long exposure time is a great disadvantage since vibrations ofa few nanometers
over that time scale are likely; these vibrations would destroy the exposed image, and
hence, the grating pattern. Another alternative is the construction ofa diffractive optic to
create the ring pattern directly. The advantage to a diffractive optic is that nearly all the
intensity from the source is directed into a pre-determinedpattern; exposure times
comparable with linear gratings would be possible. Essentially,a diffractive optic is an
intensity mask that is placed in front of a (Gaussian profile) laser beam.It is carefully
designed as to produce the requested pattern. The intensity profile of thediffractive optic
used to create the intended pattern can be obtained using the results ofFourier optics.
Recall the Fresnel Integral,
keil2
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Knowing the field everywhere in the plane x1-yi perpendicular to the optical axis, the
Fresnel Integral calculates the field at a point (xo, Yo) ina plane down the optical axis.105
Coherent, monochromatic light is assumed. In the limit where thetwo planes are far apart
compared with the wavelength of light, that is the Fraunhofer limit, the FresnelIntegral
becomes a Fourier transform:
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When the fields are cylindrically symmetric, the Fresnel Integral in the Fraunhoferlimit
becomes a Hankel transform of zero order. It takes the form of
keik2k
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iz
(2.49)
Apparently, a diffractive optic can be designed by obtained by taking the inverse Hankel
transform of the desired pattern. In this case, the desired concentric circularpattern was
chosen with no intensity inside a radius of 1.5 mm anda square-wave function for radii
exceeding 1.5 mm. The equivalent periodicity for the squarewave function was chosen as
450 nm. After 5000 fringes (or rings) the square wave functionwas terminated. Thus,
the pattern would have 5000 concentric ring fringes with the first fringe havinga radius of
1.5 mm; all the light would exist in this pattern andno where else. The Mathematica
notebook IwscarsIgratinglring4b.ma was written to find the diffractive optic that would
create this pattern. The intensity profile for the diffractive optic that creates this ring
pattern is shown in Figure 2.61. This figure shows the relative transparency ofa
transmission mask across its center; the pattern is circularly symmetric about the vertical
axis shown in the plot. Construction of this profile intoa usable transmission mask could
be done using shaded computer images transferred to a film recorder and subsequently106
reduced photographically. This method is used in creatingdiffractive optics, however,
optics of this scale and accuracyare not often fabricated.
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Figure 2.61: Intensity profile ofa diffractive
optic for creating a ring gratingexposure
pattern.
These suggestions for coupling into planar waveguidesare very much academic.
Further research and experimentation into thefabrication of alternative grating couplers
such as ring gratings and integrated nonlineargrating couplers is needed. Unanswered
questions include: what are the requiredexposures, what are the efficiencies, how robust,
and with what precision can these gratingpatterns be constructed.
2.8 Conclusions
Surface-specific experiments can be done ina planar waveguide utilizing an engineered
interference condition. This technique is referredto in this research as WISOM. To
gauge the surface-specificity of a WISOM process,a theoretical development for planar
asymmetric step index waveguides using planewaves was introduced. This theoretical
treatment yielded expressions for the field amplitude and phase ofan induced guided wave
in terms of the incident planewaves parameters, the linear indices, and nonlinear
susceptibilities of the cover, film, and substrate. Interpretativetools were introduced to
quantify the surface-specificity. The theoreticaltreatment was then used to perform107
numerical calculations which were used to predict favourable WISOMconditions using
experimentally realistic parameters. The numerical analysis comprisesa data base which
may be used by future researchers. Six mode combinations were found to be noteworthy,
two of which have not been mentioned in the literature. Some had exceptional surface-
specificity, some were found to have large tuningranges, and one had small phase-
matching angles. Both three-beam and four-beam mode combinationswere analyzed.
Phase-matching inside a waveguide had never been investigated before. Itwas found
that the ability to phase-match in the waveguide isnot uncommon. However, phase-
matching often comes at the expense of a large interaction volume.An experimentally
appropriate theoretical development was constructedto evaluate whether a large
interaction volume or a phase-matched process is most desirable. Thedevelopment
introduced an expression for the integrated intensity ofan OM process in a waveguide. A
numerical analysis ensued. It provided the conclusion that, in defiance ofthe shorter
interaction length, phase-matched geometries generally provide signalstwo to three times
larger than collinear beam geometries. It was found that thereare benefits to employing
phase-matching and utilizing the four-beam mode combinations; however,coupling four
beams to a waveguide is fraught with problems. Effortswere made to improve coupler
design and construction for asymmetric planar waveguides. Couplingschemes considered
include: achromatic prism couplers, integrated line grating couplers,coupling gratings
induced in an integrated photorefractive material, and ring gratings couplersproduced by
masked circular diffraction patterns or diffractive optics.
The final conclusions are that WISOM is fraught with experimental difficultiesand
provides limited surface-specificity. Clearly, WISOMcan only be achieved on the
surfaces of thin dielectric films that can be reproducibilitygrown on dielectric substrates.
These thin films must have relatively high indices of refraction capable ofsupporting
guided modes. If prism couplers are to be employed, these filmsmust be quite robust.
Scanning through the resonances of the surface using the WISOM techniquemay require a108
series of waveguides due to the narrow tuningranges of some waveguides and mode
combinations. Breaking the beam degeneracy of traditionalexperiments and using four-
beam mode combinations or phase-matching isa way of increasing signal levels. When
there is a disparity in dispersion between the film and thesurface, non-degenerate
experiments can be very effective in providing surface-specificity.Unfortunately, these
non-degenerate experiments produce the added aggravation ofhaving to couple many
beams to the waveguide. Despite the disadvantages andcomplexities of the WISOM
technique, it can be a valuable surface-specific characterizationtechnique. However, as
Chapter 1 hints, there may be more straightforwardtechniques that provide surface-
specificity.109
3. REFLECTION GEOMETRYINTERFACE-SPECIFIC OPTICAL
MIXING (RISOM)
3.1 Introduction
Can vibrational and electronic surfaceresonances be detected on any flat surface?
This has been the central question of thisresearch. Perhaps a more specificstatement of
this question is: How can the surface-to-bulksignal ratio be maximized in ISOM
experiments? Since there isa small surface signal riding atop a large bulk signal,how can
the typically poor signal-to-noise ratiobe maximized? Chapter 2 took theapproach of
previous researchers: using FWM inwaveguide geometry to maximize thesurface-to-bulk
signal ratio. One conclusionwas that to experimentally scan through surfaceresonances,
several waveguides would be required sincea single waveguide can provide favourable
conditions only over a limitedrange of frequencies. A second conclusion from Chapter2
is that use of phase-matching ina waveguide can be advantageous, but the configuration
of the incident fields is farmore complex than the traditional collinear beams experiment.
Finally, Chapter 2 concludes that WISOMlimits the study of surfaces of dielectric
materials to those for which favourablewaveguides can be constructed. This isa serious
restriction considering the number of dielectricmaterials for which good filmscan be
grown of the right thickness and indices of refraction. Thereare many more surfaces of
interest than this limited set.
Chapter 2 answered the original questionfor a very limited case. Borrowing from the
wisdom of Talmudic philosophy, itmust be suggested that the right question isnot being
asked. Attempting to ask amore specific question, a new query was posed: Can simple
reflection geometry be employed inan optical mixing process and still be used to detecta
surface component to a signal that is composedmostly of bulk contributions? A reflective
geometry experiment is straightforward and phase-matching iseasy to achieve; signals are110
typically large and thereare no apparent limitations on the type of surfacethat can be
studied. A typical three-wave mixingprocess in reflection geometry experiment is shown
in Figure 3.1. The inset providesa microscopic perspective. There,a surface region (the
lightly shaded region) anda semi-infinite bulk (the unshaded region)are shown. The two
applied fields with wavevectors k1 andk2 mix together in the 'interactionregion' (the
heavily shaded region) andgenerate the field at k3. Note that the interactionregion
includes volumes in both the surfaceand bulk regions. Thus, in general,light is generated
from both regions.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram ofa typical TWM
experiment in reflectiongeometry.
Contrasted with the waveguidegeometry, there is no built-in interference conditionin
RISOM. Another difference is that thereare no restrictions, other than the surface being
flat on the scale of one wavelength,placed on RISOM geometry. SinceRISOM does not
require a particular structure, there isno limitation on the types of surfaces thatcan be
studied. In reflective geometry, whereexperiments are very tractable, there iscomplete
freedom in choosing the applied fieldwavevectors and polarizations. Not unlike
reflections in the linearcase, nonlinear optical processes in reflectiongeometry have
angular and polarization dependencies.Based on these dependencies, engineeringof the
applied fields is the path to favourablesurface-to-bulk signal ratios in RISOM.
Exactly why should there be friendlysignal-to-noise ratios in RISOM experiments?
To elucidate, consider a semi-infinitemedium comprised of layers of dipolesfree to111
oscillate. This is pictured in Figure 3.2. In thisframework, the top layerthe surface
layer (the gray layer in Figure 3.2)-- might have different dipoles (in strength and
orientation) than the rest of the 'bulk'. Experimentsindicate this is so, as excellently
reviewed by Corn and Higgins [9]. Nowsuppose the dipoles are forced to oscillate by
applying incident harmonic fields. Theprocess is linear when the dipoles oscillate with the
same frequency as the applied fields, that is,a linear reflection occurs. The angular and
polarization dependencies are described by thefamiliar (linear) Fresnel equations. By
analogy, when the process is nonlinear, the dipolesoscillate with (in general) a different
frequency than the applied fields. Since thestrength and orientation of the dipoles with
relation to the applied and generated (reflected)fields is important, thereare nonlinear
Fresnel equations that describe the angularand polarization dependencies; these will be
different from the linear Fresnel equations. Also,since the dipoles are differentat the
surface, there will be different nonlinear Fresnelequations for the surface and bulk. This
means the angular and, perhaps polarization, behaviour isdifferent for the two regions.
Based on this simple argument, itseems that there might be a way to separate the surface
and bulk signals in a nonlinear opticalprocess that employs reflection geometry.
Vacuum
Figure 3.2: A semi- infinite medium
comprised of layers of dipoles.112
The simple dipole sheet model used above isundoubtedly the most appropriate
approach to developing RISOM theory that predictsthe angular and polarization
dependencies of bulk and surface signals. Sucha model has been used to calculate the
microscopic local fields inside a semi-infinite dipolestructure where all the dipoles were
identical [22]. It proved very successful, butinvolved. Rather than do this time-
consuming and arduous calculation,a less precise but much simpler macroscopic model
was adopted. In a series of papers, Bloembergen and co-workersdetermined the
theoretical equations that govern optical mixing(particularly SHG) in reflectiongeometry
[23], [24], [25]. This macroscopic approachassumed optical mixing occurred withina
thin slab of nonlinearly active material. An interfacebetween this layer and a semi infinite
bulk having only linear properties (but differentthan that of the surface slab) providesa
mechanism for the generated light to reflect andreturn to the vacuum. This structure is
pictured in Figure 3.3. Note that without this internalboundary, the generated light could
never return to the vacuum. This is a consequence of assumingthat the new fields are
generated by a macroscopic nonlinear polarizationinduced in the surface layer. What
does it mean that the linear indices of bulk andsurface are different? From the (linear)
Fresnel coefficients, the reflection from this interfaceis stronger as the difference gets
larger. Thus, the surface-to-bulk index ratio isa scaling factor in the amplitude of the
generated field as measured in thevacuum.113
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Figure 3.3: Optical mixing in a thin slab of
nonlinearly active material.
What justification is there for usinga macroscopic model for a process that has
microscopic origins? It is indisputable that the motive ofnonlinear processes (optical
mixing) is microscopic. Analysis by Ju [22] of sheetdipole model (with identical dipoles)
shows the classic linear Fresnel coefficients and Bloembergen'smacroscopic nonlinear thin
slab model (both derived from a macroscopic approach)to yield results that are not exact,
but exhibit the main attributes ofa true microscopic model. His work suggests that use of
a macroscopic model can furnish, to good approximation, linear and nonlinearreflection
coefficients.Use of a macroscopic model in this work will be usedto guide future work;
at some juncture, the microscopic calculations must be done. Embarkingon the
microscopic calculation without prior direction would bean inefficient use of resources.
Since the goal of RISOM is to achieve favourable surface-to-bulksignal ratios, any
successful model must be able to describe signals generated froma surface region and the
bulk. With such a model, the surface-to-bulk signal ratiocan be constructed and the
parameter space explored for RISOM conditions. Macroscopic modelsinvestigated to114
date, including the Bloembergenmodel, describe signals that originatefrom a thin surface
slab; no contributions from thebulk are included. Recalling theBloembergen model
structure, there were no nonlinear propertiesincluded for the semi-infinite bulk.It is
insufficient to simply include nonlinearproperties for the bulk. Justas the light generated
from the thin surface slab needsan interface to reflect off in order toreturn to the vacuum
(recall Figure 3.3), so does the lightgenerated from the bulk. Hence, thefollowing
structure, as shown in Figure 3.4,was adopted.
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Extending Bloembergen's model,an additional layer is added between the surface slab
and the bulk. This is referredto as the bulk median. This layer has the nonlinear
properties of the bulk whichare, in general, different from the surface. The linear indexof
refraction of the bulk median, however, ismade different than the semi- infinite bulk. This
new interface establishes a mechanism for the lightgenerated in the bulk (median) to be
reflected back into the surface layer andon into the vacuum. This bulk-bulk median
interface provides the same reflective boundaryas the bulk-surface slab interface does in
the Bloembergen model. When consideringa model describing ISOM surface science
experiments, there is a physicalreason why the surface and bulk regionsmay have
different linear properties: the surface iscomprised of a monolayer of atomicor molecular
adsorbates sitting atop a bulk crystalline material.It is an ad hoc feature in thisstructure
that the bulk and bulk median have different(linear) indices of refraction. No convincing
physical argument exists as to why this shouldbe so, however without this condition,at
least in a macroscopic model, the lightgenerated in the bulk cannever be detected in the
vacuum. Since this is an artificial difference, there issome question as to what the bulk-
to-bulk median index ratio is. The reflectionfrom this boundary behavesas a linear
reflection. Thus, this index ratio only affectsthe reflected amplitude of the field generated
in the bulk (median). The bulk-to-bulkmedian index ratio must beseen as a scaling
parameter for the bulk-generated amplitude; all theangular and polarization features (for
the generated waves) are unaffected bythis ratio. A similar argumentmust be made for
the thickness of the bulk median layer.Since the layer is introduced arbitrarily, the
thickness is an arbitrary scalingparameter that appears primarily in the phase of the field
originating from the bulk median layer.Now with light re-entering thevacuum generated
from both the surface and the bulk (median),a comparison of the ratio of amplitudes can
be made. The field amplitudesare found as they are in the Bloembergen model: all the
incident, reflected, and transmitted fieldsare defined in the various layers and the
boundary conditions are satisfiedat the interfaces between layers. This operation leadsto116
analytical expressions for the bulk andsurface generated field amplitudes.These
expressions contain the incident fieldamplitudes, frequencies, directions,and polarizations
as well as the reflected waves' directions andpolarizations. The main body of this chapter
explores the parameter space of thesevariables in a search for favourablesurface-to-bulk
signal ratios. This informationcan then be used by other researchersas a guide in doing
microscopic calculationsor experiments using RISOM to study surfaces.
This chapter begins witha short discussion comparing results of Ju'smicroscopic
model with macroscopicones. This section attempts to lend credibilityto the results of
macroscopic models used to describemicroscopic processes. The chapterproceeds by
describing macroscopic models thathave been developed in theliterature, particularly the
model adopted and extended here;the Bloembergen model. Oncethe reader has been
familiarized with the Bloembergenmodel, a discussionensues modifying this model to
include contributions from the bulk.This section develops thestructure and arguments
used to derive the equations for RISOM;the actual derivation of theseexpressions is done
in a following section and is detailedin Appendix B. As it happens,it is easy not to
assume the particular optical mixingprocess and derive the reflection coefficients for
surface and bulk for general opticalmixing. This is done by defininga generalized
effective source wavevector andsource index of refraction whichare due to the induced
polarization. Once the equations forgeneral mixing are found,a simple substitution can
be made to predict RISOM forspecific processes suchas CARS-like FWM, SHG, and
SFG. The remainder of this chapteris devoted to mappingout the parameter space of the
model's predictions, specifically whereRISOM is likely. First only collinearphase-
matched geometries are considered.Collinear phase-matching is appropriatefor
dispersionless materials and harmonicgeneration. Both polarizationstates, S and P, are
explored. In general, it is found thatimprovement in the surface-to-bulksignal ratio is
possible for S-polarization when thereflection angle is large; for P-waves,enhancement is
done by making use of the nonlinearBrewster's angle-- the nonlinear analogue to the
linear Brewster's angle. Secondly,where the linear dispersion ofmaterials is important,117
non-collinear phase-matching, is considered. Here the angular dependencies for thetwo
polarization states for SHG (where dispersion is very important, but phase-matching is
automatic) and CARS-like FWM (where dispersion is less important, but phase-matching
is critical) are specifically considered. It is found that the results for enhancing the signal-
to-noise ratio for collinear phase-matching are thesame for the non-collinear case,
however, enhancement is generally better if the surface and bulk dispersionsare dissimilar.
In addition, it is shown that there is an angular separation of bulk and surface signals due
to dispersion; if the index of refraction is different in the surface and bulk for a given
frequency, the optical process in the surface may be phase-matched, whereas the bulkmay
not be. Hence, waves generated in the surface and bulk travel in (slightly) different
directions. Once the field geometries for RISOM are found, there issome discussion
about how to use these results to guide microscopic calculations and howto
experimentally search for resonant RISOM signals.
3.2 Microscopic Versus Macroscopic Treatments of Optical Mixing
An exact macroscopic treatment of general optical mixingat a dielectric interface
will be presented later in this chapter. However, nonlinearprocesses (optical mixing) are
best described by a microscopic model. The validity of usinga macroscopic model has
been addressed by Ju [22]. His analysis of sheet dipole model shows the classic linear
Fresnel coefficients and Bloembergen's macroscopic nonlinear thin slab model yield results
that exhibit the main features of a microscopic treatment. He shows that,to good
approximation, a macroscopic model can furnish the linear and nonlinear reflection
coefficients.
Ju performs a microscopic calculation of the opticalresponse of a semi- infinite
medium in a discrete point-dipole model. The dipoles, free to oscillate,are arranged in
layers as pictured in Figure 3.2. The semi-infinite bulk is modeledas an infinite number of118
dipole sheets; each sheet having thesame (microscopic) polarizabilitytensor. In this
framework, the surface SHG (SSHG)field is found by integrating theradiation field from
a continuous surface sheet of nonlinear dipoles.Below the surface sheet of dipolesis
positioned a semi-infinite series of(bulk) dipole sheets. Each individualinduced
microscopic nonlinear dipolemoment constituting the nonlinear dipolesheet inside the
medium is given by
/3(2)
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where p(2) is the (second order)nonlinear dipole moment, F= (x, y, z), y(2) is the (second
order) microscopic susceptibilityof the sheet. The incident field isdegenerate in
wavevector and is incident in thex-z plane.
ioca, is the local field at the location of an individual dipole.The local field is field
applied to a point-dipole dueto the incident field augmented by thepresence of a medium
(a semi infinite number of dipolesheets). Ju calculated this fieldnumerically by first
considering the response ofa medium to an external field viaan induced (linear) dipole
moment. The medium is approximated byinfinite sheets of point dipoles (seeFigure 3.2)
each responding and addingto the local field at a particular site (e.g.,a lattice site) inside
the medium. The induced dipolemoment at a lattice site i with a (linear) dipole
polarizability, ldpote,i, is
(Fi,t) =7 T P pole,iElocal (F It)Y
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where the local electric field is thesuperposition of the external field andthe electric
dipole field from all lattice sites inthe crystal except the site itself. Thelocal field is solved
self-consistently. Once the local field dueto the external field and thepresence of the
medium is known, the nonlinearresponse to the medium can be calculated via (3.1).
The electric dipole field of thenonlinear dipole moment ina continuous medium of
refractive index n at frequency 20)is found realizing that [74]
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Here the magnitude of thewavevector is
I12o)
1-i2to I = 7n
The observed field faraway from the dipoles (at location I?) is integratedover all the
contributions to the field by each dipole.With N being the surface density foreach dipole
sheet, this integrationappears as
Eofrserved(R)= N.1 tD- Edipae2.(ii,F)120
In summary, the surface local field (as calculated numerically using linear dipole
moments) and the surface nonlinear susceptibility tensor determine the nonlineardipole
moments. The dipolar interaction between the linear dipole moments (at the fundamental
frequency in the medium) requires a self-consistent treatment in orderto obtain the correct
medium response to the electric dipole fields of the nonlinear dipolemoments (oscillating
at the harmonic frequency). Hence, mapping out the parameter space of polarizations and
incident angle combinations would be a time-consuming task, each point in thisspace
requiring a lengthy self-consistent calculation.
Ju's analysis produces the microscopic surface local field in the linearcase. The
model shows that the macroscopic results, though approximate, exhibit the important
features of the microscopic field. For instance, Figure 3.5 shows the (realpart of the
linear) surface local field for the reflection of P-waves scattering off the interface(at an
arbitrary angle of 45 degrees) between a vacuum and 100 dipole sheet layers (a distance
equivalent to one wavelength of light used in the computation). Note that surfaceeffects
are evident. As shown by Ju, when these surface effects are averaged (over distance into
the layered structure) the macroscopic result is reproduced. The goodapproximation of
the macroscopic field to the microscopic field is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The ratioof the
(real part of the) microscopic reflected field amplitudeto the (real part of the) incident
field amplitude is plotted as a function of angle. Here the dependence is shownabout
Brewster's angle. The reflectivity of P-waves for two wavelengthsare shown: the lower
curve represents a wavelength 10 times longer than the upper curve of wavelength
equivalent to 2eV. The index of refraction was 4.0 and the distance between layerswas
0.25 nm. Note that the microscopic field has a minimum at Brewster's angle, butnever
reaches zero. Also in Figure 3.6, the lowest curverepresents the P-wave macroscopic
field.121
The macroscopic field is given by thefamiliar Fresnel reflection coefficient,hence the
curve is labeled `Fresnel result'. The Fresnel resultpredicts, incorrectly, that the field
goes to exactly zero at Brewster's angle. Despitethis anomaly, the macroscopic field
behaviour closely follows the microscopiclocal field. This illustration is representativeof
the many comparisons Ju's workmakes between macroscopic andmicroscopic fields.
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Figure 3.5: A plot of the realpart of the
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Figure 3.6: The reflectivity ofa dielectric as
calculated using a layered dipole sheet
structure.122
The conclusion drawn from Ju's work is that the familiar results derived by
Maxwell's equations using macroscopic fieldsare consistent with, but approximate to, the
results using microscopic fields when scattering offa vacuum-dielectric interface. This
lends justification to using Maxwell's equations and the macroscopic fieldsto derive linear
and nonlinear scattering off dielectric interfaces. Thus macroscopic modelscan be used to
describe fundamentally microscopic processes (like ISOM), although theresults they yield
are approximate. Ju shows that macroscopic treatments by Bloembergen [23] and Sipe
[75] yield very acceptable results for opticalprocesses with ultimately microscopic origins;
this is a key point for this work. Drawing from Ju, the macroscopictreatment of
Bloembergen can be used to approximately describe RISOM.
3.3 Macroscopic Models Describing Nonlinear Processes at Surfaces
Before developing a model that predicts the features of surface and bulk nonlinear
reflections, it is informative to review the literature. Thereare only two macroscopic
models that are useful for the studies done here. These twotreatments have some
conflicting predictions that are addressed. The direction taken by this researchwas to
choose one of these treatments and modify it to include contributions from the bulkas
well as the layer at the surface. After one treatment is shownto be more appropriate for
this work, a development for a RISOM model is introduced.
3.3.1 Previous Work
There are two popular macroscopic models reported in the literature relevantto the
work presented here. They are the treatments of Bloembergen done in theearly sixties
[23] and Sipe [75] published in 1987. In the exact macroscopic RISOM modelpresented
here, the Bloembergen approach is used, hence a description of that approach isfurnished.
Since the treatment of Sipe is very different andsome of the results do not agree with
Bloembergen's, it is of interest to briefly review and contrast his approach.123
In the Bloembergen development, the interfacial region is divided into threeparts: the
top (or cover) above, the semi-infinite bulk below, and the intermediate surface region. In
this model, the cover and bulk are given only linear susceptibilities, whereas the surface
layer is given both linear and nonlinear properties. There isan inhomogeneous term in the
optical wave equation caused by the nonlinear polarizability radiatinga wave from the
surface. Using Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions at the defined dielectric
perimeters, Bloembergen derives nonlinear reflection and transmission coefficients. With
these in hand, the treatment progresses by taking the limitas the depth of the surface
region become small compared with the wavelengths. This is accomplished by expanding
the coefficients to first order in da, where d is the surface layer thickness. Thetreatment
correctly predicts the linearly increasing generated field strength and the existence ofa
nonlinear Brewster's angle. Also predicted is the Secant behaviour of the reflected field
magnitude on angle. According to this theory, the integralover the region of overlap of
the applied fields (commonly called the interaction region) is notnecessary since the limit
over d is taken. Taking this limit before performing the integration leaves an expression
that neglects some of the phase-matching behaviour, specifically the Sinc behaviour of the
field strength on the phase-matching parameter. It is unimportant in Bloembergen's
analysis as phase-mismatched processes are never considered.
Mizrahi and Sipe [76] took a different phenomenological approach. They treated the
region that contributes to surface-generated SHG (SSHG)as an induced (continuous)
nonlinear polarization sheet sitting between the vacuum at z= 0+ and a linear medium at z
= 0- (Figure 3.7). The nonlinear polarization sheet is induced by the fundamental field in
the medium (z = 0-) with a surface nonlinear susceptibility tensor y (2) (26.);co,co). The
electromagnetic field generated by the induced dipole sheet, which is treatedas a
macroscopic source term, is obtained from a Green's-function formalism [75]. The
reflected SSHG has two contributions, the directly generated upward-propagatingwave
and the downward-propagating wave reflected upward by the vacuum-medium interfaceat124
z = 0 (Figure 3.7). The transmitted SSHG is just the downward-propagating wave picking
up the (linear) Fresnel transmission coefficient at the interface. Their result in S-
polarization is identical to that of Bloembergen (see Equations (3.17) through (3.19)).
Their P-polarization results (using the definition (3.22)) for reflection and transmission,
respectively, are:
and
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When compared to Bloembergen's results (refer to Equations (3.20) through (3.22)), the
contribution from z-component of nonlinear polarization (e.g., the term involving
esj,n, sine, cos a) differs by a factor of n2,the index of refraction in the medium at the
frequency of the second harmonic. This discrepancy is the result of bringing the nonlinear
polarization source outside the linearly responding medium. Recall that the tangential
component of the electric field and the normal component of the displacement field
(b = n2E) are continuousacross the interface. The model considered by Mizrahi and
Sipe is reasonable only when the nonlinearity arises mainly from molecules adsorbedon a
surface and the local field effects of the molecules can be neglected. This is justified if
surface coverage of adsorbed molecules is so low that the effective dielectricconstant of
the adsorbing layer is very nearly one. Bloembergen's model does not have this
assumption, hence it was chosen as the starting place fora RISOM theory. The next
section discusses Bloembergen's model in detail in preparation for the development of the
RISOM theory developed here.125
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3.3.2 Bloembergen's Model in Detail
Bloembergen and co-workers determined the theoretical equations that govern optical
mixing, particularly SHG, in reflection geometry [23], [24], [25]. In his firstpaper,
Bloembergen makes the assumption that 'mixed waves' (waves generated due toa
nonlinear susceptibility) emanate or 'reflect' from the interface. Thesewaves are
produced by a source wave; it is created by a nonlinear polarization induced by all incident
fields. With this, he presents the solutions to Maxwell's equations in nonlinear dielectrics.
These are the solutions to Maxwell's equations which satisfy the boundary conditionsat a
plane interface between a linear and nonlinear medium. Generalizations to the well-
known laws of (linear) reflection and refraction give the direction of propagation of the
mixed waves generated in a thin region near the interface. He shows that these waves'
intensity and polarization conditions are described by generalized (nonlinear) Fresnel
coefficients.126
This macroscopic treatment begins with a statement concerning mixedwaves
emanating from an interface. Bloembergen's development begins witha description of the
physics that governs the generation of (second) harmonicwaves. This description is later
generalized to mixed waves, that is, all nonlinear processes. The induced polarization
oscillates at the mixing frequency. The oscillating polarization will, in turn, radiateenergy
in the form of a traveling wave of the same frequency. The nonlinearsource term for
TWM is given by
P(2) (0)3)= x (2) (0)3;( 1) 0)2):Elei(ii*F-wit).t2e42') (3.3)
For general n-wave mixing, that is a process with n-1 incidentwaves that mix to produce
an n-th wave, the nonlinear source term is
p (n-1) (co
(n-1)
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It is useful to define an effective wavevector for the source term, k3,as the vector sum of
the wavevectors for all incident waves such that
n-1
Es=-ErC
i=1
(3.5)
and an effective index of refraction associated with the source wave such thatn C CI
° n 1=1ki
Then, using (3.5), expression (3.4) can be concisely written as
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Note that the convention for Co is the sum of frequencies of annihilated photons. If there
are photons emitted in the process, the frequency of those photons are treated as if they
were negative. Hence, in a CARS process where 0.),/ and 0)3 are annihilated, but 0)2 (as
well as 0)4 is emitted, con = 0)4 = w, + (-0)2) + w3. Note that the convention also affects
the wavevectors of any emitted waves. (For the previous example, the wavevector for the
wave at all is k4 = klE, +E3.)
The nonlinear source term arising from the induced polarizability was introduced by
Bloembergen and co-workers [77], who showed that the effective nonlinearsource term
can readily be incourporated into Maxwell's equations for a nonlinear medium,
and
(3.7)
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understanding that
P = P(') + P(2) +P(3)++P(n)+. (3.9)
Assuming that the permittivity, c, isa scalar and assuming a non-magnetic material such
that the permeability, µ, is unity, thewaves at the generated frequency obey thewave
equation
*0 12 VXVX DV, t) na I2 D(r, t) = 47C VXVX P(1., t).(3.10)
Consistent with dielectrics, it is assumedno currents are induced. Also, it is assumed that
the response of the system to the appliedfrequencies is small, hence atn= 0. Each of the
fields can be (representedas harmonic fields and) transformed from Ai', t) into b(F,co)
by defining the Fourier transforms
, , D =)2do) b(1-- co)e's
27t
P(F,t)=(2)2 fdo) P(r,co)e'
which reduce the wave equation to the Helmholtzequation with an inhomogeneous term:129
xn(P,o))+k2(con)r)(F,w)=47t VxVx P(r,(0). (3.11)
A complete derivation of the nonlinearHelmholtz equation can be found inAppendix B.
It should be noted that this is theusual linear Helmholtz equationaugmented by a
source term on the right-hand side of the equation.The general solution of (3.10) consists
of the homogeneous equation plusone particular solution of the inhomogenousequation.
A complete argument usedto find a general solution is found inAppendix B. The general
solution to the inhomogeneous(induced) electric fields for thetwo polarizations, S and P
(see the discussion of Figure 3.9and Figure 3.10 below),may be written
and
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The induced field amplitudes for thetwo polarizations are defined by (referto Appendix
B)
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As shown in Appendix B, the totalobserved field in the vacuum dueto an arbitrary
structure of nonlinear media is the sum ofa homogeneous solution and the
inhomogeneous solutions to thewave equation:
E(F,t)=E 16,(F,t)+E A(=,t) (3.16)
In (3.16) the second term is given by (3.14)and (3.15), but the first term containing 6,
must be found by matching the boundary conditionsof the layered structure.
Equations (3.12) through (3.15)represent the nonlinear source terms for n-mixing ina
nonlinear medium. With these generalsolutions, specific cases which include boundaries
between the vacuum and a nonlinear mediumare solved. As will be seen, the nonlinear
Fresnel coefficients are found by consideringthis very geometry. It is pictured in Figure
3.8. The wavevectors (k k and k,),polarization vectors (Et, E and Es), andmagnitudes
of the fields (6's and 6,),are determined from these boundary conditions. Itturns out that
the nonlinear polarization radiates back intothe vacuum in one particular direction.
Likewise, because of the linear index ofrefraction, the polarization radiates intoa certain
direction into the bulk medium. The problemis analogous to the linearcase of reflection
and refraction at a dielectric interface.The difference is that the role of the incidentwave
has been replaced by the 'inhomogenouswave' with an amplitude proportionalto the
nonlinear polarization, P. Note that thenonlinear Fresnel coefficientscan be defined as
the ratio of the nonlinear reflected amplitudeto the polarization. This solidifies the
analogue between the linear and nonlinearprocess; the linear Fresnel coefficients are
defined as the ratio of the reflectedto incident field amplitudes.131
Figure 3.8: Interface between thevacuum
and a nonlinear medium.
Considering the interface pictured in Figure3.8, the tangential component of Eand H
should be continuous everywhereon the boundary at all times (recall infinite harmonic
plane waves were assumed). Thisrequires that the field components for eachfrequency
(all incident and generated) be separatelycontinuous across the boundary. For perfect
phase-matching, satisfying this conditionmeans that the y-components of the wavevectors
for the generated reflected field, kthe transmitted field, kt, and the effectivesource
wavevector (recall (3.5)), k are all equal:
or
(k-r)y=(Et)y=(iis)y
licrisiner =Ilidsine, =Ircsisines.
The reader may wish to referto Figure 3.8 or Figure 3.9. Hence thereare unique132
directions for the reflected andtransmitted generated waves. It shouldbe pointed out that
in general, the indicesare not equal:
nr * nt * ns.
Bloembergen implicitly assumed thatonly perfect phase-matchingcases were of
interest. When theprocess is not phase-matched, there is stilla unique direction which is
found by minimizing the phasedifference [78]. That is, the intensity isreduced by the
phase-mismatch as characterized by thedifference in phase between thesource and
transmitted waves, (I)=0E- r) with Arca itEs. Recall that kdepends only on fixed
constants and the incident fieldparameters (which can be considered fixed forargument's
sake). The transmittedwavevector, k, depends on the frequency, the indexof refraction
of the medium at that frequency(which are fixed) as wellas the direction of the wave.
Hence, the only free parameter availableto minimize the phase difference is the direction
of the transmittedwave. This is how a unique direction for thiswave arises. Notice, from
(3.12) and (3.13) and the boundaryconditions, nonlinear Fresnel coefficientscan be
defined. Bloembergen derives theseexpressions and commentson general laws of
nonlinear reflection and refractionfor a non-dispersive, phase-matchedprocess.
The general laws of reflection andrefraction can be determined byconsidering a
simple vacuum-nonlinear mediuminterface (Figure 3.8). From thisstructure,
Bloembergen derives the nonlinearFresnel coefficients foran isotropic medium.
Considering an isotropic medium isimportant for the work presented here.Essentially
this assumption means that the nonlinearsusceptibility is taken to bea unit tensor. Later
this will be important for thecomparison of surface and bulk contributionsto the
generated signal without the needto consider the (possibly different)symmetry of surface
and bulk. This is a worstcase scenario for RISOM. If, in real experiments,there are133
convenient symmetries thatenhance the surfaceover the bulk signals, they wouldcertainly
be used. For argument'ssake, no symmetry assumptionswill be made.
Bloembergen derives the fieldamplitudes for S-waves usingcontinuity of the
tangential components of Eand H across z= 0. Combining these boundary conditions
with the solution to theinhomogeneous problem (from(3.12) through (3.15) andresults
from Appendix B) yields theamplitudes of the reflected andtransmitted fields. The
coordinate system is shown inFigure 3.9.
With reflectedwavevectors (with directions describedby angles 0 withrespect to the
z- axis) and field amplitudes labeledwith subscriptsr, transmitted labeled with subscripts
t, and source waves labeled withs, the field amplitudes for S-waveare given by
with
?it cog) costs
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Here the capital subscript 'S'refers to perpendicularly (S)polarized waves.
(3.17)
(3.18)
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Figure 3.9: Generatedwaves at the boundary
of a nonlinear medium, polarizedwith the
electric field vector normalto the plane of
reflection.
Figure 3.10: Generatedwaves at the
boundary of a nonlinear medium,polarized
with the electric field vector in theplane of
reflection.135
The P-waves are those generated by the P-component of the induced polarization,
that is, the y and z-components in the coordinatesystem defined in Figure 3.10. It is
advantageous to describe the component of the nonlinear polarization in the plane of
reflection by its magnitude and angle a between its direction and the directionof
propagation of the source wave, described by E5. Again, the amplitudesare derived
considering the continuity of the tangential components of E and H (from (3.12)and
(3.13)) at z = 0. Thus the field amplitudes for P-wavesare:
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Note that in the case of S-polarization, there isno advantage to considering136
ks P/cn) # 0 since the dipolesheet radiation strength changesonly with the cosine of the
polar angle 9. This is whyno angle a is considered for the S-polarizationcase (Figure
3.9). In contrast, for P-polarization,ks 11.n) # 0 is importantto consider. When the
nonlinear dipole momentsare aligned in the P-plane, it is possible thatthe applied fields
are in the same direction as the dipolemoments. By analogy with the linearcase, this
angle is called the nonlinearBrewster's angle (NLBA). TheNLBA is found by examining
the last factor in thenumerator of (3.20). Note that 9,= it - a - As is the angle for
reflected wave and whena = 0 (when PP) is parallel to Es), thisfactor in causes the
amplitude to vanish. The physicalinterpretation of the NLBA is thatthe nonlinear
polarization cannot radiate in thedirection it oscillates. In AppendixB, there is a more
detailed discussionas to the physical meaning of the NLBA.
Equations (3.17), (3.18), (3.20),and (3.21) give the generatedwave field amplitudes
when fields are appliedto an interface between a linear anda semi-infinite nonlinear
material. Bloembergenwas interested in obtaining expressions forthese amplitudes when
the nonlinear material isa thin slab rather than a semi-infinitedielectric. He proposed the
structure shown in Figure 3.3. It consistsof a thin slab of material withboth linear and
nonlinear properties atopa semi-infmite bulk with only linearproperties. In this approach,
Bloembergen assumed optical mixingoccurred within the thin slab ofnonlinearly active
material.
The layered structure with itscoordinate system is defined inFigure 3.11. At the
cover-surface layer interface,z = 0, and at the surface-bulk interfacez = -d2. Thus, the
surface layer thickness is d2.Each region is has a unique linearindex of refraction
indicated by ni for thecover, n2 for the surface, andn3 for the bulk region. The fieldsare
defined in each region by consideringthe S and P polarizations (seeFigure 3.9 and Figure
3.10) and by the wavevectors. Thefields have amplitudes e andare defined with zero
phase at the top of each interface.Hence, after propagating througha layer of thickness
d, they will acquirea phase factor eir'diz
z = -d2
n3
Figure 3.11: Bloembergen's layered
structure with its coordinate system.
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Recall that the wavevectors in eachregion are dependenton the linear frequency-
dependent indices of refraction. Thewavevectors are defined in Figure 3.12. (Thismay
be compared with Figure 3.3.) Thefield in each regionpropagates with an associated
wavevector is given identifying subscripts.The wavevectors and fieldsare identified
with the same subscripts. Thesesubscripts are defined byone letter describing the
frequency of the wave, followed bya second letter identifying the wave (I= incident, r =
reflected, t = generated,s = source, u = transmitted), anda number indicating the layer.
The layer numbers are:cover layer (vacuum) = 1, thin surface slab= 2, semi-infinite bulk
= 3.
For the n-1 incidentwaves, the number indicates the layer in which thewave is
located, as shown at the far left ofFigure 3.12. For instance, the appliedwave '1' with
frequency coi, reflected from the bulk-surfaceinterface and traveling in the surface layer,
has associated subscripts '1,r2'. Ifthe process being consideredwas SFG, there would be
two incident waves with associated subscripts'1,11' and '2,11'. The reflection of theseSurface
APPLIED GENERATED
FIELDS FIELDS
COVER
T1/472knaan,s2 SURFACE En.
z = d2
Figure 3.12: Defining thewavevectors for
the Bloembergen model.
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waves in the cover layer are labeled '1,r1' and'2 ,r1',whereas the transmittedwaves have
labels for the surface layerare '142' and 2,t2', and so forth. Explicitly,kit is the
wavevector of the i-th incidentwave with frequency mi. It definesone of the n-1 waves
incident from thecover heading to the slab interface. eiji is the amplitude of the field of
this wave. 17.is the wavevector of the i-thwave reflected from the interfaces below.
This wave returns to thecover (vacuum); ei.ri is the amplitude ofthis wave. rci12 isthe
wavevector of the i-th wave transmittedthrough the surface layer downtowards the semi-
infinite bulk; ei,,2 is its field amplitude. Ici.r2is the wavevector of the i-thwave which
reflects from the surface-bulkinterface and travelsup towards the cover, ei".2 is the
electric field amplitude of thiswave. E=,.3 is the wavevector of the i-thwave that is139
transmitted into the semi-infinite bulk. ei,u3is the amplitude of the fieldof this wave.
Each wavevector is described byspherical coordinates, rcx= ), with Aequal to
any of the subscripts defined for thewavevectors and amplitudes above.
For the generated waves, the layeridentification number indicates thelayer number
the wave is generated in. (InBloembergen's derivation the only layerthat waves are
generated in is layer 2-- the surface layer.) For example, the generatedwave parameters
(which has frequency index n)propagating into the semi- infinite bulk has subscripts 'n,u2'.
Specifically, kn,,l isithe wavevector of thewave generated from the surface region. It is
the wave reflected from theinterfaces below andnow propagates in the vacuum. En,r1
the field amplitude of thiswave. iinaa is the wavevector of thewave generated in surface
region. ea. is the amplitude ofthe field of this downwards-travelingwave. The
generated wave described by-.,12isireflected from the surface-bulkinterface. This wave .
reflected from the surface-bulkinterface, propagates in the surfaceslab; it has En,r2b as its
wavevector, 8n,i2bis its amplitude. in,2 is thewavevector of the 'source' wave. It is the
effective wavevector as defined inequation (3.5). The amplitudeof this wave, 6n4, is
given by equations (3.12) through(3.15). Finally, thewave transmitted down into the
semi-infinite bulk is given thewavevector En,u2and amplitude en4,2. Again, each
wavevector is described by spherical coordinates:k, = Qkxl,9x,cpx ), with A. equalto any
of the subscripts defined for thewavevectors and amplitudes above.
Notice that only one reflectionoff of each interface is included.When the reflection
angle is large (near grazing) thismodel is suspect as the slab willact as a leaky waveguide
with many reflectionsat each interface before the light 'escapes'from the confines of the
slab. This model is also limitedto 'weak coupling' theory. That is theincident waves are
not attenuated by the generation ofa new, inhomogeneous, wave.
Upon imposing the boundaryconditions on the fields, realizing theassumptions made,
four equations for each polarizationarise. Bloembergen' solutionsto this set of equations140
for generated S- and P-polarizationreflected field amplitudes from thesurface slab, e,,,
(dropping the n subscript)are:
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Several observations thatcan be made from (3.23) through (3.26). For instance,when
there is no longer any discontinuity betweenthe surface and bulk layers (whenna = ma),
the reflection vanishes. Also, thesurface-to-bulk index ratio is only scalingfactor in the
amplitude of the generated fieldas measured in the vacuum. Also, but not readily
apparent from (3.23) through (3.25), is the famoussecOHbehaviour often quoted in the
literature. It can be seen by realizingthat the denominators ((3.25) and (3.26))of both
(3.23) and (3.24) containa cos 0a. Thus, it is expected that the surfacereflected wave
should increase in intensityas the angle increases to near grazing angles.
For P-waves, note theoccurrence of the NLBA for perfect phase-matching (rct2
= iscs2)-
For perfect phase-matching 0,2= Oa = (It - a)12 and when the source wave and
polarization are parallel (a= 0), the first term in (3.24) and the term involvingcos 052
cos (1) a immediately vanish. The remainingterm vanishes only when the limit of perfect
phase-matching is taken-- the denominator tends toward infinity more rapidly than the
numerator. Under these conditions there isno reflected wave.
Bloembergen takes equations (3.23) through(3.26), expands them in kd2, and
approximates them to first order in kd2 (thethickness is much smaller than the
wavelength). He shows that the reflectedand transmitted intensitiesare equal and that142
they are proportional to the square of the thickness of the layer.This is consistent with
observed behaviour.
3.3.3 Results and Limitations of Bloembergen's Model
Exact macroscopic treatments by Bloembergen of general opticalmixing at a dielectric
interface yields many accurate results. However, the integralover the region of overlap of
the applied fields (commonly called the interaction region) isnot necessary since the limit
of small d is taken. Taking this limit before performing theintegration leaves an
expression that neglects some of the phase-matching behaviour,specifically the Sinc
behaviour of the field strength on the phase-matchingparameter. It is unimportant in
Bloembergen's analysis as phase-mismatchedprocesses are never considered.
Furthermore, Bloembergen's result neglects terms thatare second order in the phase-
mismatch. Although it only effects the transmittedwave amplitudes (and unimportant for
discussions regarding the reflected waves), it should be pointedout that the results for
Bloembergen's transmitted waves ([23], equations (6.8) and (6.18))neglect a term of the
form
. n1coseri
1
racosea
(na cos9/2 sin 0,2ns2 cos0s2 sin0,2)
n
which clearly vanishes for perfect phase-matching (k2= ks2); it is also the only one that is
second order in the phase-mismatch. When the phase-mismatch islarge, this term cannot
be neglected.
From the perspective of RISOM, the largest limitationto current macroscopic
treatments of OM at in interface (either Bloembergen's or Sipe's) is that they only predict
the surface-generated waves. There is no information concerning thebulk-generated
waves. There is no apparent reason that the surface-generated signal should dominate143
over the bulk signal. Yet, the search for favourableRISOM conditions relieson
maximizing the surface-to-bulk signalratio, hence it is critical that informationabout both
the bulk and surface signals beavailable.
3.4 Developing a MacroscopicModel for RISOM Prediction
The structure, shown in Figure 3.4,was adopted in order to develop a RISOM model.
It is carefully pictured with itscoordinate system in Figure 3.13 below.
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Figure 3.13: A four layerstructure for
developing a RISOM model.
The new model breaks the interfacialregion into four distinct regions:a cover, a
surface region, a bulk median, andthe semi-infinite bulk. The additionallayer is an
extension to Bloembergen's model,and is added between the surface slaband the bulk.
This is referred to as the bulk median.This layer has the nonlinear propertiesof the bulk144
which are, in general, different fromthe surface. The linear index ofrefraction of the bulk
median, however, is made differentthan the semi- infinite bulk. This new interface
establishes a mechanism for the lightgenerated in the bulk (median)to be reflected back
into the surface layer andon into the cover (e.g., vacuum). This bulk-bulkmedian
interface provides thesame reflective boundary as the bulk-surface slabinterface does in
the Bloembergen model.
When describing surface-specificexperiments on real surfaces (includingISOM
experiments), there are physicalreasons why the surface and bulk regions shouldhave
different linear and nonlinear properties.A surface includes an interstitialregion
comprised typically oneor two atomic layers between the bulk and thecover. Within this
interstitial region there are severalinfluences that may cause the linearand nonlinear
properties of this region to be distinctfrom the bulk crystal. Relaxationof the unit cell
parameters may occur throughout this regionas the bulk stoichiometry re-organizesto fit
the stoichiometry of thecover (the cover is usually consideredto be a vacuum, however
the possibility of it being another lineardielectric is left open). Impuritiesare likely to be
found in higher concentrations in thesurface region; they are left thereduring sample
preparation and handling. Because ofthese idiosyncrasies between thesurface and bulk
stoichiometry, the surface region isexpected to have a rather differentelectric and
magnetic (linear and nonlinear)properties than the bulk. Itcan be expected that the linear
index of the bulk changes graduallyover several atomic layers below the surface. The
bulk median simulates this gradation.
The addition of an interface consistingof different linear indices of refractionbetween
the bulk and bulk median plays thesame role as Bloembergen's interface between the
surface and bulk. Thisnew interface provides a mechanism by whichthe light generated
in the bulk mediancan return to the vacuum. Now the surface-to-bulkamplitude ratio for145
the waves generated in both regionscan be analyzed for different parameters. Similarto
Bloembergen's surface layer, that thebulk-to-bulk median index ratio and thethickness of
the bulk median layerare considered a scaling parametersto the bulk-generated amplitude.
3.4.1 Deriving the Behaviour of theGenerated Fields
The same method to derive the generatedfields for the surface and bulk medianlayers
as was used in the Bloembergen model. Reviewingequation (3.15), the reflected
nonlinear fields are found knowing theinhomogeneous source wave solutions(equations
(3.13) and (3.14)) and the boundaryconditions of the layeredstructure of the model. A
compete derivation of the reflected nonlinearfields are given in Appendix B. A
conceptual diagram of thisstructure is shown in Figure 3.4. A working diagramof the
layered structure with its coordinatesystem is defined in Figure 3.13. The boundary
conditions for each boundary indicatedin Figure 3.13 are usedto obtain the expressions
for the fields generated in the surfaceand bulk median layers. Note that Figure3.13 is
divided into three sections leftto right. This is done to emphasize that thereare three
independent sets of fields found in allparts of the structure (vertically): the applied fields,
the fields generated in the surfaceregion, and the fields generated inthe bulk median
region. Indicated between the layersare the wavevectors for the defined fields; each field
is defined with zero relative phaseat the upper surface for each layer. Onlyone reflection
from the bottom layer of each layeris included; multiple reflectionsare ignored. Matching
the fields at the boundaries of theregions of the new structure yields expressionsfor the
reflected generated electric fields(entering the cover region) from thesurface and bulk
median layers.
At the cover-surface layer interface,z = 0, at the surface-bulk median interfacez = -d2,
and at the semi-infinite bulk-bulkmedian interface z= -(d2 + d3). Thus, the surface layer
thickness is d2; the thickness of thebulk median layer is d3, whichappears in thez
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and the wavevectors of the fields.
expression for the reflectedwaves generated in this layer asa scaling parameter. Since the
layer thickness are small comparedwith the wavelength of light,any linearly-related phase
differences between layersare minimal. Each region is has a unique linearindex of
refraction indicated byni for the cover, n2 for the surface,n3 for the bulk median region,
and n4 for the bulk region. Recallthat the ratio of the (linear) indicesof refraction of the
bulk median and bulk,n3IN,is another scalingparameter, it appears in the expression for
the amplitude of reflectedwaves generated in the bulk (median).147
The fields in each regionpropagate with associated wavevectors whichare given
identifying subscripts. Thewavevectors and field amplitudes, 8,are identified with the
same subscripts. These subscriptsare defined by one letter describing the frequencyof the
wave, (a comma,) a second letter identifying thewave, followed by a number indicating
the layer number in which thewave originated. (Le., 8n,r1and its associated wavevector
n,r1 appears at the top center portion of Figure 3.13.). The paragraphs below identify
each field and their subscripts.
For the n-1 incidentwaves, the first number is the frequency index ofthe wave. Since
there are n-1 incident waves, this firstindex runs from i= n-1. A comma separates the
frequency index from the layer indices.The next index refers to the directionof
propagation of the incidentwave, t (transmitted wave) for a downwardspropagating
wave, r (reflected) for an upwards propagatingwave. The last index is the layer index;
the layer index for the incidentwaves represents the layer the wave is located inas shown
at the far left of Figure 3.14. For instance,the applied wave '3' with frequency(03,
reflected from the bulk median-surfaceinterface, has associated subscripts '3,r2'.If the
process being considered was SFG, there would betwo incident waves with associated
subscripts '1,11' and '2,11'. The reflectionof these waves in thecover layer are labeled
'1,r1' and '2,r1', whereas the transmittedwaves have labels for the surface layer '1,t2',
'2,t2', and so forth. Thewave transmitted into the bulk is givena 'V index, for instance
the wave with frequency(o3 transmitted into the bulk has index '3,v4'.Explicitly, kt.l1 is
the wavevector of the i-th incidentwave with frequency oh. It definesone of the n-1
waves incident from the cover heading to the slabinterface. Sul is the amplitude of the
field of this wave. ki,rl is thewavevector of the i-th wave reflected from theinterfaces
below. This wave returns to thecover (vacuum); eixlis the amplitude of the field ofthis
wave. ki2 is the wavevector of the i-thwave transmitted through the surface layer down
towards the semi- infinite bulk; ei,a is itsfield amplitude.rci,r2 is the wavevector of the i-148
th wave which reflects fromthe surface-bulk interface andtravels up towards thecover;
ei,r2 is the electric field amplitudeof this wave. kt,t3 is thewavevector of the i-th wave
that is transmitted into thebulk-median. ei,t3 is the amplitudeof the field of thiswave.
The wave reflected from thebulk-bulk median interface haswavevector rci,r3 and
amplitude eir3.FC1,,,4 is thewavevector of the i-th wave that is transmittedinto the semi-
infinite bulk; it has amplitude ei,v4.Each wavevector is describedby spherical
coordinates, fix = (1k11,02,,,cp), with Xequal to any of the subscriptsdefined for the
wavevectors and amplitudes above.
The generated waves havetheir own unique indices. Asbefore, the generatedwaves,
have frequency 60,8. The layeridentification number indicatesthe layer number thewave is
generated in. In Bloembergen'sderivation the only layer thatwaves are generated in was
layer 2, the surface layer. Nowwaves are generated in the bulk median, layer3, too. For
example, the surface-generatedwave parameters (which has frequency indexn)
propagating into the semi-infinitebulk has subscripts 'n,v2', whereasthe bulk median-
generated wave propagating intothe semi-infinite bulk hassubscripts 'n,v3'.
The waves generated in thesurface region, as indicated inthe center portion of Figure
3.14, are defined with thefollowing indices to distinguishthem. The wavevector of the
wave generated in the surface layer, reflectedinto the vacuum (cover) fromthe interfaces
below, is icn,rlIt has an amplitude 8n,rlki,r2, is thewavevector of the wave generated in
surface region. It is the result ofthe nonlinear reflection (i.e. the'transmitted wave') from
the cover-surface interface.6,aa is the amplitude of thefield of this downwards-traveling
wave. The generated wave is (linearly)reflected from the surface-bulkmedian interface.
This reflectedwave, propagating in the surface layer, has rc,abas its wavevector, en,t2b is
its amplitude. kz,s2 is thewavevector of the 'source'wave in the surface layer. It is the
effective wavevectoras defined in equation (3.5). The amplitudeof this wave, end2, is149
given by equations (3.12) through (3.16).When the wave generated in the surfaceenters
the bulk median, it propagates downwards.This wave has wavevector-n,u2aand field
amplitude 8,4,2.. Some of this field is (linearly)reflected from the bulk-bulk median
interface and propagates upwards through thebulk median. This reflectedwave has
TC,,,,2b as itswavevector, en,u2bis its amplitude. Finally, thewave transmitted down into
the semi-infinite bulk is given thewavevector En,v2 and amplitude en,v2. Again, each
wavevector is described by spherical coordinates:=K1,0),), withequal to any
of the subscripts defined for thewavevectors and amplitudes above.
The waves generated in the bulk medianregion are defined in the right-hand side of
Figure 3.14. The wavevector of thewave generated in the bulk median layer is ina3.. It is
the result of the nonlinear reflection fromthe surface-bulk median interface. 8,4,3.is the
amplitude of the field of this downwards-travelingwave. The generated wave described
by in,t34 is (linearly) reflected from the bulk-bulkmedian interface. This reflectedwave,
propagating in the bulk median layer, has in,t3bas its wavevector and has amplitude en.i3b.
kn,53 is thewavevector of the 'source wave in the surface layer. It isthe effective
wavevector for the bulk median layeras defined in equation (3.5). The amplitude of this
wave, en,s3, is given by equations (3.12) through (3.16)as before with the surface layer.
As the wave that is reflected off the bulk-bulkmedian interface travels upwards (towards
the cover), in encounters the surface layer.The upwards-propagating part of this bulk
median-generated wave inside the surface layerhas wavevector En,r3a withan amplitude
A portion of this wave is reflected off thesurface-cover interface and propagates
back through the surface layer, downwards.This wave has wavevector E0.3b and field
amplitude en,r3b.The bulk median-generatedwave that makes its to the cover region is
referred to by it wavevector kn,u3 and amplitude 6,40.The wave transmitted down into
the semi-infinite bulk is given thewavevector En.,3 and amplitude ev,3.150
Notice that only one reflection off of each interface is included. When the reflection
angle is large (near grazing) this model is suspect as each layer willact as a leaky
waveguide with many reflections at each interface before the light 'escapes' from the
confines of the structure. This model is also limited to 'weak coupling' theory. That is the
incident waves are not attenuated by the generation of anew, inhomogeneous wave.
Solutions can be found separately for the surface-generated and bulk median-
generated signals as viewed in the cover region by imposing the boundary conditionson all
the fields oscillating at the generated frequency (see the center and right portions of Figure
3.14). For the surface-generated wave, there are six unknown fields created from the
inhomogeneous wave. Assuming a known induced nonlinear polarization (which inturn
depends on the wavevectors and polarizations for all incidentwaves, as well as the
nonlinear susceptibility of the surface medium, see (3.6)), solutions for all six fields,
including the field in the cover region, can be found. Since thereare two polarizations for
waves in the cover region, there are two sets of solutions, one for S- and one for P-
polarizations. The bulk-generated wave has similar solutions, obtained in thesame
manner. A complete derivation of these solutions is given in Appendix B. The approach
is to treat the six homogeneous field amplitudes as a vector, and the boundary conditions
at each interface as a 6x6 matrix. The product of the homogeneous boundary condition
matrix with the homogeneous field amplitude vector must yielda vector representing the
satisfaction of the boundary conditions for the inhomogeneouswaves. Diagonalizing the
inhomogeneous boundary condition matrix yields the solutions for each of the six fields.
Realizing the assumptions made, four solutions for the reflected field amplitudes arise:two
for each polarization for both the surface- and bulk median-generatedwaves. The S-
polarization reflected field amplitudes generated from the surface, 8,1,5, and the bulk
(median), en,i3,s are (dropping the n subscript):D1 6 rl,S rl,Ss2,S
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The P-polarization reflected field amplitudes generated from the surface, en,if, and the
bulk (median), are (dropping the n subscript):
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In the expressions for the reflected fields, the following definitions were made:
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The solutions presented here are quite general: theywere found without exact
knowledge of the induced nonlinear polarization. Hence, the solutionsobtained are
independent of the OM process (the order of the nonlinear polarization)and are general
with respect to the incident wave parameters. Bloembergen, inhis model, approximated
the thickness of the surface region as small compared with thegenerated wavelength.
This approximation is not done here. Moreover, theexact phase-matching expression is
retained. The phase-mismatch information for the surface-generatedwave is contained in
the argument 02 of the sinc 432; 02 is referredto as the surface wave phase-mismatch
parameter. In addition, combinations of 4)a4s2 and Oa - Oa can be thought of as
constituents of the surface wave phase-mismatch factorto the generated field amplitude.
The surface wave phase-mismatch parameterrepresents difference between the generated
wavevector, ii,z,t2.3, and the effective 'source' wavevector, En,s2,as defined in (3.5).
Likewise, there is a bulk wave phase-mismatch parameter, 4)3, anda bulk wave phase
factor. This phase-mismatch information isparamount when comparing the phase-
matched surface signal with the (possibly) phase-mismatched bulksignal. The156
approximations made in the Bloembergen model concerning phase-matchedconditions
(small phase-mismatch) are not appropriate for this model in which phase-mismatchmay
be large.
A very useful form of the reflected surface and bulk field amplitudes(see Appendix B)
may be written as
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This is done by defining CBC,r1,a and eac,r1,0as the factors found by matching the
boundary conditions of the layered structure in Figure 3.14. That is, 6BcLaand 6Bc4.1,0
are the contents (including the denominators) of the curly brackets in (3.27) through
(3.34). Here a indicates either the S or P polarization. Clearly, thesurface and bulk
reflected fields have a sinusoidal and a sinc dependenceon the phase-mismatch parameter.
In this form, the sec 0 dependence is readilyapparent. Also, the (n2 4) -1 factor, which
constitutes an additional dependence on phase-mismatch, is clearlyseparated from the
boundary layer aspects of the reflected amplitudes. Using this form ofthe reflected field
amplitudes, the various dependencies can be investigated individually.However, for
perfect phase-matching the product6Bc(n124)-1as ns --> nt yields a finite result.
Hence, for phase-matched conditions this productmust be treated as a whole.
Additionally, since Ps and Pp are taken to be equal, all the polarizationdependence is
contained in the eBc.,.14 and 6B0.14, factors via CD andCB(see (3.45) and (3.46)).157
The next step in the prediction ofRISOM experiments is toassume a nonlinear
susceptibility and polarizations andwavevectors for the incident waves, calculatethe
induced nonlinear polarization, fromthis explicitly calculate the fieldamplitudes from
(3.27) through (3.44), andcompare the ratio to surface-generated to bulk median-
generated amplitudes (in thecover region). Repeated calculationsare made so as to map
out the parameter space looking for favourableconditions for RISOM.
3.4.2 Summary and Discussionof the Macroscopic RISOM Model
There are two clear predictions madeby the macroscopic model. First isthe
enhancement of the surfaceover the bulk signal due to phase-mismatch. Ifdispersion of
the surface and bulk (median)are different, the phase-mismatchingparameter will be
different in the two layers. Fora generated wave, the angle at which itsphase-mismatch is
minimum will be the angle it will 'reflect'into the cover region at. Dueto a difference in
dispersion of the surface and bulkmedian layers, the 'reflected' surface andbulk waves
will not be collinear. If the bulkmedian and surface have thesame non-zero dispersion, it
is possible that even though thesurface and bulk waves 'reflect'at the same angle, the
phase-mismatch of the surface is small,but the phase-mismatch for the bulkmedian is
large. Hence, the surface signalwould be large compared to the bulksignal. The second
prediction involves the separation of thesurface and bulk signals dueto dissimilar NLBAs.
For P-waves, the NLBA for perfectphase-matching (ni2 = Fla)occurs at Oa =- a2)/2.
Similarly, for the bulk region 6,= a3)12. Any difference in dispersionleads to the
condition where the NLBA for thebulk is unequal to the NLBA for thesurface. An
experiment designed for P-waves reflectingfrom the structure at the NLBA of thebulk
will yield a small, butnon-zero, signal from the surface. This is possible sincethe NLBA
for the surface is not that thesame angle as the experimental angle (the NLBAof the
bulk). The degree of enhancement,the sensitivity of angle, degree ofdispersion, etc., for
these two predictions is, however,not easily obtained without extensive numerical
analysis. Furthermore, it isnot trivial to locate other possible enhancementsthat are due158
to effects of the linear and nonlinear Fresnel coefficients. This ismore efficiently done by
numerical calculations using the RISOM field expressions. Theobject of the remainder of
this chapter is to quantify the enhancements.
This model predicts a secOHbehaviour on the amplitude of the generatedwaves.
Thus it is expected that the surface reflectedwave should increase in intensity as the angle
increases to near grazing angles. The bulk-generatedwave amplitudes are shown to have
a more complicated angular dependence due to the added Fresnel coefficients introduced
by the surface-bulk median interface. This angular dependence isless strong than sec Oth
as is seen in the numerical calculations to follow. From this observation, it is expected
that the surface reflected wave should increase in intensityas the angle increases to near
grazing angles more rapidly than the bulk-generated signal.
3.4.3 Prelude to Numerical Analysis of the RISOM expressions
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to mappingout the parameter space of the
model's predictions, specifically where ISOM is likely. The analysisis divided into two
parts: analysis of collinear phase-matched geometries and analysis of non-collinearphase-
matched geometries. Collinear phase-matching is appropriate for OM indispersionless
materials and for harmonic generation. Non-collinear phase-matching iswhere the linear
dispersion of materials is important or where the incidentwavevectors are not completely
degenerate (such as in SFG with waves of differing frequenciesor non-degenerate SHG
with fundamental waves incident at different angles). Here theangular dependencies for
the two polarization states for SHG (where dispersion isvery important, but phase-
matching is automatic) and CARS-like FWM (where dispersion is lessimportant, but
phase-matching is critical) are specifically considered. Both polarizationstates, S and P,
for both types of geometries are explored. In general, it is foundthat improvement in the
surface-to-bulk signal ratio is possible for S-polarization when thereflection angle is large;
for P-waves, enhancement is done by makinguse of the nonlinear Brewster's angle. It is159
found that the results for enhancing the signal-to-noiseratio for collinear phase-matching
are the same for the non-collinear case. However, enhancement is generallybetter if the
surface and bulk dispersions are dissimilar. In addition,it is shown that there is an angular
separation of bulk and surface signals due to dispersion (fornon-collinear phase-
matching). When the index of refraction is different inthe surface and bulk for a given
frequency, the optical process in the surfacemay be phase-matched, whereas the bulk may
not be. Hence, waves generated in the surface and bulk travel in (slightly)different
directions. With this prelude to the numerical analysis,the development continues.
3.5 Introduction to the Numerical Analysis ofthe RISOM Expressions
The analysis of the RISOM expressionsare particularly involved. Before any
calculations are presented, explanatory information is introducedconcerning the
calculations and interpretive tools used in the analysis. It isalso useful to be prepared as
to the direction that the analysis takes. As the analysis proceeds,more complexity is
added to the picture. These complexities buildon each other making interpretations
increasingly more difficult. The logic in the analysis sectionsis to begin with the most
fundamental 'experiments' and to separately add each complexityto the overall picture.
This introduction section is devoted to outlining the analysismade of the RISOM
expressions.
The contributions of the surface and bulk regionsto the electric fields were
numerically calculated for a variety ofcases. These calculations are based on the layered
structure shown in Figure 3.13 and the RISOM expressions (3.27) through(3.46).
Particular attention was paid to conditions which mightenhance the surface over the bulk
contribution. The analysis is divided into twoparts: collinear geometry and non-collinear
geometry. In each case general and specific OM processesare considered for both160
polarizations and in media with and without dispersion. When appropriate, RISOM
experiments are suggested and discussed. The next paragraphs will briefly outline the
directions the analysis takes.
Calculations with collinear optical mixing are used to show the most fundamental
angular dependence for the bulk and surface contributions. These results hold for all
collinear mixing processes including degenerate n-th harmonic generation (nHG), and
collinear general TWM and FWM. Any optical mixing done in dispersionless mediais
automatically phase-matched in collinear geometry. The first analysis of generalcollinear
optical mixing is done in dispersionless media for S-polarizations. A RISOMexperiment
which shows reasonably good enrichment of the surface contributionto the total signal is
predicted for near- grazing angles of incidence. Also, it is shown that the phase ofthe
surface and bulk waves are always virtually constant. This is dueto the coherence of the
nonlinear process.
The next part of the analysis considers S-wave nHGprocesses in media with
dispersion. General OM process are not covered in this analysis since the mismatch is
extremely large; experiments involving general OM processesare best considered in non-
collinear geometries. The inclusion of dispersion in collinear nHGprocesses will not
change the angular behaviour bulk and surface contributions, however it is shown that the
overall intensity drops because of a phase-mismatch between the induced polarizationand
the generated wave. This is due to the dispersion between the fundamental and harmonic
waves. When the dispersions of the surface and bulk are different, the wave generated in
the medium with the smallest dispersion contributesmore to the overall observed intensity.
When the dispersion is greater, so is the phase-mismatch, and the intensity generated in the
medium is smaller.
Analysis of P-waves is more complicated than that of S-polarization. P-wavesmay or
may not exhibit a nonlinear Brewster's angle (NLBA). The analysis of P-waves separates161
these two possibilities. First P-polarization collinear nHG in dispersionless media when
there is no NLBA is scrutinized. It is discovered that much of the angular dependence of
the generated field amplitudes for P-polarization collinear nHG is thesame as for S-
polarizations. A fair surface-to-bulk signal ratio can be obtained when performing
experiments at near-grazing angles of incidence. Much of the analysis (for P-waves)
carries over (from the S-wave analysis), however, the phase of the surface and bulkwaves
can be different depending on the direction of the induced polarization and mixed wave.
Analysis continues with P-wave collinear nHG processes witha NLBA. In order to
analyze the NLBA, the generated frequency must be specified. Thus the analysis is done
for SHG. The frequency generated is chosen to be 532nm. Initially the polarization
directions of the surface region and the bulk are considered equal. Again, both surface
and bulk media are considered dispersionless. The main conclusion is that, if the media
are dispersionless, there is no means to separate the bulk and surface signals in this
geometry.
Further analysis of the NLBA for P-waves in a collinear SHGprocess continues by
including dispersion in the surface and bulk median. If the dispersions of the bulk and
surface are different, the NLBAs will differ. Even with small dispersions, the disparity
between NLBAs can be experimentally observable. Unique bulk and surface NLBAs offer
another way to emphasize one signal over the other. For instance, it is shown thatwhen
the bulk experiences a NLBA this signal is zero, but since the NLBA of the surfaceis
different, there is still a surface signal. This experiment offers excellent surface-to-bulk
signal ratios, but at the expense of the detectable signal intensity.
As foreshadowed in the analyses of collinear reflectiongeometry OM, non-collinear
geometries hold the key to successful RISOM experiments. From the series of collinear
calculations done on media with dispersion, it wasseen that dispersion adds mismatch.
Different mismatches of the OM process in surface and bulk median media produceways162
to separate the contributions from these layers. Anotherway to introduce phase-mismatch
is to slightly change the direction of one (or more) of the incidentwavevectors from the
phase-matched case. This introduces a mismatch that isto the discretion of the
experimenter. There are two experimental designs for non-collineargeometries. In either
case, the incident frequency source is split into two waves whichare incident on the
sample with slightly different angles of incidence. Thesetwo experimental situations can
be superimposed comprising a more general 'experiment'. Thephase-mismatch can be
introduced either by selecting different polar angles, leaving theazimuthal angles similar,
or by the converse. The other reason for considering non-collinear geometries is thatfor
processes that are not degenerate in frequency done in media with dispersion,non-
collinear geometries are the only way to minimally phase-mismatch(and maximize the
mixed intensity). There are two main conclusions that willcome of the analyses of non-
collinear geometries. First, when the media haveno dispersion, the surface and bulk
waves are 'emitted' from the structure at the same angle. They can be separated in
intensity by phase-mismatching the mixingprocess in one layer more than the other. It is
found that there are restrictions on the parameterspace which allows the experimenter to
separate these signals. The other conclusion is that with the inclusion ofdispersion, the
bulk and surface waves are separated in angle.
Actual experiments do not use planewaves as the RISOM model assumes. The
incident light would be in the form of Gaussian beams. Furthermore,these beams would
be focused onto the sample as to maximize the induced polarization,and hence, mixed
signal. When appropriate, analyses of Gaussian beam experimentsare performed. These
approximate Gaussian beam analyses give results representative ofreal laboratory
experiments. As in the collinear case, each possibility of mixingtype (SHG, TWM, FWM)
is investigated separately. Each process is divided into analysisof polarization, dispersion,
and experimental design as described below.163
First in the series of non-collinear reflection OM analysis is an experiment that
introduces a mismatch via breaking the degeneracy in polar angles. To simplify analysis,
only SHG is considered; this provides an investigation of the most fundamental aspects of
RISOM in phase-mismatched non-collinear geometry. Analysis for S-wave and P-wave
(without a NLBA) non-collinear SHG is done simultaneously since the model predicts
both polarizations are similar for collinear geometry experiments. Numerical calculations
are used to investigate effects of two variables. These two variables are the (average)
polar angle of the incident waves and the difference in the polar angles of the waves (with
all azimuthal angles equal). Because dispersion is ignored, the bulk and surface waves
`reflect' off the surface at the same angle. The angular dependencies for the surface and
bulk are found to be different and complicated. This affects the surface-to-bulk ratio in an
non-trivial way. There is a way to separate the bulk and surface signals via phase-
mismatch. Certain sets of conditions give the surface signal a smaller sensitivity to
mismatch than bulk signal. As the mismatch is increased, the bulk intensity drops rapidly
leaving predominately surface contributions to the total signal. Estimates fora Gaussian
beam SHG experiment are made; they show that for certain parameters, the SHG beam
has a profile that is, in some places, enriched in surface contribution. The parameter space
yielding these RISOM conditions is scrutinized in detail. It is found that for any set of
indices and layer thicknesses, it is likely that there exists a set of incidence angles for
which intensity of the bulk wave is very sensitive to phase-mismatch. The surface signal is
only moderately sensitive to mismatching.
Using the azimuthal angles to achieve phase-mismatched non-collinear SHG was the
other possible RISOM experiment that can be performed. Dispersion in the media is,
initially, not included. Analysis is similar to the polar angle experiment, however there are
different conclusions. It is found that the bulk wave is rather insensitive to the azimuthally
associated phase-mismatch as compared to the dependence of the surface wave. Thus, for
small phase-mismatch the total signal mismatch dependence is dominated by the surface
dependence. Unfortunately, this leaves no way to attenuate the bulk signal over the164
surface wave. The converse is possible, however, providinga way to observe the isolated
bulk signal. From observations like this, bulk nonlinear susceptibility tensor elementsmay
be examined.
The analysis of the polar and azimuthal difference angle experimentsare done for S-
and P-polarization (when no NLBA is present) in parallel. In the absence of dispersion the
NLBAs for the surface and bulk are equal and no segregation of the surface and bulk
contributions can be made. It will be discovered that separation is only possible when
there exists a phase-mismatch. The first experiment considered, in whicha phase-
mismatch was introduced by breaking the polar angle degeneracy of the incidentwaves,
may be used to improve the surface-to-bulk signal ratio.If the NLBA happens to be near
the angle at which the bulk is most sensitive to mismatches, then the mismatchcan be used
to eliminate the bulk signal over the surface contribution. This, unfortunately, comes at
the expense of the total signal strength.
After this lengthy examination of non-collinear SHG in dispersionless media,a general
discussion ensues concerning the influences of dispersion in theseprocesses. The analysis
includes both polarization cases and lays the foundation for further discussion of TWM
and FWM processes. Essentially, the effects of dispersion in the collinearcase is
superimposed on the intentionally introduced phase-mismatch of the non-collinear
geometry. It is shown that the inclusion of dispersion does not affect the angular
dependence of the harmonic waves; this includes the NLBAs. Also thewaves 'reflect'
from the structure at the same angles. By the arguments presented in earlier analyses, it is
possible, using non-collinear geometry, to almost completely separate the surface and bulk
signals in intensity. When the indices of the surface and bulkare different via affects of
desperate dispersions, the phase-mismatch of the surface and bulk differ. If the surface
mismatch can be chosen to be small and the bulk large, the surface-to-bulk signal ratio
may be quite favourable. This is not a very exciting analysis, but it lays the groundwork
for discussions of higher order mixing.165
General non-collinear TWM in dispersionless media is the subject of thenext section
of the analysis. It is argued that TWM is similar to SHGas previously examined. The
difference is that the process is minimally phase-mismatched (or haszero phase-mismatch)
when the incident waves are not collinear. An expression is quoted for the matching
angles. As with SHG, altering the directions of the incidentwaves from their minimally
phase-mismatched positions introduces an experimentally controlled phase-mismatch that
than be used to separate the surface and bulk contributions. This is possible whenthe bulk
wave is more sensitive to mismatch than the surface.
Fully breaking the degeneracy (direction and frequency) of TWMprocesses in the
presence of dispersion actually leads to a finite angular separation between the surface and
bulk waves. This argument is substantiated by considering that the generatedwaves
`reflect' at the angle for which the phase-mismatch is minimum (given the incident
wavevectors and differences in dispersion). Expressions for the bulk and surface
`reflection' angles are given. Specific examples of planewave SFG processes and SFG
using Gaussian beams are investigated. The mixed Gaussian beam 'experiment' showsan
angular profile which has a bright spot (the surface signal) surrounded bya much larger
dim halo (the bulk signal). Use of phase-mismatchingcan improve the signal-to-bulk ratio
as discussed. If a NLBA exists, then at least for P-polarization, further enhancements in
the signal ratio can be made.
As with TWM, an analysis for general non-collinear FWM in media without dispersion
is performed. It is found that the addition ofa third incident wave makes it easier to
introduce a phase-mismatch in the bulk and not the surface. Finally, nonlineargeometry
FWM in media with dispersion is discussed. Resultsare seen to be similar to the TWM
case with dispersion, however angular separation between the surface and bulk ismore166
pronounced. Careful analyses using Gaussian beams are given; they show that the mixed
beam has an intensity profile. The surface and bulk contributions can be viewed more or
less individually
3.5.1 Definitions and Common Terms Used in the Analysis
Throughout this analysis there are certain terms and definitions that should be
introduced or reviewed. All interpretations originate from the field expressions, or
`RISOM expressions', equations (3.27) through (3.46). These field expressions represent
the bulk median-generated and surface-generated fields for S- and P-polarizations. The
field expressions are also referred to as the nonlinear reflection coefficients (NLRC). The
NLRCs are multiplied by constant amplitude, polarization, and phase factors to form the
complete electric field vector. (See (3.12) and (3.13).) The constant amplitude and
phases are neglected in the analysis; the NLRCs alone carry all the dependence needed to
predict RISOM conditions. Notice the NLRCs carry both a real part and an imaginary
part. Thus they contribute an angular and an index of refraction dependence on the
complete amplitude and phase of the generated waves. The complete surface and bulk
median field amplitudes are written aslEsiilface I and IEB,dk I, respectively. Note that the
signal-to-bulk signal ratio is
IE surface'
IE Bidkl
Note that this ratio becomes infinite as the bulk signal approaches zero. Thus, in
numerical calculations, this ratio is often avoided. The intensities of these waves are, of
1 course, the complex squares of the field expressions, lEsurface I
2
and IEBuik 1
2
,and the total
signal intensity is lEstoface ±
I E Bulk
12
.The phase of the waves generated in the surface and
bulk median layers are defined in the usual way:
tan 4) Es=IIII[Esurface] 1 Re[E surface]and
tan (1)Esidk= 11[E Bulk] / Re[E Bidd.
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The direction of each wave, incident or generated, is characterized by itswavevector. As
earlier stated each incident (applied) wave has wavevector described by its spherical
coordinates kj = [iicu 1,eij,(pij]. For collineargeometries, all wavevectors have the same
polar and azimuthal angles.
3.5.2 Parameter Settings
Throughout most of the analysis of the RISOM expressions, calculationsare done
with a consistent set of fixed parameters. These parameters include the indices of
refraction of the layers, ni, n2, n3, and n4; the thicknesses of the surface layer, d2; and the
thickness of the bulk median layer, d3. The index of refraction of thecover region is the
index of the vacuum, ni = 1.00. The index of the surface, bulk, and bulk medianare seen
as scaling parameters. They are set to: surface index n2 = 1.50, bulk median indexn3 =
1.55, and bulk index n4 = 1.56. These media are considered dispersionless unless
otherwise stated. The thicknesses d2 and d3, the layer thicknesses,are considered small
compared to the wavelength of the light (typically 532 nm). The layer thicknessesare
both set at 5 nm. In each of these calculations the nonlinear susceptibility is considereda
scalar and constant. There are no preferred directions or frequency dependencies for the
induced polarization. This way only the influences of the NLRCsare investigated. The
symmetry of the media and their frequency dependencies are factored out of the NLRCs.
Normally complete fields are products of the frequency and symmetry independent NLRCs
and the nonlinear polarizabilities which carry these dependencies. These dependenciescan
be included separately from the NLRCs if required.168
3.5.3 How to Interpret Analysis Plots
In Chapter 2, there were two ratios that were introducedas interpretive tools in the
evaluation of ISOM situations. These ratios were called the direct ratio (DR) which
appears as
2 IESurface1
2
DR=
12 1
ESwfacel + IEBuk1 I
and the cross ratio (CR) which was defined by
CR= 2
EE* BulkSu + C. c
IEBulkl
The DR and CR are the same ratios used in the analysis in Chapter 2. The reader is
encouraged to review Section 2.5.2 which discusses how the DR and CRare to be
interpreted. While reviewing, the reader will recall Figure 2.11. It representsa plot of the
total combined surface and bulk intensity versus the surface field. The figure shows how
the total intensity changes for a fixed bulk field, but increasing surface field amplitude.
Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 show the DR and CR for thecase of Figure 2.11. Although
in the analysis that follows both the surface and bulk fieldsvary as the experimental
parameters are changed, the DR and CR are interpreted in the same manner.
The DR is a better interpretive tool than the surface-to-bulk amplitude ratio since the
DR never diverges. The direct ratio is an appropriate tool touse when the phase of the
surface and bulk (complete) fields are approximately equal. Although the CR isnot169
bounded, it can be used to investigatethe relative phases of the surfaceand bulk waves.
When, for example, the surface andbulk fields are of thesame magnitude the CR is +2 if
the phases are of thesame sign, -2 if they are opposite in sign.Generally, when the phases
of waves are of opposite signthe CR is negative.
3.6 Analysis of RISOM in CollinearGeometry
Collinear geometry is appropriate forharmonic generation and general opticalmixing
in dispersionless media. Sinceexpressions (3.27) through (3.46) makeno assumptions
about the induced polarization, itis not necessary to know the preciseOM process
explicitly. Hence, second harmonicgeneration (SHG), third harmonicgeneration (THG),
(for any integer, n) n-th harmonicgeneration (nHG), andany mixing process in a
dispersionless material can be investigated.In Section 3.6.1 calculations withphase-
matched collinear mixing in the modelstructure with no dispersion is usedto find the
angular dependence of the nonlinearreflection coefficients for the bulkand surface
contributions. Determination of S-waveNLRCs for collinear optical mixingin
dispersionless materials is done first inSection 3.6.1.1. In Section 3.6.1.2,dispersion is
added to the S-wave nHG picture.The analysis of P-waves is dividedinto two cases.
First P-polarization collinear nHGin dispersionless media when thereis no NLBA is
scrutinized. Analysis continues withP-wave collinear nHGprocesses with a NLBA. In
order to analyze the NLBA, thegenerated frequency must be specified.Thus this analysis
is done for SHG generating 532nm. The P-wave analyses are done in Section3.6.1.3 for
media without dispersion, and withdispersion in Section 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Collinear General OpticalMixing
In studying collineargeometry first, the most fundamental angulardependence of the
nonlinear reflection coefficients isexamined. This dependence includesthe sec 9 and the
parts of 8BC that remain whennt = n,. From (3.47) and (3.48) it is clear thatthese170
dependencies are alwayspresent whether the process is phase-matchedor not. Hence,
these dependencies will alwaysbe present even in the complicatedexperiments introduced
later.
3.6.1.1 S-polarization NLRC forCollinear Optical Mixing in Dispersionless Media
Figure 3.15 shows the angulardependence of the reflected field amplitudefor the
generated surface wave. Since thereflected surface and bulkwaves propagate collinearly,
all subscripts are dropped; allwaves propagate at the same polar angle, 0, measuredwith
respect to the normal. The azimuthalangles, 9, are set tozero. Figure 3.16 shows the
reflected field amplitude for thegenerated bulk field, whereas Figure3.17 shows the DR
versus incident angle, 9. Due to thesec 0 behaviour, the fields are strongerat high
angles. Moreover, the DR plotshows the enrichment of the surfacecontribution to the
total signal at near-grazing angles.This is due to the complicatedinfluences of 6Bc,2 and
eBc,3 on 0.Since the phases of the surfaceand bulk are uninteresting, the CRfor this
experiment is not shown.
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Figure 3.15: A plot of the magnitudeof the
surface contribution to generatedelectric
field for S-polarization collinearoptical
mixing in dispersionless media.EBulk
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Figure 3.16: A plot of themagnitude of the
bulk contribution to generatedelectric field
for S-polarization collinearoptical mixing in
dispersionless media.
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Figure 3.17: A plot of the DRversus incident
angle for S-polarization collinearoptical
mixing in dispersionless media.
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The overall angular dependenceof the NLRCscan be understood by realizing thatas
the effective interaction lengthincreases as the applied fieldsapproach grazing incidence.172
Viewing the plots, it isseen that the angular dependence isnot strictly sec 8. Evidently,
owing to linear refraction, 9is smaller in the bulkmedian than in the surfacelayer, hence
the bulk field is smaller.One can see the complicated9 dependence thatoriginates from
the nonlinearly active layers(i.e., Sac).
The reader should be remindedthat there is a questionabout the accuracy of the
model at high angles. Sincethe (linear) surface-to-vacuumreflection coefficient is largeat
high angles, the singlereflection approximationis suspect. At near-grazingangles, it is
likely that theremay be many reflections before thegenerated light escapes into thecover
region; the wholestructure might be construedas a leaky waveguide.
Very little was said aboutthe phases, tan= Im[E] / Re[E], of the bulk- and surface-
generated S-waves for collinearoptical mixing. As it happens,the phase difference,$,,f ice
-40b0, is small and nearlyconstant over all 9. Only if thedispersion is non-zero is therea
significant phase difference,although it is still nearlyconstant. Note that thin-film
interferences are notseen as d << X.
A potentially usefulS-wave optical mixingRISOM experiment is predictedfor grazing
angles of incidence. Anexperimental setup mightappear like that shown in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18 showsa harmonic generation experiment,but the same configurationmay be
used for any collinear OMexperiment. Mixedwaves are generated from the surfaceand
bulk of the sample andsent to a detector. If at normalangles of incidence the bulkand
surface signalsare equal, at near- grazing angles the surface signal is somewhatenhanced.
According to Figure 3.17,the surface signal is enhancedover the bulk by a factor of
roughly 2 at 89 degrees. Byobserving the total mixedsignal as a function of angleand
fitting it to the RISOMexpressions, the bulk and surfacecontributions may be separately
deduced.173
Detector
Sample with surface
and bulk signals
Figure 3.18: An S-waveoptical mixing
RISOM experimentperformed atnear-
grazing angles.
3.6.1.2 S-polarizationNLRC for CollinearnHG in Media withDispersion
So far the resultspresented for S-wave nHGare for perfect phase-matching(collinear
geometry) processes, andsince dispersion isnot considered, the bulk andsurface
contributions to the observedintensity are maximum.The inclusion of dispersionwill not
change the angulardependencies nor destroythe perfect phase-matching.However, if the
dispersions of the surfaceand bulk (median)are different, the waves generatedin the
medium with the smallestdispersion will contributemore to the overall observed intensity.
Since the index of refractionof the incident fieldsis different from theindex for the
generated wave, nt2n2 isnon-zero and so is cto (see (3.47)and (3.48)). The generated
intensity is, therefore, lessthan it would be forthe dispersionlesscase. The angular
dependencies, whichwere all contained in thesec 0 and BC factors, remainvirtually
unchanged. Suppose thesurface has a smallerdispersion than the bulklinear index. Then
the bulk-generatedwave will be smaller dueto a larger phase-mismatch andsmaller \
(n12ri2)
-
than the surface-generatedwave. It is not likely that ina real situation, there
would be any controlover the dispersion of the bulkor surface. When doing experiments
on a real sample, a separatemeasurement of the dispersionof surface and bulk wouldhave
to be made in order to determineto what extent the surface iscoincidentally enhanced174
over bulk. Since the experimentermay not have any controlover the dispersions,
separation of the contributionsmust be achieved by introducingadditional phase-mismatch
by use of non-collineargeometry.
3.6.1.3 P-polarization NLRCfor Collinear nHG inDispersion less Media
Analysis of P-waves ismore complicated than that ofS-polarization. In thecase of P-
waves, the polarization is in the planeof incidence, hence thereis a possible angle between
the effective sourcewavevector and the polarizationvector. In the development of the
field amplitudes, this anglewas labeled cr. (Refer to Figure 3.10or Figure B.2 in
Appendix B.) It ismore useful to consider the angle 13---.7r(05+a), which gives the
direction of the polarizationwith respect to theupwards-going vacuum-surfaceinterface
normal. Again, Os is thepolar angle of the effectivesource wavevector as measured inside
the medium. Recall inearlier discussions, thereexists a NLBA for which thegenerated
field is zero. Thisoccurs at reflection angle (as measuredin the vacuum) such that Os=13
7t for either nonlinear layer. (Thereader should beaware that the field at the NLBA is
never really zero; this is predictedin Ju's microscopic model.)Note that the value of the
NLBA depends on thepolarization directionas given by 0 rather than strictlya ratio of the
linear indices of refractionas with the linear Brewster's angle.As a first trial, the
polarization directions of thesurface region, given by 02,and the bulk, 03,are considered
equal. Note therecan be no NLBA condition for thesurface layer when 132< it/2 + 0,2,
where °a is the critical angleat the vacuum-surface interface.For these values of f32,the
source wavevector can never be parallelto the polarization vectoreven if the applied
fields are incident parallelto the surface. Thesame holds for the NLBA in the bulk
median and angle (33. Hence,there are four possiblecases that can be investigated.
As illustrated in plots ofthe surface and bulk fields(Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20)
when 02 = 105 degrees <7r/2+ Oa and (33 = 02 < ir/2 + Oaneither layer experiencesa
NLBA condition. Note thatthe critical angles for thesurface and bulkare 9a = 42
degrees and Oa= 75 degrees for the indices chosen.Another possibility is thata NLBA is175
present for the surface ((32= 150 degrees >+ 0c2), but not for the bulk median.This
case is illustrated in Figure 3.21 andFigure 3.22. Only if the indexof the surface is less
than the index of the bulkmedian is this case relevant.Next, it is possible that 132= f33 is
large enough that both layershave a NLBA. Withoutdispersion, the NLBAs ofthe two
layers are the sameas shown in Figure 3.23 for thesurface field and Figure 3.24for the
bulk. Here132and 133 are 170 degreessuch that 33 =132> 7c/2 + e > 7r/2 + 0a. None of
the cases shown hereare useful for RISOM experiments.For instance, the DR in thecase
when both layers havea NLBA (Figure 3.25) indicates thatthe surface signalcannot be
more than twice the bulk signal ifat normal incidence theyare equal. This is no better
than the case for the grazingincidence experiment forS-waves. Despite these
discouraging results,some credence comes to these calculationsin that the S-wave and P-
wave values are equal at 0= 0. The sec 0 dependence is againapparent in the field
amplitudes at high angles.Also, although not shownhere is the expected phasechange at
the location of the NLBA.
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Figure 3.19: The P-wavesurface amplitude
versus incident angle for collinear nHGin
dispersionless media (3= 105 degrees).IEBulkI
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Figure 3.20: The P-wavebulk amplitude
versus incident angle for collinearnHG in
dispersionless media (0= 105 degrees).
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Figure 3.21: The P-wavesurface amplitude
versus incident angle for collinear nHGin
dispersionless media 03= 150 degrees).
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Figure 3.22: The P-wave bulkamplitude
versus incident angle for collinear nHG in
dispersionless media 03= 150 degrees).
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Figure 3.23: The P-wave surfaceamplitude
versus incident angle for collinear nHG in
dispersionless media (I3= 170 degrees).IEBulkl
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Figure 3.24: The P-wavebulk amplitude
versus incident angle for collinear nHGin
dispersionless media ((3= 170 degrees).
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Figure 3.25: A plot of theDR versus incident
angle for P-polarizationcollinear optical
mixing in dispersionlessmedia= 170
degrees).
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The final possibility theexperimenter may encounteroccurs when the linear index of
the surface is larger than thebulk. This is possibleon a TiO2 bulk crystal where Ti203
comprises a surface layer. If [33> it/2 + Oa and one is lucky enoughto have no NLBA in
the surface, the bulk signalwould disappear at its NLBAleaving only the surface signal.
3.6.2 P-Wave CollinearGeometry SHG With Dispersion:Further Analysis of the NLBA
With the inclusion of dispersiona phase-mismatch ensues. From thediscussion on the
NLRCs for S-polarizationwith dispersion, it is expectedthat the overall intensity is
strongly diminished by the (e 4)-1factor. In addition,as (positive) dispersion is
included the NLBA decreases.This is evident by realizing thatn, sin Os = nt sin 0t, where
ns depends on n(w) (see (3.5)) andn, = n(2w) for SHG. If the dispersionof the bulk and
surface are different the NLBAswill differ. This offers anotherway to emphasize the
surface contribution.
In order to study the effects ofdispersion on the angular dependenceof collinear
optical harmonic generation,a small frequency dependence for thelinear indices of
refraction was introduced.The dispersion was chosento be very small, 0.001 for the
surface and 0.002 for the bulk.Hence, the index for the surfaceat the fundamental (532
nm) was 1.500, but 1.501 forthe second harmonic. The bulkindex was 1.55 for the
fundamental and 1.552 for thesecond harmonic. Typicaldispersions are 5 to 10 times
larger than this for dielectricsolids. To emphasize thesensitivity of the dispersionto the
NLBA, it was decidedto use these small dispersions.
The surface signalas a function of incident angle for collinearSHG for 0= 150
degrees is shown in Figure3.26. The bulk signal's angulardependence is plotted in Figure
3.27. The difference betweensurface and bulk Brewster'sangles is 7.3 degrees. Utilizing
this difference, separationof surface and bulkcan be favourable as shown in the DRinFigure 3.28. When the angle ofincidence is chosen to coincidewith the NLBA of the
bulk, 46 degrees, the surface signalis small, but finite. Alsoevident are the changes in
phase as evidenced by the CRin Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.26: The P-wave surface
contribution for collinear SHG (13= 150
degrees), with 0.001 dispersion.
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Figure 3.27: The P-wave bulkcontribution
for collinear SHG= 150 degrees), with
0.002 dispersion.
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Figure 3.29: The P-wave CRversus incident
angle for collinear SHG 0= 150 degrees),
with dispersion.
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Since the bulk signal is usually muchlarger, the experimenter would apply collinearP-
waves to a sample and find an incident angle that extinguishesthe majority of the182
generated waves. This will be the NLBA of the bulk.The remaining signal is generated in
the surface layer. Changing thenature of the surface should result inan obvious change in
the remaining signal from the surface. Forinstance, the surface resonance yieldinga
strong SHG signal might fall off -resonance if the surface isaltered by thermal desorbtion.
3.7 Analysis of RISOM in Non-CollinearGeometry
After a brief review of non-collineargeometry experiments, done in Section 3.7.1,an
experiment that introduces a mismatch via breakingthe degeneracy in polar angles is
discussed. Initially, the analysis is simplifiedby considering only SHG in non-dispersive
media. This is presented in Section 3.7.1.1.In Section 3.7.1.2, an experiment whichuses
the azimuthal angles to achieve phase-mismatchednon-collinear SHG is examined. Then
non-collinear phase-mismatched SHG witha NLBA is investigated. Harmonic generation
in media with dispersion is briefly discussed.The remainder of the analysis investigates
non-collinear geometry of three-wave andfour-wave mixing. Section 3.7.2 considers
TWM for media with dispersion. Finally,an analysis of FWM is done in Section 3.7.3 for
media with dispersion.
3.7.1 Non-Collinear Geometry SHG WithoutDispersion
There is additional angular dependence of thenonlinear reflection coefficients arising
from phase-mismatched situations. Thisdependence occurs in the factor eBC. Dispersion,
a parameter the experimenter has little choice of, isone way mismatched conditions arise.
Another way to introduce phase-mismatch isto slightly change the direction of one (or
more) of the incident wavevectors from thephase-matched case. For harmonic generation
a mismatch is introduced by going to a non-collineargeometry. Notice (from (3.5)) the
vector sum of the incident wavevectors is the effectivesource wavevector, k3. The
generated wave has a wavevector magnitude k,= n(2w) (20))/c, where co is the
fundamental frequency and a direction such thatktks = eic. is minimized. For SHG kt183
comes out exactly half-way in betweenthe two incidentwaves. For instance: if eij= 44
degrees, 02j= 46 degrees, and (pia = 91,/= 0 degrees; then 03,1=102j + 91,1112= 45 degrees
and (p3,, = 0 degrees.
Observing the forms of eBC,2and eBc,3, it can be deducedthat when there isa phase-
mismatch the angular dependenceon 0 are slightly different for thesurface and the bulk
median This is onlytrue because the linear indices ofrefraction are dissimilar. This
difference, as will be illustratedin the results to follow,comes from two terms in eBc,2
involving (sin 42 - sin 4) and (sin 0,3sin 4) in esc,3. This differenceis further
increased by dispersion, andexacerbated when the dispersionof surface and bulkare
different. It is noted thatwhen dispersion is included,it is possible to mismatchthe
surface-generated wave and greatlymismatch the bulkwave due to this difference. The
experimenter may therebygenerate a weak surface signal anda minuscule bulk signal.
This is due to theenormous sensitivity of the (n,2n.,211factor to the phase-mismatch.
k21
03,r1 = 03,u3
kjj
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bulk signals
Figure 3.30: A non-collinearSHG
experiment utilizing only thepolar angles to
introduce phase-mismatch.
Non-collinear experiments forSHG might be designedas shown in Figure 3.30. Here
the incident frequencysource is split into two waves, kij andk21, which are incidenton184
the sample with slightly different (polar)angles of incidence, 01j and 02,,. Theazimuthal
angles, 91,/ and 92,/, arezero. Let the difference between these incidence angles be801,2 E
10ij - 0211. The second harmonic 'reflects'off the surface withwavevector, k3,,,, at angle
03,H. It is high in intensity because thephase-mismatch in the surface has beenselected
(by choice of 01a and 021)to be small. The bulk signal necessarily 'reflects'at angle 03.0
= 034. Note the when there is dispersion, these anglesmay not be equal.
Another way to design non-collinear experimentsfor SHG is shown in a perspective
view in Figure 3.31. The sample is shownface up, tilted somewhat in this diagramto
show all the directions of thewaves. Again, the incident frequencysource is split into
twowaves, kJ and k21. These wavesare incident on the sample with thesame (polar)
angle of incidence, 01j = 02j. However, the azimuthal angles, tpij and92j, are slightly
different. (They are exaggerated in Figure3.31.) Let the difference betweenthese angles
be Stp1,2 :.--- kpij - 92/1. The second harmonic 'reflects' off the surface withwavevector,
k3,,i, at angles 034 and934 = (91,/ + (Q2j)/2. For reference, the definition93,0 ---= 93)1 = 0
k3,dk3,0
Sample with small
surface and minute
bulk signals
Figure 3.31: A non-collinear SHG
experiment utilizing only the azimuthal
angles to introduce phase-mismatch.185
is made, thus911 = -921. When the phase-mismatch inthe surface is small (done by
choosing (p11 and (921), thesurface-generated wave is high inintensity. The bulk signal
`reflects' at angles 03.3= 03,1, and 9343 = 93,,j. As before, whenthere is dispersion, these
angles may not be equal.
3.7.1.1 Polar Angle Phase-MismatchedS-Polarization SHG Without Dispersion
The analysis of the RISOMexpressions for non-collinear SHGbegins with the K2
0, 412 = 0 experiment (SeeFigure 3.30). Numericalcalculations involving the RISOM
expressions as a function of 801,2were made for several values of the harmonic'reflected'
angle, 034 = 03,u3.In the calculations that follow,the angle of 'reflection',03/1, is
chosen. Values chosenare 15, 45, 60, and 89 degrees. Then thedifference of the
incidence angles, 801,2, is scanned.From 03,1 =1021 + 01,11/2 and801,2 =1611- 02/1, the
angles of incidence (withrespect to the normal), 01J and 021,are found. The field
amplitudes and related ratioscan then be calculated and plottedversus 801,2.
The surface contributionto the generated field is shown inFigure 3.32 for 93,,1= 15
degrees as a function of 8012.As expected, the value ofthe contribution at the peak,
where 801,2= 0, is the value shown in Figure 3.15at 15 degrees. This is evidence of the
eBC,2 factor's 03,1 dependenceand the sec 03,1 factor (referringto (3.47)). The
,--1
(r e2n;2)dependence as an overall (801,2 )-2-likedependence. Recall that the fieldis
finite at 801,2= 0, since the limit of 6Bc,2x (42te2)-1as ;2nt2 is finite. Also evident
is the since behaviouron the surface field amplitude. Surfacecontributions to the
generated fields for the other choicesof 03,r1 are shown in Figure3.33 (034 = 45 degrees),
Figure 3.34 (03,y1= 60 degrees), and Figure 3.35 (03,1,= 89degrees). Note that in Figure
3.35 the sinc CD has beensuppressed by plotting only themaxima of the oscillation
apparent in the other figures. The effectis to observe only the effectof 8Bc,2x
/ 2 2
knt2 ns2)
1
. Comparing these plots the eBC,2 dependenceon 03,1 for mismatched
processes can be observed. As 03,1 increasesthe dependence on thephase-mismatch (i.e.,
801,2) becomes smaller.Hence, the plotsappear broader with increasing 03186
Correspondingly, the bulk contributionsto the generated fields showa similar dependence.
Plots of the bulk field amplitude forthe choices of 93,,3= 03,.1 are shown in Figure 3.36
(93,r1 = 15 degrees), Figure 3.37 (03,1= 45 degrees), Figure 3.38 (03,1= 60 degrees), and
Figure 3.39 (934,= 89 degrees).As before, the peak intensitiesare consistent with Figure
3.16. The 034 dependenceon eBC,3 causes the bulk contributionto be less sensitive to
601,2 than the surfacethe bulk plots for larger 034are broader. Again, this is dueto
terms in the Lacs like (sin 42sin Oa) and (sin (03.3sin Oa).
An example of a successfulRISOM experiment is shown in thelast plot in this series.
Figure 3.40 shows a plot of thetotal signal intensityversus 8912 at 93,1 = 89 degrees.
Perhaps the most striking elementof this experiment is the separationof the bulk and
surface signals via phase-mismatch.The combination of thesetwo signals gives an
intensity profile in the shape of theKaiser's Helmet; low dome-shapedsides with a sharp
spike at the center. The domedpart represents only bulk signal; the bulksignal is much
less sensitive to mismatch, that is,less sensitive to changes in 801,2.The bulk signal at
larger difference angles 8912 isattenuated by 103 to 105over its maximum signal. The
sharp spike represents the surfacesignal atop the bulk signal. Thesurface signal is
approximately fine timesmore sensitive to 8012 than the bulk signalat 891,2 at 03,1 = 89
degrees. Hence at 801,2= 0.1 degrees, the surface-to-bulk ratio is 1.6x 102, it is in favour
of the bulk signal. At 801,2= 0, however, the surface-to-bulk ratio leapsup to 2.3. A
large 034 was chosen for thesame reason as the first experiment-- at grazing angles of
incidence, the surface signal isroughly twice that of the bulk signal(if the bulk signal and
surface signal are equalat normal incidence).
Any actual experiment wouldnot use plane waves as the model hasassumed. The
incident light would be in the formof beams, Gaussian innature. Furthermore, these
beams would be focusedonto the sample as to maximize the inducedpolarization, and120
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Figure 3.32: Plot of the surfacecontribution
of the field versus 8012. Theprocess is non-
collinear SHG with 03 jj1= 15 degrees, 412
= 0, no dispersion.
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Figure 3.33: Plot of the surfacecontribution
of the field versus Mu. Theprocess is non-
collinear SHG with 034= 45 degrees, 891.2
= 0, no dispersion.188
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Figure 3.34: Plot of the surface contribution
of the field versus 81312. Theprocess is non-
collinear SHG with 0334= 60 degrees, 8912
= 0, no dispersion.
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Figure 3.35: Plot of the surface contribution
of the field versus Mu (sinc modulation
suppressed). The process is non-collinear
SHG with 034 = 89 degrees, 442= 0, no
dispersion.1.20
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Figure 3.36: Plot of thebulk contribution of
the field versus 8812.The process isnon-
collinear SHG with 03j1=15 degrees, Expu
= 0, no dispersion.
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Figure 3.37: Plot of thebulk contribution of
the field versus 501.2.The process isnon-
collinear SHG with934= 45 degrees, 412
= 0, no dispersion.300
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Figure 3.38: Plot of the bulkcontribution of
the field versus 8013. Theprocess is non-
collinear SHG with 03,1= 60 degrees, Scu
= 0, no dispersion.
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Figure 3.39: Plot of the bulkcontribution of
the field versus Ulu (sincmodulation
suppressed). Theprocess is non-collinear
SHG with 03,3= 89 degrees, 8q)12 = 0, no
dispersion.?0
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Figure 3.40: A plot of the ratio of total
intensity (x 6000) versus 6912 (sinc
modulation suppressed). The process is non-
collinear SHG with 93;j= 89 degrees, 5912
= 0, no dispersion.
hence, the harmonic signal. Decomposing the focused Gaussian beaminto seven plane
waves, and repeating the calculation for each plane wave leads to a more experimentally
realistic prediction. Estimates were made fora single Gaussian beam that is focused to a
10 micron spot (the interaction region) usinga 1 meter focal length lens. The beam
contains a continuum (approximated by seven waves) of incidentwaves that mix at the
interaction region which is partially in the surface and partially in the bulkregion. Each
plane wave in the beam, except the central one, mix together witha non-zero mismatch.
The center of the beam is incident at 89 degrees. Dueto the different sensitivities of
phase-mismatch, the SHG beam has an angular profile. The angular profilelooks like a
broadened version of the Kaiser's Helmet, Figure 3.40. However, it is 18 timesbroader.
The intensity at the center of the SHG beam is due to both surface andbulk. The angular
width of this center portion (the beam is a cone) is about 0.02 degrees(full-width half-192
maximum or one-fifth of the fullbeam-width of 1 degree). Theouter portion of the SHG
beam has a much lower intensity andis due primarily to light generatedfrom the bulk
layer. The signal at thecenter portion of the beam yieldsa surface-to-bulk signal ratio of
(approximately) 4.
3.7.1.2 Azimuthal Angle Phase-MismatchedS-Polarization SHG Without Dispersion
Non-collinear SHG using the azimuthalangles, the experiment representedin Figure
3.31, is now investigated. Again, theincident frequency source is split intotwo waves, k1,,
and k21. However,now these waves are incident on the sample withthe same angle of
incidence, 01/ = 921, but differingazimuthal angles, 91.1 and921. The difference between
these angles was notatedas 41,2 = kpijcQ21i. The second harmonic 'reflection'occurs at
angles 83,1 = 83,0= 81) = 92) and 934 = (91,1 + 92j)/2. If the azimuthalangles 93,,3 = 93,d
are defined to be zero, then (pij= -92j. The (polar) angles of incidence, 81,,= 62,11 provide
the eBC overall dependenceto the signal and bulk signals. The fieldschange with 412
due to both the Esc x (,e-ris2 )-I' factor and thesins O. From a RISOM perspectiveit is
unfortunate that, withrespect to 8912, esca effects the surface andbulk median fields very
little.
It was found that the bulk andsurface waves have essentially thesame expv
dependence. Moreover, the 8912dependence remains virtuallyconstant for all 1334. As
an example, see Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42.For 83,1 = 60 degrees the surfaceand bulk
signals are nearly identical. Plotsfor other 03,1 are not shown.
3.7.2 Non-Collinear GeometryTWM With Dispersion
For TWM processes in media withdispersion a non-collineargeometry must be used
in order to phase-match. When thesurface and bulk have different dispersionsthere is a
finite angular separation betweenthe surface and bulkwaves. The generated waveslEsac
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Figure 3.41: A plot of the surfacefield
amplitude versus cpu. Theprocess is non-
collinear SHG with934 = 93";= 60 degrees,
no dispersion.
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Figure 3.42: Plot of the bulk fieldamplitude
versus tpu. The process is non-collinear
SHG with 03,1=03,0= 60 degrees, no
dispersion.194
`reflect' at the angle for which the phase-mismatch is minimum, given the incident
wavevectors and differences in dispersion. This is illustrated in the expression for the set
of surface reflection angles,
coi n2(0)1) coseui +0)2 n2(0)2) cos02ji
cos03).1=
(0)1+0)2) n2(0)1+0)2)
and
(3.49)
co 1 n2(01) sinew coscpui +0)2 n2(0)2) s1n024 cosq)24
cos93).1 = , (3.50))
(col cos93,,1 +0)2 cos030.1) n2(0)1 +0)2)
and the bulk reflected angles,
cose3,3 =
0)1 n3(a)1) cosei ji +0)2 n3(w2) cosezn
(°)1 +0)2) n3(0)1+°)2)
and
(3.51)
(01 n3(0)1) sine1/1coscpui +0)2 n3(0)2) sin024 cos92,1
cosq)30,3 = ''. (3.52)
(a)icos03,0 +0)2 cos030,3) n3(o)3)
The angular separation between surface and bulk waves fora SFG process was calculated
using plane waves. In this example a 500 nm wave is incident at el/= 88.9 degrees and a
600 nm wave incident at 021 = 89.87 (801,2 = .97 degrees). The dispersion for the surface
is 0.001 and is 0.002 for the bulk. The surface is minimally phase-mismatched such that
the generated 'sum frequency' wave is emitted at 034= 89.33 degrees, whereas the bulk
signal phase-matches at Ow = 89.68 degrees. When performing this SFG experiment, the
angular discrimination between surface and bulk waves is 103,/- 03,01= .35 degrees.195
Calculations were made for two Gaussian beams,one at frequency 500nm and one at
600 nm. Each Gaussian beamwas focused to a 10 micron spot (the interaction region)
using a 1 meter lens. As before, each Gaussianbeam was decomposed into seven plane
waves. The center of the mixed beam 'reflects' at 89.55, degreesas in the previous
example with plane waves. The center of the incidentbeams were identical to those used
in that example (eij= 88.9 degrees and 02/ = 89.87). The mixed beam showsan angular
profile which has two distinct parts:a bright spot surrounded by a much larger dim halo.
The angular profile shows a brightspot that is off center from the center of the halo. This
angular profile is shown in Figure 3.43. Thesharp spike represents the location of the
bright spot; intensity generated primarily fromthe surface. The halo is shown in the
profile as a wide, gently sloping peak that islocated at 89.82 degrees. The 'zero' in
Figure 3.43 is actually located at 89.50 degrees.The entire angular width of the beam is
1.6 degrees. This experiment yieldsa surface-to-bulk signal ratio of 3.4, when observing
only the light from the bright spot
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Figure 3.43: A plot of the polar angular
intensity profile versus 'reflection' angle.
The process is Gaussian beam SFG with
dispersion.196
3.7.3 Non-Collinear Geometry FWMWith Dispersion
As was seen in TWM in media withdispersion, the mixed bulk and surfacewaves have
a finite angular separation. FWMprocesses may require different azimuthal anglesas well
as polar angles to properly phase-match. Hence, theangular discrimination for FWM is
larger. In general, the angular discriminationimproves for higher orderprocesses. It is
useful to calculate the angular separationbetween plane waves in this non-collinear
geometry. This will help to understand the experimentalsituation when Gaussian beams
are employed. Even for small dispersions (0.001 for thesurface, 0.002 for the bulk), the
separation is experimentally noticeable.Consider a CARS-like four-wave mixing
experiment. In this example, wavelengthsof 500 nm incident at Ehj= 88.90 degrees, 600
nm incident at 02j = 88.96 degrees, and 550nm incident at Ow = 88.91 degrees are mixed.
The result are two wavesat (04 = (01 -0)2 +0)3 (465 nm) 'reflecting'at angles 04,1 = 04,0.
All azimuthal angleswere chosen to be zero. This choice of anglescauses the surface-
generated wave to be phase-matchedat 04,d = 89.74 degrees. In order to achievephase-
matching in the bulk, the incident anglesmust be adjusted. The incident angles for phase-
matching in the bulk must be Or/= 88.90 degrees, 02/ = 88.98 degrees, and 03j= 88.92
degrees if the azimuthal anglesare zero. The bulk wave then is 'reflected'at 04,43 = 89.65
degrees.
A numerical analysis with three mixedGaussian beams was performed. As before
each Gaussian beam was decomposedinto seven plane waves and focusedto a 10 micron
spot via a 1 meter lens. The center of the mixed beam'reflects' at 89.7 degrees, but hasa
larger-than-expected angular width. Thecenters of the incident beams have polar angles
identical to those used in the previousexample (91,, = 88.90, 02,/= 88.96, 03j = 88.91
degrees). The angular profile of thegenerated beam shows a brightspot that is off center
from the center of the halo. This angularprofile is shown in Figure 3.44. The smalldark
region to the left of centerrepresents the location of the bright spot; predominately197
surface-generated light. The large halo shown in the profile ismuch broader than the
surface signal owing to the smaller sensitivityto mismatch. At the location in the beam
where the surface intensity peaks, this experiment yieldsa surface-to-bulk signal ratio of
21, when masking off the halo.
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Figure 3.44: A contour plot of the intensity
angular profile versus the polar and
azimuthal angles. The process is Gaussian
beam CARS-like FWM with dispersion.
An exact macroscopic treatment of general optical mixingat a dielectric interface was
presented. In this treatment, a modelstructure (Figure 3.13) was used to obtain general
expressions for the bulk and surface contributionsto the generated signal. The model
structure divides the interfacial region into four distinct regions:a cover, a surface region,198
a bulk median, and the semi- infinite bulk. Using Maxwell's equations, the boundary
conditions, and the solution to the inhomogeneousoptical wave equation, the generated
fields were derived. Using the fieldexpressions for the 'reflected' mixedwaves (the
RISOM expressions), predictionswere made suggesting favourable conditions for RISOM
experiments. This was done by assuminga set of physically realistic parameters (indices
of refraction and thicknesses of regions,polarization directions, dispersions, etc.) and
analyzing the RISOM expressions undervarious configurations. The next several
paragraphs recapitulate these analyses.
The analyses of the RISOM expressionsare especially involved. To best examine
general mixing processes suchas TWM and FWM in media with dispersion, the various
pieces to the puzzle of predicting RISOMconditions were isolated and studied
individually. As the analysis proceeded,more pieces were added to form the mosaic that
describes general reflectiongeometry OM processes. During the examination of eachpart
of this collage of angular dependencies,layer indices, layer thicknesses, and mismatch;
particular attention was paid to conditions whichmight enhance the surfaceover the bulk
contribution. The numerical analyses of theseexpressions was first divided into twoparts:
collinear and non-collinear geometries. Eachpart was examined for the affects of
polarization and degree of dispersion forgeneral and specific OMprocesses. When
favourable conditions were found, actualRISOM experiments are suggested and
discussed. Furthermore, when such conditionswere predicted, calculations for
experiments using Gaussian beams, andnot simply plane waves, were performed.
For general collinear optical mixing,including degenerate (n-th) harmonic generation
(nHG) and TWM or FWM in dispersionlessmedia, were performed first. These
calculations laid the groundwork for all subsequentcalculations as they exhibit the most
basic angular dependencies for reflectiongeometry OM. For S-polarizations, reasonably
good enrichment of the surface contributionwas predicted for near-grazing incidence.
The surface-to-bulk signal ratio foran angle of 89 degrees can be expected to beon the199
order of 2. Analysis of S-wave OMprocesses in media with dispersion showed that its
inclusion does not change theangular behaviour of the bulk andsurface contributions.
The only effect is that the overallintensity is reduced because of thephase-mismatch. It
was shown that for P-polarization experimentsin dispersionless mediamay or may not
exhibit a nonlinear Brewster'sangle. An investigation of P-wavesfor each of these
possibilities was conducted. Scrutinyof P-polarization collinearprocesses in
dispersionless media where both thesurface and bulk havea NLBA suggested that there
is no possibility of separatingthe bulk and surface signals. In thiscase the NLBA for each
wave will be equal. When the polarizationsare not induced in the same direction,
however, the NLBAs are different.This provides a definitiveway to separate the surface
or the bulk contributions from the total signal.Similarly, when dispersion is included,the
NLBAs also differ. Even with smalldispersions, the disparity betweenNLBAs can be
experimentally observable. The differencebetween surface and bulk Brewster'sangles is
typically 2 to 8 degrees. Utilizingthis difference, separation of surfaceand bulk can be
quite favourable; the direct ratiocan be 5 to 200, or larger.
Analyses of two non-collinearexperiments which intentionally introducea phase-
mismatch were performed.Experimentally, phase-mismatchescan be induced by slightly
changing the direction ofone (or more) of the incidentwavevectors from the phase-
matched case. The degree of mismatchis left to the discretion of theexperimenter. The
two experimental designs involve eitherselecting different polar angles,leaving the
azimuthal angles similar,or the converse. When the mediaare dispersionless, the surface
and bulk wavesare 'reflected' from the structure at thesame angle. They may be
separated in intensity by utilizinga difference of the sensitivity in the phase-mismatchfor
the two layers. The surface-to-bulksignal ratio can be 2 to 3. With theinclusion of
dispersion, the bulk and surfacecontributions may be separated byphase-matching in one
layer and not the other. This ispossible only if the dispersions forthe two layers are
different-- the larger the difference the better the separation.200
It was shown that in dispersive media general non-collinear TWMprocesses acquire a
finite angular separation between the surface and bulk waves. Specific examples of plane
wave SFG processes and SFG using Gaussian beams were investigated. The mixed
Gaussian beam 'experiment' shows an angular profile which hasa bright spot surrounded
by a much larger dim halo. The bright spot contains mostly surface-generated light. Its
width can be 0.2 degrees. The halo is comprised of predominately bulk signal; the halo is
on the order of 1.5 degrees in width. The surface-to-bulk ratio can be on the order of 4
for this experiment.
As with TWM, an analyses for general non-collinear FWM in media with dispersion
was performed. For plane waves, typical angular separations were 0.05 degrees between
the surface and bulk. A careful analysis using Gaussian beamswas provided. Again, the
mixed Gaussian beam shows an angular profile which hasa bright spot, the surface signal
(typically 0.01 degrees in width), surrounded by a much larger dim halo (the bulk signal)
which is on the order of 0.25 degrees in width. The surface-to-bulk ratiocan be on the
order of 20 for this experiment.
In summary, reflective geometry experiments are straightforward, signalsare typically
large, and there are no apparent limitations on the type of surface thatcan be studied.
Favourable surface-to-bulk ratios are achieved by makinguse of differences in the angular
and phase-mismatch dependencies of the surface and bulkwaves. These dependencies
may allow the experimenter to isolate the surface signal in a RISOM geometry.201
4. CONCLUSIONS
This research was driven by the potentialto further develop the tools of optical surface
science. The central question of thisresearch has been: can vibrational and electronic
surface resonances involving opticaltransitions be detected on flat surfaces?
Chapter 2 took the approach of manipulatingthe applied fields in the confines ofa
planar waveguide to achievean interference condition. This interference condition is
engineered to exclude the generation ofsignals everywhere except the surface.The
research mapped out experimentally relevantparameter space for CARS-like WISOM
processes in a waveguide. Non-collinear geometry andphase-matching were considered
in the waveguide geometryas a way to increase the overall surface signal and surface-to-
bulk signal ratios. In Chapter 3, reflectiongeometry ISOM was considered. For RISOM
experiments, it was found that manipulationof the applied fields can maximize thesurface-
to-bulk signal ratio. The angular dependenceof optical mixing and phase-matching
conditions are analyzed asa way to predict enhanced surface-specificity. In orderto
predict successful RISOM experiments,an entire treatment of optical mixing at a surface
that includes both surface and bulkcontributions was developed.
4.1 Planar Waveguide GeometryInterface-Specific Optical Mixing (WISOM)
As means of observing surfaceresonances on flat surfaces, Chapter 2 considered
optical mixing in waveguidegeometry. Using WISOM, the surface region's frequency
response, symmetry information, and perhaps (time-wise)transitory behaviour can be
investigated. These propertiesmay be used to determine the stoichiometry, adhesion
mechanisms, migration times, and reactionproperties of species comprising the 'surface'.202
A general theoretical treatment for WISOM began withthe derivation of the fields in a
general planar waveguide. If the index profile of the waveguideis known, the fields can
be found by employing Maxwell's equationsto find a wave equation. The wave equation
for an inhomogeneous, dielectric waveguidewas derived in Appendix A. A short
discussion illuminates how the fields ofa graded-index waveguide may be calculated. The
fields for an asymmetric, step index waveguidewere found explicitly by considering the
Helmholtz equation. The Helmholtz equationwas separated into three equations, one for
each region of the waveguide. Boundary conditionsat each interface were used to derive
the field in the three regions. Initially, only planewaves were considered in this solution;
finite waves were later considered utilizing superpositionsof the derived plane wave
solutions. In matching the boundary conditions,a transcendental equation was revealed
relating the wavevectors of the various regions. Thesolution of this transcendental
equation exposed the discrete modal nature of the waveguides.The resulting expressions
derived for the field amplitude and phase ofa guided wave relied only on the assumptions
that the indices of refraction are time-independentand that the waveguide is constructed
from dielectric materials. The last part of the theoreticaldiscussion expressed the field of
the generated plane wave in terms of theparameters of the incident plane waves, the linear
indices, and non-linear susceptibilities of thecover, film, and substrate. Interpretative
tools that best quantify surface-specificity, the direct ratio(DR) and the cross ratio (CR),
were introduced. A Mathematica notebook was written to obtain numerical solutions
based on the theoretical development. Numerical solutionsfor the generated electric field
could be found given assumed waveguide index profiles,dimensions, and applied wave
frequencies.
Analysis of the relevant parameterspace for CARS-like WISOM using infinite plane
waves began by assuming a film index and a thickness. Therange of waveguide
parameters are dictated by what is realizable in experiments. Hence, therange of the
index of the film was restricted to 1.60 to 2.10. Thethickness range of the film were
likewise confined to 600 to 950nm. The substrate was assumed to be fused silica and its203
index was appropriately fixed at 1.47. The cover index also remained fixed throughout
the analysis; it was taken as that of the vacuum. The frequencies for the appliedwaves
were chosen with values appropriate for vibrational resonances. The first and third wave
frequencies were chosen to be consistent with 2 = 2.3 = 560 nm. The second wave was
picked by means of the difference in wavenumbers between the second and firstwaves.
The equivalent difference frequency ranged from 1000 to 3000 wavenumbers (roughly
580 to 670 nm) in steps of 200 cm'. All possible mode combinations of these fourwaves
were considered. The values of x(3) for the various regions of substrate, film, and vacuum
were taken as unity, except over the cover region 0.5 nm above the film. In keeping with
a cover region in resonance with the mixing process, X(3) was taken as 100 for the cover, a
rather conservative value considering the typical range is 10 to 100 times the non-resonant
value. It should be recalled that no attempt was made to examine possible contributions
to an interstitial region between the substrate and film regions. Over the tuning range, the
non-linear susceptibilities were considered fixed.
For each waveguide (i.e., choice of thickness and film index) and mode combination,
the direct and cross ratios were tabulated; three-dimensional plots were created for ease in
interpretation. A series of plots for each mode combination was generated. Each plot ina
series represents a unique difference frequency. Although all mode combinations that
have the potential to yield favourable WISOM conditions were analyzed, only sixwere
found to be remarkable. These are the six combinations having the largest DRs, CRs,
tuning ranges, and best phase-matching options out of the full eighteen possible
combinations. These promising mode combinations are: [2,2,0,1], [1,0,1,1], [1,1,1,2],
[0,0,0,1], [2,0,2,1], and [1,1,0,1]. Two of these combinations are four-beam geometry
combinations. Phase-matching can be achieved with small azimuthal angles when mode
combination [1,1,0,1] is employed.
Phase-matching inside a waveguide was found to enhance the overall signal levels of
WISOM processes. Moreover, it was discovered that if the dispersions of film andcover204
regions differ, the surface-specificity can be very strong. In order to phase-match thenon-
linear process, the azimuthal angles must be chosen. From the previousset of surface-
specificity calculations for the various mode combination and waveguides, itwas found
that the possibility of phase-matching in the waveguide is quitecommon. In over 70% of
the choices of waveguides, mode combinations, and difference frequencies, phase-
matching occurs when the azimuthal angles are approximately perpendicular fromone
another. Furthermore, in about 18% of the choices, phase-matchingoccurs when the
azimuthal angles were under 3 degrees.
A theoretical development was constructed in order to evaluate phase-matching in the
waveguide, especially those of four-beam mode combinations. To best simulate
laboratory experiments, three focused Gaussian profile beams coupled intoa waveguide
were considered. The development began by deriving a mathematical description of a
focused Gaussian beam. A numerical analysis of the generated signals for phase-
mismatched conditions where the interaction length is largeversus the case where phase-
matching is achieved was made using the Gaussian beams development. Thesewere
accomplished by assuming 1 mm diameter Gaussian beams focused by 1meter lenses.
The direction of the wavevectors for each beam was found forevery point in the
interaction volume by matrix methods of paraxial optics. Numerical calculationswere
done for many modes, difference frequencies, and waveguides. Two situationswere
identified: the case where the azimuthal angles forzero mismatch are all small and the case
where azimuthal angles are essentially perpendicular. The variance of intensityversus
phase-mismatch was scrutinized for both situations. When the azimuthal angles forzero
mismatch are all small, there is a large interaction volume for phase-matched conditions.
It was shown that when the applied beams are collinear, the phase-mismatch is largeand
the generated intensity is low. In the example given, the ratio of intensities between the
phase-matched angles versus collinear beams was 2.97. When the phase-matching
azimuthal angles are small, it is advantageous to phase-match the OMprocess rather than
to maximize the interaction volume by using collinear beams. Also seen in the example is205
the sinc-like dependence of the phase-mismatch on intensity. This dependence is
modulated by a high-frequency cost -like behaviour on the phase-mismatch. From the
analysis it was found that it is more common for WISOM processes to be phase-matched
when the beams are nearly perpendicular. This is the second situation: the interaction
volume for phase-matching is small compared to the collinear application of the input
beams. Despite the shorter interaction length, the phase-matched case generally provides
signals two to three times larger. For the example cited, the intensity ratio of the phase-
matched, small interaction region condition versus the collinearcase was 2.8. Moreover,
when the dispersions of the two layers are different, even for a dispersion ofone part in
10-3 for the surface and twice that for the film, there isan additional enhancement in the
surface-to-film ratio of 103 to 104.
It was concluded that there are benefits to employing phase-matching and utilizing the
four-beam mode combinations. To reap these benefits, however, four couplersare
required to couple the beams to the waveguide. Traditionally, researchers have used
prism couplers which are very cumbersome. Furthermore, it is difficult tosecure two
functional couplers to a waveguide; securing four couplers seems impractical.
Consequently, efforts were made to improve coupler design and construction for
asymmetric planar waveguides.
Achromatic waveguide couplers were considered as an alternative. Theseare
modified prism couplers such as those proposed by Spaulding and Morris. Theiruse
simplifies coupling by making the coupling efficiency less sensitive to the frequency and
coupling angle of the beam. Unaddressed is the problem of the variability of coupling
efficiency inherent between one prism coupler and another.
Integrated grating couplers were investigated as possible solutions to the coupling
problem. For purposes of general CARS-WISOM work, four grating couplersper
waveguide must be fabricated. Simple calculations showed that the ideal grating spacing206
is between 450 and 500 nm. Experimental attempts with constructing reproducible
gratings on substrates were done. Fabrication techniques for line gratingswere outlined.
The procedure involved spin-coating a UV-sensitive photoresiston a substrate. Exposure
of a cosine-squared intensity pattern was applied to the photoresist. Grating spacings (in
the photoresist) were produced ranging from 477 to 2785 nm. These gratingswere found
to have very reproducible spacings and diffraction efficiencies. Furthermore, when
producing gratings in the photoresist, the success rate was very good. However, onlyone
in twenty gratings were successfully etched into the substrate.
One proposed solution to the coupling problem involved inducing gratings ina
photorefractive medium embedded in the waveguide. An active sinusoidal index grating
would be induced by applying two interfering probe beams. The WISOM beams would
then be coupled into the waveguide using these active gratings. The efficiency of these
gratings is typically not exceptional. The sacrifice of efficiency, however, for the
attractive ability to alter the orientation and spacing of the gratingsmay be acceptable.
It was suggested that ring gratings be constructed in place of linear gratingsto coupe
to the waveguides. Since the phase-matching angles are very different for different mode
combinations and difference frequencies, this configurations seems natural. Althoughno
gratings of this type have been demonstrated, construction methodswere proposed.
Fabricating these structures could be done using the same methods for making linear
gratings. However, the interference pattern used to expose the ring grating must be
created in different ways. Two methods for exposing the ring patternwere outlined. The
first suggested construction method for ring gratings involved masked diffraction froma
circular aperture. Using a 356 nm source, a circular aperture 19 mm in diameter placed 5
mm from the photoresist would produce a 468 nm ring grating. The center 3 mm of the
diffraction pattern would be masked off. The spacing would vary only 2%over 5000
rulings for this grating. A longer exposure is required since most of the light is in the first
few orders of the diffraction pattern which are blocked to createa clear aperture. The207
exposure time for the ring grating was calculated to be over 13 hours. Vibrations would
likely destroy the image in the photoresist as is was being exposed. Another alternative to
create the ring pattern directly utilizing a diffractive optic was conceived. It was shown
that a diffractive optic for a ring grating can be obtained by taking the inverse Hankel
transform of the desired pattern. A diffractive optic was numerically designed that would
produce a circular pattern with 5000 concentric ring fringes spaced by 450 nm with the
first fringe having a radius of 1.5 mm.
These proposed solutions to the problem of radiative coupling to planar waveguides
are incomplete, as no working structures have been produced. Continued research and
development into the fabrication of alternative grating couplers, such as ring gratings and
integrated non-linear grating couplers, is needed.
The WISOM geometry is fraught with experimental difficulties and provides limited
surface-specificity. A major limitation of WISOM is that only surfaces of thin dielectric
films can be studied. Scanning through the resonances of a surface using the WISOM
technique may require a series of waveguides due to the frequency sensitivity of the
interference condition. However, ways of increasing the signal levels and enhancing the
interference conditions were investigated. The experiments that produce these
enhancements were discovered to be experimentally involved. These limitations led to the
investigation of another ISOM geometry discussed in Chapter 3.
4.2 Reflection Geometry Interface-Specific Optical Mixing (RISOM)
Chapter 3 took a very different approach, suggesting that reflection geometry could be
employed in an optical mixing process to provide good surface-to-bulk signal ratios. The
advantages of a reflective geometry experiment is that it is straightforward and phase-
matching is easy to achieve. Signals are typically large and there are no apparent208
limitations on the type of surface that can be studied. The origin of favourable signal-to-
noise ratios in RISOM experiments is not directly obvious.
In the RISOM research disseminated here, a macroscopic model of OMat an interface
was used to obtain the non-linear Fresnel equations. Why a microscopic model was not
used is explained in the difficulty of calculation; microscopic model calculationsare rather
involved. Since the parameters of RISOM were wholly unknown andmany calculations
were expected, an abbreviated approach was sought. Hence, a well-established
macroscopic model was chosen and modified to predict surface-to-bulk signal ratios.In
developing this exact macroscopic model, careful attentionwas paid to phase-matching in
both the surface and bulk regions. This allows for the characterization of experimental
RISOM parameters when dispersion and intentionally introduced phase-mismatchesare to
be considered. The next several paragraphs detail the Bloembergen model, the
macroscopic model developed to predict surface-to-bulk signal ratios, and the
justifications to use a macroscopic instead of a microscopicone.
Ju's microscopic calculation of the optical response lends justificationto the use of a
macroscopic model in place of a microscopic one. He calculated the opticalresponse of a
semi-infinite medium consisting of discrete point-dipoles. Certain surface effectsare
evident in Ju's analysis. However, he showed that when these surface effectsare
averaged, the macroscopic result is reproduced. In reviewing calculationsbased on
microscopic models, it became clear that embarking on the microscopic calculations for
RISOM conditions without prior direction would bean inefficient use of resources. Using
a macroscopic model, most of the calculations to map out a RISOM parameter spacecan
be done analytically; predictions are much simpler to formulate.
An exact macroscopic treatment of general optical mixing ata dielectric interface
based on Bloembergen's example was developed. This model breaks the interfacialregion
into four distinct regions: the vacuum, a surface region,a bulk median, and the semi-209
infinite bulk. The additional layer is a modification of Bloembergen's model; itwas added
between the surface slab and the bulk. This layer has the non-linear properties of thebulk
which are, in general, different from the surface. The linear index of refraction ofthe bulk
median and the semi-infinite bulk are dissimilar. An attemptwas made to include phase-
mismatching by integrating the generated fields over the interaction region. Fromthese
results, RISOM experiments were suggested in which the surface regionmay be phase-
matched, but phase-mismatched in the bulk. The solutions for the fields generatedin each
region presented in Chapter 3 were quite general: theywere found without exact
knowledge of the induced non-linear polarization. No assumptions concerning the
particular optical mixing process were necessary. Hence, the reflection coefficientsfor
surface and bulk were derived for general optical mixing. From the equations forgeneral
mixing, a simple substitution can be made to predict RISOM for specificprocesses such as
CARS-like FWM, SHG, and TWM.
There are two clear predictions made by the macroscopic model. First,an
enhancement of the surface over the bulk signal due to phase-mismatch is expected if
dispersion of the surface and bulk (median) are different. The second predictioninvolves
the separation of the surface and bulk signals due to dissimilar NLBAs (forP-polarization
experiments). Any difference in dispersion leads to the condition where the NLBA forthe
bulk is unequal to the NLBA for the surface.
The numerical analyses of the RISOM expressions examine mixingprocesses such as
TWM and FWM in media with dispersion. To understand the complexities of theRISOM
solutions, increasingly specific situations were individually studied. Particularattention
was paid to conditions which might enhance the surface over the bulk contribution. The
contributions of the surface and bulk regions to the electric fieldswere numerically
calculated for each of case of polarization, degree of dispersion, andgeometry of the
waves (collinear or non-collinear). The analyses were first divided into two parts:
collinear and non-collinear geometries. Each geometrywas examined under different210
conditions of polarization anddegree of dispersion for generaland specific OMprocesses.
When favourable conditionswere found, RISOM experimentswere suggested.
Furthermore, when such conditionswere predicted, calculations for experimentsusing
focused Gaussian beams inplace of plane waveswere performed. These beamswere
mathematically represented bya decomposition of seven planewaves focused to a 10
micron spot usinga 1 meter lens. The next several paragraphsreview these analyses.
Generally throughout the analysis,calculations were done witha consistent set of fixed
parameters. The index of refraction of thecover region is the index of thevacuum. The
index of the surface, bulk, andbulk median are seenas scaling parameters. They areset to:
1.50 for the surface index,1.55 for the bulk median index,1.56 for the bulk index. The
layer thicknesses of the surfaceand bulk median are bothset to 5 nm, much smaller than
the wavelength of light.
A collinear S-wave RISOMexperiment was predicted fornear grazing angles of
incidence. For instance, thesurface-to-bulk signal ratio foran angle of 89 degrees from
non-dispersive mediacan be expected to be on the order of 2.Analysis of S-wave nHG
processes in media with dispersion showedthat the angular behaviour of thebulk and
surface contributions remainedunchanged.
Examination of the RISOM expressionsyielded that collinear opticalmixing
performed in dispersionless mediafor P-polarizationsmay or may not exhibit a non-linear
Brewster's angle (NLBA). Whena P-polarization collinear nHGprocess in dispersionless
media has a NLBA in both media,analysis of collinear SHG suggestedthat there is no
possibility of separating the bulkand surface signals. With smalldispersions, however, the
surface and bulk NLBAs differ.Utilizing this difference, thesurface-to-bulk signal ratio
can be from 5 to 200.211
Analyses of two experiments which intentionally introduced a phase-mismatchwere
performed. Experimentally, phase-mismatches can be produced by using a non-collinear
geometry. Using the non-collinear geometry, the experimenter has control of the degree
of phase-mismatch. The two experimental designs involve either selecting different polar
angles, leaving the azimuthal angles similar, or the converse. Two main conclusions come
of these analyses. First, when the media are dispersionless, the surface and bulk waves
are 'reflected' from the structure at the same angle. They can be separated in intensity by
phase-mismatching the mixing process. The other conclusion is that, with the inclusion of
dispersion, the bulk and surface waves are separated in angle.
The first non-collinear reflection OM experiment introduces a mismatch by adjusting
only the polar angles of the incident waves. Analysis was simplified by considering only
SHG. The NLRCs for S-wave and P-wave (without a NLBA) non-collinear SHGwere
found to be similar. The angular dependence was found to be complicated andwas
different for the surface and bulk contributions. With azimuthal angles of the fundamental
waves equal, the polar angle dependence on the sensitivity of bulk and surface amplitudes
due to the difference in polar angles was investigated. The polar angle mismatch
dependence (or 'mismatch sensitivity') was mapped out. It was discovered that the
surface mismatch sensitivity increases simply with polar angle. However, the mismatch
for the bulk is very sensitive at a certain polar angle. An approximate expression for this
polar angle was derived. At this angle, when the difference between polar angles iszero,
the signal is predominately from the bulk. In contrast, when difference between polar
angles is a few milli-degrees, the bulk is highly attenuated; typical surface-to-bulk ratios
(using plane waves) are on the order of 2. Estimates for a Gaussian beam SHG
experiment shows that the SHG beam has a profile enriched in surface contribution due to
the different surface and bulk phase-mismatch sensitivities. The intensity at the center of
the SHG beam is a mixture of surface- and bulk-generated light. The angular width of this
center portion may be 0.02 degrees (full-width half-maximum) The outer portion of the
SHG beam has a much lower intensity, but is due primarily to surface-generated light.212
This RISOM experimentmay yield a surface-to-bulk signal ratio of 10. If the NLBA
happens to be near the angle at which the bulkis most sensitive to mismatches, then the
NLBA can be used to further enhance the bulksignal over the surface contribution byan
additional factor of 10. Unfortunately, thetotal signal strength suffers. Finally, itwas
argued that the mismatch is further increasedwhen dispersion is included. When
dispersion is different, the separation of bulkand surface signals by phase-mismatch is
more pronounced.
The second 'experiment' introducesa mismatch by adjusting only the azimuthal angles
of the incident waves. Again, analysiswas simplified by considering only SHG. The
NLRCs for non-collinear SHGwere found to the similar for both S.- and P-waves (without
a NLBA). In dispersionless media, itwas found that the bulk wave is rather insensitiveto
the phase-mismatch as comparedto the dependence of the surfacewave. Unfortunately,
this leaves no way to attenuate the bulksignal over the surface wave. Thereverse is
possible, however, providinga way to observe the isolated bulk signal. From observations
like this, bulk non-linear susceptibilitytensor elements may be examined.
It was argued that general TWM in mediawith dispersion was similar to SHG, with
the difference that the process is phase-matchedwhen the incident angles are not collinear.
As with SHG, altering the directions ofthe incident waves from their minimally phase-
mismatched positions introduces phase-mismatchthat can be used to separate the surface
and bulk contributions. For P-polarizationexperiments, if a NLBA exists then further
enhancements in the signal ratioare possible. Specific examples of planewave SFG
processes and SFG using Gaussian beamswere investigated using incident frequencies of
500 and 600 nm. The SFG Gaussianbeam 'experiment' showed that the generatedbeam
has an angular profile which hasa bright spot surrounded by a much larger dim halo. The
halo, with a width on the order of 0.5 degrees,is comprised of predominately bulk signal.
The bright spot contains mostly surface-generatedlight. Its width is typically 0.01
degrees. The surface-to-bulk ratiocan be on the order of 5 for this experiment. By213
increasing the mismatch sensitivity of the bulk, the halocan be broadened; this can
improve the signal-to-bulk ratio to 108.
An analysis for general non-collinear FWM in mediawithout dispersion was
performed. Three incident waves of wavelengths 500,550, and 600 nm were used. It
was found that the addition of the third incident wave made introducingphase-mismatch
sensitivity of the bulk without effecting the surfacesensitivity more likely. Non-collinear
geometry FWM in media with dispersion was analyzed. For planewaves, typical angular
separations were 0.05 degrees between the surface andbulk. An analysis using focused
Gaussian beams showed the generated beam hasan angular profile with a bright surface-
dominated spot (typically 0.01 degrees in width), inthe field of a larger dim halo (the bulk
signal) which is on the order of 0.25 degrees in width.The surface-to-bulk ratio can beon
the order of 20 for this experiment. Increasingthe mismatch sensitivity of the bulkcan
improve the signal-to-bulk ratio andcan be used to obtain a surface-to-bulk ratio of 10".
In summary, simple reflection geometry OM experimentscan be employed that are
able to distinguish a surface componentto a signal that is composed mostly of bulk
contributions. Reflective geometry experimentsare straightforward, signals are typically
large, and there are no apparent limitationson the type of surface that can be studied.
This is to be contrasted with the waveguidegeometry, where the incident and generated
waves must be coupled into a guiding structure. Utilizing the differencesin the angular
phase-mismatch dependencies of the surface and bulkwaves, favourable surface-to-bulk
ratios can be achieved. These dependencieswere investigated in detail. It was found that
reasonable surface-to-bulk signalsare possible and several experimental designs are
suggested. Future microscopic calculationsare suggested in circumstances where the
macroscopic model is in question. Also, theparameter space was significantly narrowed
allowing future researchers employing microscopicmodels to investigate specific areas of
interest.214
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APPENDICES222
APPENDIX A
This appendix is devoted to determining thesolutions to the generated fields dueto a
nonlinear source term in an asymmetric waveguidestructure as described in Chapter 2.
This theoretical development is aimedat deriving ratios that can be used to quantify the
degree of surface-specificity ina WISOM experiment. The general development in this
appendix expresses the field of the observedwave in terms of the parameters of the
incident plane waves (frequency and (Erection), thelinear indices and nonlinear
susceptibilities of the cover, film, and substrateregions. Only transverse electric (TE)
waveguide modes are considered here.
This appendix has several sections. First, thewave equation is derived for a general
waveguide of unknown index gradient. Althoughthe possibility of a graded-index
waveguide is not discussed in this work explicitly,the results of this section shouldprove
useful for other researches. The followingsection is devoted obtaining solutionsto the
wave equation in the case of an asymmetric step index waveguide.A third section deals
with the intensity, phase-mismatch, and quantitativetools used in the numerical analysis of
WISOM.
A.1 The Wave Equation and BoundaryConditions for Inhomogeneous Waveguides
There is an unfortunate confusion broughton by the need for multiple sets of
coordinate systems describing the directions ofthe wavevectors and fields. In the end, the
choice to define these systems makes the analysisof focused Gaussian beams ina
waveguide less difficult. Each beam insidea waveguide is given by its own coordinate
system. This makes the describing focused Gaussian beams (interms of superpositions of223
plane waves) more straightforward.The z-axes are takento be along the central
propagation direction of each beam.Calculations involving the culminationof all beams
requires a universal waveguidecoordinate system. For instance, indetermining the
nonlinear induced polarization, thewaveguide coordinatesystem is used. The waveguide
coordinate system is shown inFigure 2.4. The first beam, thebeam that carries col,
defines the z-axis of the waveguidesystem. The origin is placed in thecenter of the film
region of the waveguide. Notethat each beam's coordinatesystem and the waveguide
system share a common origin. Whenphase-matching is considered, thiscommon origin
will become the crossingcenter of the beams, that is, thecenter of the interaction volume.
Coordinate transformations betweenthe waveguide (unprimed)system and each of the
(primed) beam systems must beobtained. To describe the directionsof the waves outside
the waveguide, before theyare coupled or after the are decoupled fromthe waveguide, a
new set of direction angles is defined. Outsidethe waveguide eachwave i (i = 1,...,4) is
described by its field Et andwavevector ki. The direction of kiare defined by ki = [Ik11,
aj, where the angle 1, is theangle from the x-axis of thewaveguide's coordinatesystem
to the wavevector (analogousto the polar angle of a spherical coordinatesystem). The
angle cei from the z-axisto the wavevector is analogousto an azimuthal angle. This
arrangement is pictured in Figure 2.10.
The frequencies and angularparameters of the waves are referredto using the
following convention: all thefrequencies for mode combination[v1, v2, v3, va] are
represented by [(01,0)2, (03, ma], the set of 'polar' angles by [151,'62, 153, 1)a], and the
`azimuthal' direction angles by[al0, a2, a3,
To find the contributionsto the mixing process from thecover, film, and substrate, the
induced polarizations in eachregion must be found. This requiresthat each of the applied
fields be known. The fieldsare found by considering Maxwell's equationsand applying224
the boundary conditionsat each interface. Here the i-thbeam coordinate system isused.
Only plane wavesare considered in this solution. Recallthat in the absence ofsources,
Maxwell's equationsare
x FI =
c c
0i=4/tp, V)3=0.
For a dielectric medium, thetrue charge density, p, iszero everywhere; the true charge
density does not include thepolarization charge density.Likewise, the current density, J
is zero. Thus, Maxwell'sequations in a dielectric mediumusing Gaussian unitsare:
itxt=-1-0,
V.b=o, V.B .O.
In general, all the fieldsare complex and are functions ofspace (x, y, z) and time.
Irregardless of the nature of thefields, the general boundaryconditions at an interfacecan
be derived. Recall that thecoordinate system has itsz-direction parallel to the directionof
propagation in the waveguide.Consider a Gaussian volumeacross an interface as shown
in Figure A.1. The integralof Coulomb's lawover that volume is
5c7.15 dv=50dv =0.225
Interface
112 da2
ni d(ii
Figure A.1: A cylindrical Gaussianvolume
straddling an interface.
Applying the divergence theorem,where ?is is the outward (i.e., upward)going surface
normal, the integral becomes
fdv
da =0.
V S
With b1 the displacement field belowthe interface and b2 displacementfield above the
interface, the integralover the surface da = dal + da2 + da3+ da4 becomes
fv-b-dv=ffictiidal+f-112 (1422+ JA.i i3 da-3+f152 114 da4
V Si S2 S3 54
If the 'height' of the Gaussianvolume goes to zero (that is, Q--> 0), then /51- 11'3 -* 0 and
D2> 0. Furthermore, if the area of the Gaussianvolume is vanishingly small, D willnot vary over the surface. Thus,
V
bdv =bi.ki is dal+412.1da2 = (D1+ b2 ii2) A = 0
SI S2
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with A = the area of the surface and Si= S2. Combining the normal vectors AI = A and
112 = n, the above argument yields
(b2b1).=.
(6.1)
This is the first boundary condition.By analogy, utilizing ci h. 0, the secondboundary
condition is found to be
(/-31).ii=0.
(6.2)
The remaining two boundary conditionsare found by considering the fields acrossa
boundary enclosed by a Stokesian loop.Such a loop is pictured in Figure A.2. Theclosed
contour is taken over C = C, +C2 +C3 +Ca. If£, the distance along the loop
perpendicular to the boundary, is vanishinglysmall, then contours C3 and C4are negligible.
The integral around the loop is
dt.227
The integral over the entirecurve, C = CI + C2, is
ft.d.fE,.cre,+f-E2-cit2.
c2.
Let the length of each part of thiscurve be w. When the electric field E is considered
small over the curve C, then it isapparent that
E=(I xw - k (I xw
When terms are combined theintegral about the loop becomes
fdi= (El -4) (I x ii) w. (6.3)
4',tC4 Interface
C2
Figure A.2: A Stokesian loop straddlingan
interface.The curl of E,
i 7 xt=--lath,
c
when substituted into (6.3), yields
fCV xf).fida= af--lc7(atij)rida=fE.d2.
S S C
(6.4)
By Stoke's Theorem it isseen that reduces to
(AE2)-(ixii)w=-1-1(ath).11da. c
S
(6.4)
(6.5)
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fdris7 (a,h) is finiteover the surface S formed by the contour and £---> 0, the integral in
goes to zero, leaving
or
(E,-4). (ix n) =0
[(E1 E2)-dx it= O. (6.6)229
This is the statement that the tangentialcomponents of E are continuous. By analogy the
fourth boundary condition is derived:
RI-- 11 fi2). iix ii = o. (6.7)
The wave equation is derived in theusual way by considering the curl ofthe curl of E:
VxVxf=--IVx (ath).
c (6.8)
Making no assumptions about the formof the permittivity, e, and permittivity,g, equation (6.8)
yields
V(V f) v2E=lai(Vx h).
c
Recalling V./5= 0 and ti =et, it is then realized that
0/5=V(e.E')= kVe+ef7E=0.
(6.9)
By rearranging this equation,an expression for the divergence of Ecan be found:
V t .(t Ve)e-1.The first term in (6.9)can now be written as
V(V- E)=
(E VE)+ (VE V)E +Ve x (V x E) + e(E Ve)VU-)
e
Recall that B .1.1H-.Since the curl of H is givenby
El)1 1
-17-xii=V-4= a ,D = a t(eE),
1.1c c
then, applying the relationshipbetween B and H, it is clearthat
V' xli+}.(V-1--Ixi3=SaqaE
ct' ii,
(6.10)
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whereate = 0.Herein lies the first assumption,that the permittivities of thewaveguide
materials, and hence theirindices of refraction,are not time dependent (at leaston the
scale of the oscillations ofthe wave). Thus, the curl ofB becomes
-V-. xiii=-112-atE-4-V1+11
c
P,
(6.11)
Combining(6.10), (6.9),and (6.11); gives themost general form for thewave equation,231
v2E-ave.ptv-1-jx(vx.t)
(E- Ve)+ (VE VIE + f(7£ X (V X E)+E(E Veyi(-1-)
and, by analogy, itcan be shown that
2
V2b-
c2
a2B
=--4V mi3V2 + m.(B v)(v I.L[(V -11x(V xfi)]
Pt
11
2 Pe)xx
n [(VE) x x13].
In a dielectric mediump. is constant, therefor Vg.-1= 0. Fora dielectric with a possible
index gradient, thewave equations are
,,2 v2k_a2k C2
2(E n + 2(Vn V)E + 2Vn xx E')+ n2 (EVn)ij-)
n2
n2
(6.12)and
2
V2L-zra ,§=.2i-I(Vn)x(V. x ,§)] (6.13)
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The wave equations fora waveguide, (6.12) and (6.13), are perfectly generalfor
dielectric waveguides. This includesgraded-index and step index waveguides(i.e., planar
structures for which n = n(r)). Solutionsto these inhomogeneous differential equations
can be solved by adding a particular solutionto the solution of the homogenouswave
equation. Another approach, treatingthe modes as quantized solutionsto the Hamiltonian
of the situation and engagingperturbation theory, is discussed in the maintext.
Given the planar geometry, it isevident that two separate polarizations(of the electric
field) are possible. That is,transverse waves occupy the modes of thesewaveguides.
These polarizationsare referred to as transverse electric (TE), when theelectric field in
the plane of the waveguide. In theother polarization, transverse magnetic(TM), the
magnetic field is in the plane of thewaveguide (along the y-axis). Separatingthe
components of Maxwell's equations, twosets of equations are found. For TE
polarizations (Ez= Ex= Hy= 0) thefollowing expressions hold:
azEx=o, axEz=0, ayHx =0,ay1/2 =0,By =0,a ,By =0,
a zEy = Ca,Bx,and azHz-a zHz =-1-a ,Dy.
Therefore, the wave equations for TEpolarizations reduce to
Ex = 0,and
n2 a2E +a2E +a2E" a2E xY YY YC2 Y
EYa2n+Y Oinax+aynay
2
n2
E2 = 0,
Ey(aynpyH2
2
..F.
v.,
2
+a zna )Ey
2
1 a!fix+a!Bx+a!B
xc
---== ,DB
xn2+-0
zBxa xB2P2n2 =0,
a yBx =0,
By = 0,
2 a2rB2 +a 2B2 +a!tsn2 a12Bz+-k-(axB, -a ,Bx)a xn2= 0, c n
a yB, = 0.
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For TM polarizations (;= H2 = Hx= 0), the components of Maxwell'sequations appear
as:
a yEz =0,a yEx =0,Dy =0, a xHz= o,a zi- ix . o,a tpy .o,
a xEz -a zEz=I.,3 113y,a zily .--laiDx,and axHy =-1-a,Dz.The wave equations for TM polarizations therefor become
and
n2
a!Ex+aE, ---::-2aEx =0,
c
a yEx =0,
E
Y= 0'
2
a!Ez+aEz n al2Ez= 0,
c
ayEz =0,
Bs = 0,
0 xByP yn2 =0,
2
2 1 a2x.B +a2B +a2B 1.1-a B+n (0 B )(a n2)+OxBypxn2))=o, yzyzyc2ty
2zy z
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Bz = 0,
0 zByPyn2 =0.
These expressions are general; the only assumption made is thatthe waveguides are
made of dielectric materials. In particular thatis unity in all the media comprising the
waveguide. However, solutions for graded-index waveguidesare not easy to come by.235
For step index waveguides, or 'simple waveguides', (6.12) and (6.13) become
homogeneous and solutions are straightforward to find. The next section discusses the
solutions to asymmetric step index waveguides.
A.2 Field Solutions for Asymmetric Step Index Dielectric Waveguides
The wave equations for a waveguide given in (6.12) and (6.13)were derived for
dielectric waveguides in a perfectly general way. Thiswas done so as to include the
possibility of graded-index waveguides. However, the simplest waveguide isone without
index gradients, that is when C'n= 0 except at a boundary. This is thecase solved here.
Solutions to the wave equation are found in the usualway for a general step index
waveguide. Here, a brief review is given with the emphasis placedon the asymmetric
nature of the waveguides. Define a primed coordinate system that is rotated about the y'-
axis an angle -15 and then about the x'-axis by an angle -a from the unprimedsystem in
Figure A.3.
z'
Figure A.3: One of the beam coordinate
systems and the (unprimed) waveguide
coordinate system.236
Consider a wave traveling in f-direction;any general polarization (direction of the
electric field) can be writtenas a linear combination of two polarizations in theand 9'-
directions:
f' = Ex,+ Ey.9' .
The general polarizationcan also be written in terms of a superposition of TEand TM
polarizations by defining 4E= Ey,9' and E;liEx,i'. Then, any general polarization
state can be represented as E' = EI;E.ETM. In the unprimedcoordinate system, the field
can be represented as
or
E=Exi+Ey9+Ezi
= Ex, costs x + Ex, sin* sina 9 + Ex, sin*cosa 2+
Ey, cosaEy, sina 1
In terms of the TE polarization in theunprimed frame, the fieldsare described by
ETE = Ey, cosa 9 Ey, sin a 2
and in terms of the TM polarization,
(6.14)
ETM = Ex, cosi5 I+ Ex, sin* sina y+ Ex, sin* cosa 1. (6.15)237
With expressions (6.14) and (6.15) and the solutionsto the wave equations, any
combination of waves (e.g., Gaussian beams)can be described. Note that the wavevector
in the unprimed frame is
with
= kz, sin* 1 +lc, cost, sin a Sr + kz, cost, cosa is, (6.16)
=nw.
Here k,, is related to the vacuum wavelength,by ko = 27r/X0. This framework allows for
a relation between the field strength of the waves (or beams) outsideand inside the
waveguide to be derived.
An example of an asymmetric waveguideis shown in Figure 2.4. There, the index of
refraction changes along the perpendicular,or x-direction, in a discontinuous way. Recall
that the coordinate system places the origin inthe center of the waveguide. The origin of
this coordinate system becomes thecenter of the interaction volume when phase-matching
issues are examined. If the film thickness is h,then the cover begins at ha and the
substrate-film interface is found at -h/2. Thus, theindex dependence on x could be written
as:
n = n(x)
n for x >h
2
n for Ix' <h
ns for x <--h
2
(6.17)238
where ric is the index of thecover, of is the index of the film, andn3 is the index of the
substrate. It is assumed that infiniteplane waves with TE polarizationare impinging at the
film-cover boundary of thewaveguide. Suppose the electricfield at the cover-film
boundary has the form
where
Ax,y,z,t)= Ey,js,e
E= konfz sine.
A mode-relatedwavevector for the film is definedas
13v ---=konfsine,
(6.18)
(6.19)
(6.20)
where 0 is the angle with whichthe waves are impingingon the surface as measured in the
film (as presented in (6.18) ).The angle i3 outside thewaveguide can measured by the
experimenter as presented in (6.16).The electric field inside thewaveguide can be
expressed as
E(x,y,z,t) =f (x)eil3vz
(6.21)
where f(x) is some functionsuch that f(0) =1 in orderto satisfy the initial condition thatthe field satisfies (6.18).Applying this form of theelectric field to thewave equation,
expression (6.12), gives theHelmholtz equation:
.2
a xf13.'2 +1-C1)2f= 0. C
Defining an effectivewavevector as
2
0)P
K2Ti-2 .,11__2a 2
v,
C2
the Helmholtz equation(6.22) becomes
a2xf+K2f......0.
This differential equation,equation (6.24), has solutions
f (x) =et`icx for K> 0
e±Kz for K< 0.
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
(6.25)
Definitions of the electric fieldamplitude in each region of thewaveguide can be made
such that
Ec E.---. E y(x > h 12)for the cover, (6.26)
E1E yOxi < h 12) for the film,and (6.27)
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EsEEy(x < h 1 2) for the substrate. (6.28)
Note that these amplitudesare written in terms of the amplitude of the impingingwave as
in (6.18). Similarly, effectivewavevectors IQ, Kf, and Ks can be defined for these three
regions as
IC 2 = k2n! 13,2 for thecover, (6.29)
K2f s-.- k2 tq+ 0,2 for the film, and (6.30)
K2 = k2ns2 13,2 forthe substrate. (6.31)
The amplitudes of the fields in the three regionscan then be written as
and
E, = ae-K '(x-h/2)
9
E 1 = f cos(Kfx-4)),
Es = be-K, (h/2-x)
(6.32)
(6.33)
(6.34)
Here, 4) is the phase of thewave in the film is yet undetermined. This phase is found by
considering the boundary conditions. Applyingthe boundary conditions leads to
KK,tan(K h 0)tan(K _h )
K L f 2) f 2 f (6.35)and
KSMr-tan(KfLi+ 1:01=tan(Kf---h+0'nen), KS
2 2
(6.36)
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with m and m' integers.Definitions for the phases ofthe oscillating fields inthe cover and
substrate can be made such that
and
0:=_ tan-1(--LK ),Kf (6.37)
Cc=tan-1(1-).
K (6.38) f
Thus, the added phases ofthe waves in (6.35) and(6.36) are determinedas
cr = K f(h)± 4).s. +171'7E,
and
(6.39)
(6.40)242
Since 4' = :1), expressions (6.39) and (6.40) combine to give
KfhC.=(m+mllt avit. (6.41)
Recall that Kf dependson the effective wavevector. Equation (6.41) indicates that the
effective wavevectors 13,are discrete. Evidently, these discretewavevectors describe the
allowed modes a waveguide.The 'new' propagationconstant v is the mode identifier, it
runs over all positive integers.
The normalizationconstants a, b, and f in expressions(6.32), (6.33), and (6.34)can be
found in the usualway, by squaring the solutionsto f(x). The results give the fmalform
for the electric field in thewaveguide:
1
-Nv2)2-K,(x-h/2)eii3vzcimi e for x> h/ 2
(1q-n!)
Ey = cos(K fxOv)e-iI3vz for 1x1 < h / 2
1
(h/2+x) eipyz e-gotfor x < h / 2, (n,ns2)
with the following definitions
(6.42)and
Nv13v 1k,
r="Kf2-0c =K1V-Os,
vir =KfhOc
knfsinev.
To find the allowed angles 0v,a transcendental equation must be solved:
+ Ks 1 tan([ K Kft hv1t)=[Kf CK K
(6.43)
(6.44)
(6.45)
(6.46)
(6.47)
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These final expressions describethe field amplitude and phaseof a guided wave of
frequency co for all three regionsof the asymmetricstep index waveguide. Lookingat
(6.42),in the film there isa traveling wave with an effectivewavevector that depends on a
discrete mode of the waveguide.In the cover and substrateregions, there is an
exponentially decayingevanescent field. The depth to whichthese fields penetrate the
region also is mode dependent.Expression(6.42)describes a guidedwave of a single
frequency. To accommodatefour-wave mixing experiments ina waveguide, four guided
waves are required. The next sectiondiscusses the four-wave mixingprocess in a
waveguide, determines thegenerated intensity, and derivesthe ratios used to quantify the
surface (i.e., cover) specificity.244
A.3 The Intensity,Phase-Mismatch, and QuantitativeTools for WISOM
Four-wave mixing in step indexwaveguides can be surface-specificif the induced
polarization due to the incidentwaves is (nearly) zero andnon-zero in the cover region.
In this treatment, the intensitycontribution from thecover and film (including substrate)
are found separately. To quantify thesurface-specificity, two ratiosare introduced which
are sensitive to the cover-to-film ratio.As stated in the maintext, the cover-to-film ratio
diverges as the film contributiongoes to zero. A more usefulset of interpretive toolsare
derived. One is sensitiveto the amplitude of thecover contribution relative to the overall
signal, while the other is alsosensitive to the phase of thecover contribution in relation to
the total contribution. Itis also important to knowthe phase-mismatch betweenthe
induced polarization and thegenerated (mixed)wave. Only infinite planewaves are
considered in this treatment.
Consider that the fourwaves of a FWM process havewavevectors in the film region
which can be definedas
n(ol),k2n(a)2)m2,k3n(o.)3) ,and k4n(w4)(04 (6.48)
Phase-mismatching is, in general,given by
413(x, y, z) IC- r (6.49)with
Ak ==--, (ki +k; +E3)+14, (6.50)
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where FC4 is thewavevector of the observed photon.Again, the convention isthat positive
wavevectors indicate annihilation,negative wavevectors indicatecreation of photons the
OM process. It is understoodthat since k4 is observed,this wavevector is negative.The
phase-mismatch for the possibleguided modes v is
where
c1)=0iiv 11'
Ai, 2= kin(I)sinOvi cosak. +
k2n(F)sinec2 cosaki+
k3nMsin13,3 cosak +
k4n(r) sin ecos a k4
(6.51)
(6.52)
and e is the lengthover which the three incidentwaves overlap. Of course for plane
waves t is infinite, but planewave are not used in practice.Thus, t is approximated by
some experimentally reasonable value.Recall the anglesa are the angles in the plane of
the waveguide that eachwave propagates at. The famous resultfor the intensity of thefourth wave generated in a FWM process appears as
104 =faffE4.x(3):k, E2 E3 slip dx dy dz dt
all space
all time
2
(6.53)
Replacing the electric fields with the form defined in (6.21), the intensity of the mixed
wave becomes
/(0..)4)7-
27T )2i,..4(-- )4
k4L C
43 43 431 "
xfi:4 X(3) : e le 2e 3f1 (X)f2 (X)f3 (X) i(X)sinc 00(x) dx
-CO
2
246
(6.54)
where/0)1,1.2, and 103 are the maximum amplitudes of the incidentwaves at co/ ,co2, and
(03, respectively. The estimated interaction length is 2. The integral can be separated into
to two parts: the integral over the cover region and the integral over the film and substrate
regions. Typically the nonlinear susceptibilities are different in this region. This is
indicated by this form for the susceptibility:
x(3)forx>h
xi) I < for I xh2
x,(3) forx <A.
2
(6.55)Thus (6.54) can be rewrittenas
/(D4)=
22 4
k4(1(
C
Si4i 40210)3
x
e4 X(s3)e1e2i3ii(x)/2(x)i3(x) £(x)
+ e4
-h/2
±Fe4
+h/2
sinc43(x) dx
x(;) :i1e.2£ 3f1(X)f2 (X)f3 (X) £(x) sinc'(x)dx
sinc0(x) dx ( ( Xc 3) -E18263f1 Wx2(X)/3 (X) i(X)
(6.56)
2
Consider that the firsttwo terms in (6.56) are the 'background'portion, EB, of the
generate field and the last term is thecover-specific anecdotal field,EA:
EA FS:F4X(c3):g lE 2£3 fi (X)/2 (.7)/3 (X) t(X)
+h/2
and
-h/2
EB afe4xs(3):e le 2g3f1(X)f2 (X)f3 (X) £(x)
h/2
+J.+E4 X;) : g 1E 2E 3f1 (X)f2 (X)f3(X) i(X)
-h/2
sinc4:13(x) dx
sinc 43(x) dx
sinc (1)(x) dx.
(6.57)
(6.58)
247These definitions make thetotal intensity proportionalto the square of the sum of the
background and anecdotal fields:
1(0) 4)lEA +EB12 =IEA12 +142+ E;EB + EA E; (6.59)
The direct ration (DR) andcross ratio (CR) can be definedas
and
DR lEA12
+IE BI2
CR=
E*ABE +E E*AB
1EB12
(6.60)
(6.61)
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The denominator of the DRdoes not include thecross terms that the total intensity does.
If the fields from the surfaceand film are anti-parallel and ofthe same magnitude, the total
intensity is zero. Under theseconditions, the DR remains finite.A DR value ofone
indicates excellent surface specificity.The DR is insensitive to thephases of the fields. In
particular, when the bulk andcover generated fields are of thesame magnitude but anti-
parallel, the DR iszero indicating a poor signal-to-noise ratio.This is clearly misleading.
Hence the CR is introducedto provide a measure of the sizes of thecross terms in the
intensity. A large positive valueof the CR indicates parallelfields where the magnitude of
the surface is muchgreater than the bulk whereasa large negative CR indicates parallel
fields with the cover field muchlarger than the bulk-generatedfield.249
APPENDIX B
This appendix is devoted to determining the solutions for the generated fields dueto a
nonlinear source term. Specifically, expressions for the fields 'reflected' froma layered
structure of nonlinear media as described in Chapter 3 are sought. There are three
essential steps in determining the generated nonlinear fields ata surface. First, the
amplitudes of these fields at a boundary between two mediaat least one of which is
nonlinear must be found. The treatment provided herewas assembled from
Bloembergen's work. Since a portion of the method parallels the derivation of the linear
Fresnel equations, the amplitude coefficients are called nonlinear Fresnel coefficients.
Inside a nonlinear medium, the amplitude of the generatedwave increases according to the
distance the wave traverses in the medium and the phase-mismatch between the induced
polarization and the generated wave. Determining this factor comprises the secondstep.
Since this macroscopic model requires three interfaces (the vacuum-surface, the surface-
bulk median, and the bulk median-bulk interfaces), the nonlinear Fresnel coefficientsmust
be expressed in terms of the interfacial the parameters. This finalstep is accomplished by
matching the boundary conditions at each interface.
B.1 Determining the Solutions to the Inhomogeneous Wave Equation
Bloembergen and co-workers determined the theoretical equations thatgovern optical
mixing, particularly SHG, in reflection geometry. Bloembergen makes the assumption that
`mixed waves' (waves generated due to a nonlinear susceptibility)emanate or 'reflect'
from the interface. These waves are produced bya source, or inhomogeneous wave; it is
created by a nonlinear polarization induced by all incident fields. With this assumption,
this inhomogeneous source wave is derived from the inhomogenouswave equation in a
nonlinear dielectric. Generalizations to the well-known laws of reflection and refraction250
give the direction of propagation of the mixedwaves. These laws are can be considered
generalized, nonlinear, Fresnel coefficients.
When fields i = I through i = nare applied to a medium, a nonlinear polarization is
induced via the susceptibility. The induced polarization oscillatesat the mixing frequency.
The oscillating polarization will, in turn, radiateenergy in the form of a traveling wave of
the same frequency. Consider Maxwell's equations in Gaussian units withthe
displacement field
D = sE +41d5
where, in general,
linon-linear(Ff/t1= X(n)(G3n;°)1, Wrs-1)E(a)1)-1(a)n-1)ese
t'
The oscillating polarization which could beseen as a source wave. Note that this source
wave acts as if it were in a medium with effective index ?is defined as
I I (7.1)
Suppose that the electric field created by this oscillating polarization isobserved at
location (F, r). (Refer to Figure B.1.) Anticipating theuse of Green's Theorem, the
displacement field at (F,t) can be written in terms of the displacement fieldat (Pc251
D(F,t)= f di: di G(F,t;1--' ,1)D(ir: ,1) (7.2)
The displacement field is used sincethere may be additional included polarizationat (r, t);
its use simplifies bookkeeping. TheGreen's function mustassume the form of a
spherically expandingwave beginning at (F.',/ such that
18(t't IT G(1: ,t;F')=
p.,v IF 11 c I n(o o)
(7.3)
where Vµa dyadic operator which resolves thecomponents of the displacement field
when /3_1and ks are in different directions.
E(P',e) 7P'
P(r',e)
Figure B.1: A polarization andpropagating
field at (F', t') and the displacement field
observed at (F, t).
Assumingg = 1, the mediaare not conductors, and ae =ato = 0, it follows that the wave
equation is a second order inhomogeneousdifferential equation as described by
VxVxE(F,0=--1L2a/3(F,0. (7.4)252
Here the expression B = gi-/- has been invoked. UsingD=LE + 47tP, (7.4)becomes
0 x O x[b(f, t)47t/5,_1inea,t)]. ,t). (7.5)
C
Equation(7.5)reduces to a Helmholtz-like equation withan inhomogeneous term:
b(f,t)+ 12)5(F,=47CVP_li (F,t), (7.6)
C2
where the dyadic operator thas been identified asVgy=VxVx 17= V(V- 17V217)
= Ev7 egev araaroVy A solution to(7.6)may by obtained by finding a general
solution to the homogeneous case and then addingto it a specific solution of the
inhomogeneous case. The homogeneous solutionsare plane waves. The inhomogeneous
solution is found by considering
V G(Y=,',t') + ,t;F' ,t1= 47t8(1-- 718 (t (7.7)
multiplying both sides through bydr: di G(F,t;r ,i )D(T:),and integrating overdr'
anddi.The result is a specific form for the Green's function (usedto find the g-th
component of b(r) arising from the v-th component ofb(F'))
G(F,F;;(0)= 8V-71 8 kI3
k
11
s
k
12;,e
i[ii.(le-i°', [ (7.8)and the solution to the inhomogeneous equation
47r 5/ FV,)a))\
ei(ko)F-t)
EINHOMO(F ,a)nr:_n2\r,a n n
lEs12
(7.9)
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The above expression is found by evaluating (7.2) with (7.8), realizing that D(F)= n2E(F)
+ 47r,P(F), but ii(F') = n2E(F') + 47tP(7'). The index of refraction ni is the true index of
the medium at F.Expression (7.9) is the one quoted by Bloembergen. One should note,
however, that the build up in amplitude of the propagating wave as it encounters
additional polarized media has been ignored. The final solution to the generated electric
field due to a nonlinear polarization is found by adding this particular solution (7.9)to the
homogeneous solution yielding:
-wt
Etotal = HOMO + EINHOMO TL'Te
) -col)
,(7.10) S8Se
where er must be determined by boundary conditions. The factor E sescan be simplified
by considering polarizations of the effective source wave.
As introduced in the main text, reflection geometry has two natural choices for the
polarization basis vectors. As in linear reflection, the electric field can be decomposed
into two directions, perpendicular (S) and parallel (P) to the plane of reflection. The plane
of reflection is defined by the plane containing both the reflected and transmittedrays.
Thus, the two polarizations can be decomposed:and
i(iisfcost) lisfccy)
EINHOMO (F71) Skis,Se PGs,Pe
=LEINHOMOV e. S+[EINHOMO (f, O]PEP
The inhomogeneous fields with the two polarizationsmay be written
{ExHomo (F, t)L =es,sei(rc,.F-(0.,t)
[EINHOMO (F, 1.)]Pes,pe°5.7.'.(° St)
The induced fields are, therefore, defined by (referto (7.9))
41r p(n) Es(Es13.4)(0)n:031,-..,(0,1))
Eses,s =2 2 5" nw 1,Mn-1) 2 n,ns
ircsi
and
47C[5(n)/ (Es 15P1)(C13rt C°1,*,°)n-1)) = 2 2z-PPn:C131,,Wn-1/ n,ns
ITC's'
2
(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
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The susceptibility will be chosento be scalar. This is done so that in the subsequent
analysis the medium-independent angular (0 and(1)) dependence and phase-matching
dependencies could be explored. In thecase of S-polarization, there is no advantage to
considering ks. PP's) * 0. This is realized whenconsidering a sheet of discrete radiating
dipoles. Suppose the oscillating dipolemoments are lined up and are in the S-plane. The
dipole sheet radiation strength changes only withthe cosine of the polar angle. There is
no additional physics to be investigated. Thus, there isno need to consider any other case
than Es 4,4) * 0. On the other hand, forP-polarization, Es Ppo # o is importantto
consider. Returning to the oscillating dipolesheet interpretation, when the dipole
moments are in the P-plane, there can beno radiation in the direction of the induced
polarization. When the process is linear (the dipolesoscillate with the same frequencyas
the applied fields), this conditionoccurs when the angle of reflection is Brewster's angle.
By analogy, when the process is nonlinear, thiscondition occurs at the nonlinear
Brewster's angle (NLBA). Thus, it is valuableto consider the angle (here called a) that
the source wavevector makes with the inducedpolarization. The induced polarization is
at an angle f3 with respect to the normal to the surfaceabove. This situation is pictured in
Figure B.2.
n
NON-LINEAR
MEDIUM
Figure B.2: Angle definitions for the
nonlinear polarization, thesource and
generated wavevectors, and generated
electric field.With these cases in mind, the amplitudes, of the inhomogeneouswaves for S and P are
and
115.4n) (°)tt:°) P'°)
s,es -47c
n2n2 t
(7.14)
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-13n)(0:01,0 (e "n-n-0 es-47 cos°sins + sinecosa 2'
nt
(7.15)
where the angle a = it 8, is the angle between the polarization and thewavevector
I.e., Es Pif.n) o s a . The two terms in (7.15) are renderings of the vector
products described in the parentheses of (7.13). Notice that the expressionfor the
inhomogenous source amplitudes for S (7.14) and P (7.15) polarizationare identical when
Os = 0 and polarization lies entirely in the plane of the surface (when= r.12, i.e., when a
= Os =
Note that in expressions (7.12) and (7.13), the local (Lorentz) fieldcorrection is not
included, contrary to Bloembergen's suggestion. The expressions for the reflectedfields
including a bulk median are compared to Bloembergen's model (which doesnot include
such a layer). Comparisons are made only with Bloembergen's expressionsthat do not
contain the local field corrections.257
B.2 Explicitly Including thePhase-Mismatch InformationBetween Layers
The phase-mismatch informationis paramount when comparingthe phase-matched
surface signal with the (possibly)phase-mismatched bulk signal. Theapproximations
made in the Bloembergen modelconcerning phase-matched conditionsare not appropriate
when the phase-mismatch is large.The phase-mismatch is measuredby the phase-
mismatch parameter; itrepresents difference between the generatedwavevector,,and
the effective 'source'wavevector, is. For instance, theargument (1:02 is referred to as the
surface wave phase-mismatchparameter. Similarly, the argument 42:03 isthe bulk wave
phase-mismatch parameter. In simplesituations, such as deep inside thebulk of a
nonlinear crystal, a phase-mismatchparameter appears in the generated wave'sphase
factor as e-icb. As thewave progresses through the medium, itgrows in intensity
depending on the (square) of thisphase factor integratedover the path length; this is the
origin of the famous Sinc squaredfactor.
According to Bloembergen's theory,the integral over the region ofoverlap of the
applied fields (commonly calledthe interaction region) isnot necessary since the limitover
d (the layer thickness) is taken.Taking this limit before performingthe integration leaves
an expression that neglects much of thephase-matching behaviour, specificallythe Sinc
behaviour of the field strengthon the phase-mismatch parameter. It isunimportant in
Bloembergen's analysis as phase-mismatchedprocesses are never considered. When the
phase-mismatch is large Bloembergen'sexpressions are inaccurate. If phasedifferences in
the bulk and surfacewaves are to be investigated, the integrationover the interaction
volume (region) must be performedand must be an explicitpart of the RISOM
expressions. Inclusion of the integrationin the RISOM expressionnot only repairs
Bloembergen's result for the transmittedwave amplitudes (he neglects terms thatare
second order in the phase-mismatchfor these amplitudes), butintroduces an avenue to
explore the phase-mismatch betweensurface and bulk waves.Consider the strength of the total electric field ina nonlinear layer. At a particular
location, r, it is the sum of the generated, homogeneousfield, EA., and the
inhomogeneous, source field E ses:
Etorai(f,t)=eTe,,rei(44-cot)
E-
.p-tx)
sese
Another way to write the total field isto consider the expression
Etotar(r,t) = Etoraletorale i(ET)
(7.16)
(7.17)
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The total field inside the nonlinear mediumcan be transformed into the form of a single
traveling wave, as in (7.17), by considering
Floral (F,t) =[-eT6r +EseseiRks-4).T lei(4-1-40t), (7.18)
where the amplitude and polarization, Etotaie,d,are given by the quantity in (7.18) inside
the large square brackets. As the (total)wave propagates through the medium, it
increases in field strength as r increases. The total fieldmust begin with zero generated
field, and grow in intensity as the inhomogeneous fieldadds strength to the homogeneous
field. In a quantum mechanicalsense, it refers to the stimulated emission of the field-- the
field experiences gain. If a coordinatesystem is chosen (see Figure B.3) such that the
wave propagates in the x-z-plane, r = [z / cos000].259
z - 0
Et
Figure B.3: Diagrammatic aid in determining
the phase-mismatch in a nonlinear layer.
At z = 0, the surface of the medium, there isno total generated field. To express the
coherent addition of the generated waves along the path r,the integral over the
inhomogeneous field must be taken. Thus, the strength of the total fielda z-distance d
from the surface is the integral over the sourcewave from zero to (total distance) r = d I
cosOt:
r
8tota/ (FM )=Idf"sesei(rs-4).7-a
imt
0
With a change in variables of r'= r"- r / 2, the integral becomes
r/2
ei(4-k4f=dsincVcs -ET). Pr 21
r /2
and realizing that 1' ==reduces to
141
di[(1-I ET)d snckr- COST 141 L COSUT].
(7.19)The phase-mismatch parametermay be defined as
ill- i i1- )d
k 2 cos()T
The total generated field in a nonlinear layer of thicknessd is
total(F ,t) = E. ses sec OT sinc cto e-i(1) el(47--col)
or ft,,,i(F,t).[ET8T+E ses (e T,c1)]e,
(7.20)
(7.21)
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where es(0 t,(1)) has been defined. From (7.21) thegenerated field grows in intensity
linearly with thickness as expected. It should be pointedout that when the phase-
mismatch goes to zero, the Sinc is equalto one, and the expression reduces to the result of
Bloembergen for small d.
B.3 Determining the Electric Fields in theLayered Structure
Success in separating or enhancing the surface-over the bulk-generated waves lies in
taking advantage of the geometry of the respectiveinduced nonlinear polarizations. Recall
that the induced nonlinear polarization is dependenton the nonlinear susceptibility (of
surface or bulk regions) and the incidentwave parameters. The incident wave parameters,
namely their wavevectors (directions and frequencies)and polarizations, depend explicitly
on the linear indices of refraction (and dispersions) of the media. In themodel introduced
in the main text of Chapter 3, any successful 'experiment'will be one in which the ratio of
the surface-generated wave to the bulk median-generatedwave amplitudes (as detected in
the cover region) is favourable. The layeredstructure (see Figure 3.14) models the261
structure of a surface, complete with bulk (includinga nonlinear bulk median layer anda
semi-infinite linear bulk region), through whichoptical mixing occurs. In thisstructure
there are linear reflections governed by thelinear Fresnel expressions and 'nonlinear
reflections' governed by the expressions (7.14)through (7.15) given above. These
expressions are also referred toas the nonlinear Fresnel expressions. Solutionscan be
found separately for the surface-generatedand bulk median-generated signalsas viewed in
the cover region by imposing the boundaryconditions on all the fields oscillatingat the
generated frequency (refer to thecenter and right portions of Figure 3.14). Forthe
surface-generated wave, thereare six unknown fields created from one known field. The
`known' field is the inhomogeneouswave which is dependent on the induced nonlinear
polarization. Assuming a known surface-inducednonlinear polarization, solutions for all
six fields, including the field in thecover region, can be found. Since thereare two
polarizations for the wave in thecover region, there are two sets of solutions,one for S-
and one for P-polarization. The bulk-generatedwave has similar solutions, obtained in the
same manner. This and the following sectionsare devoted to finding these solutions.
The approach is to treat the sixhomogeneous field amplitudesas a vector, and the
boundary conditions at each interfaceas a 6x6 matrix. The product of the homogeneous
boundary condition matrix with thehomogeneous field amplitude vectormust yield a
vector representing the satisfaction of the boundaryconditions for the inhomogeneous
waves. For instance, the homogeneous field amplitudevector for the surface region in S-
polarization is VHomasueaccs(see(7.22)). The homogeneous boundary conditionmatrix for
the surface region in S-polarization isMS,s (see (7.24)). It is comprised of all the
possible boundary conditions for each field.For consistency, the boundary conditions
used in this matrix are
x EI and n x RI
2 at an interface z at262
which can be used for both polarizationcases. The matrix product of VHOMOswface,s and
A Isurfaccs is the product of the inhomogeneous field boundaryconditions vector
VINHomo,surface,s and the inhomogeneous field amplitude, e32,s,as defined by the nonlinear
Fresnel expression. Explicitly, for the example of the surfaceregion in S-polarization
wave, this matrix equation is M-surface,S .VHOMO,surface,SVPIHOMO,surface,Ses2,5Similarly there
are matrix equations for the bulk S-polarization, surface P-polarization, and bulk P-
polarization waves. This section deals with the surface and bulkS-polarization waves; the
following section is concerned with the P-polarizationwaves. In each case, the
computation proceeds by explicitly calculating the elements ofthe homogeneous boundary
condition matrix and inhomogeneous field boundary conditionsvector. With the
inhomogeneous field amplitude assumed known (itcan be selected at a later time, when
the specific numerical analyses are done), the six unknownfields shown in Figure 3.14 can
be obtained. These six fields, being the elements of thehomogeneous field amplitude
vector, are found by solving the matrix equation. Solutionsto the matrix equation were
done by diagonalizing the inhomogeneous boundarycondition matrix. This was done in
Mathematica (for Windows, V. 2.2). The Mathematica notebookcontaining the solutions
are reproduced in the enclosed CD-ROM; these notebooksare located in the NLB
(nonlinear bulk) directories under thes-wave or p-wave sub-directories and are named
nibl s.ma and nIbip.ma, respectively. The final resultsare reproduced in (7.43) through
(7.46) for S-waves and (7.58) through (7.61) for P-waves.
B.3.1 Determining the S-polarized Electric Fields in the LayeredStructure
Let the homogeneous field amplitudes (thoseat the generated frequency) be given by
the vectors VHOMO,swface,S and VHOMO,bulk,S as indicated in Figure 3.14 and as described in
the main text. These vectors thenappear as:VHOMO,surface,S =(6r1,S
VHOMO,bulk,S eu3,S
et2,S
er3a,S
b,Seu2,Seu2b,S
\
civ2,5 ) (7.22)
er3b,Set2,S8t3b,S81,3,S) (7.23)
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(T is the transpose.) The equations thatrepresent the satisfaction of the boundary
conditions for S-waves are formed by the product ofVHomasurfixe,s (or VHOMO,bulk,S) with
the matrices Alsurface,s (or Mbwk,$). Since thepermittivity, c, and permeability,µ, of the
bulk and surface are considered scalars, thematrices have the form:
mswface,S
M Indk,S =
x
x AIL
x z = d2
'Ix
nx &L.-4
x
r
x
X RM312.9
n x k3Z=.-d2
?I X /4,31,__d2
x E
d3
X 11 u31,=_d3
x tn L
xL,
x 42.1,4
x 11,2.1z=_dz
x E/2 1,=_d3
Fix gg2.1z=-d,
x
x
x E,31_d2
x1-1,3.1,=_d2
nxE,3.(z--d,
x Firdz_d3
xEr2b
?IX ff t2.L
x Er2,1,.-d2
/1 x /424_4
it x 42,1,=_d,
1,=_,/,
rix E,a.L ri x rixE,2L
x14,2.L x 14,2.L3
x E.2.14n x Erb iixE,2L4
;ix /4,2.1,__d2rix /4,2blz_d2n x ii,21z=_d2
x ?I x /1 x Es,214
x /4,2.14x/4,2.1z_4x 114_413
x ?ix A3Lri x E t3bL
nX.1-1 r3blz n X 17 1,3L n X 11 t3bL
ri x E,3bLa2 X Et3.1z_a2ri x E,3.z_d2
nx/43b( x /431_4x /43.14
ri x Ei3b x Etna x Er3.I._4
x 11,3.14x /43.1,4x /43.1,4
(7.24)
X E v3 z=:1
X f: v3L
n X Ey31r=_d2
n X fiv3Ld2
n X E,31,d3
n X 171,31,a3
is
(7.25)264
For continuity of tangential E and H (recall = 0 for S-polarization), these products
must be equal to a vector containing the inhomogeneous fields,VATHomo,s;
,T VINHomas = nx Es2 x 17,21, ?Ix Es21 n X gs21,--d2x
x 11,21 -o s=-42 s
(7.26)
Here ta represents the electric field induced by the nonlinearpolarization and similarly
for fis2.
In the expressions for the reflected fields, the followingdefinitions will be made:
sin00 F--
nnu2d3cose.2,
ans2d2cos0s2,
A Sindv2
(1)
nv2(d2d3 )cose
sink E---(2--)nnad2cose,2,
(7.27)
(7.28)
(7.29)
(7.30)
4)2
(I..
nilik-i42)
1-C.
kn,t2
d2
.15-(En'a (
kik."2 lEkn:2212cosd2e/2j( )
n52Ircn,t21 2 COS°t2
(7.31)(t) n sin u3 nod2cose,
co
sin4)s3 ns3d3coses3,
sinv3--(1) n ny3(d2+ d3)cose
sin4)su) nad3cos8,
and
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(7.32)
(7.33)
(7.34)
(7.35)
n-1 En13 d3) ( 7:r Ena3 d3 =(Is,n,t3xn.3) 03 a--(En,t31 kt,13 ,--n 1141
".lk n4312 COS°13 i=1 licn,t3 I4 COSu g3
(7.36)
Realizing that Er1 = E rieriejiri.I for harmonic field Er' 00.) and similarly for all the
other fields, the matrices can be written:
-1 1 1 0 0 0
+n,lcose ,a +Nacos° ,2 Nacos° a 0 0 0
0 e44 144 1 1 0
m swface.S =
0 Nacose a"'+Nacos() ae-44 +Nacos° ,a nacose 2 0
0 0 0 eli'a e-(0.2
1
0 0 0 Nacos() .2e4`2+Nacos E )4144' +Nacos() 4
(7.37)'Nevus Mb=
1
+nocos0,,3
0
0
0
0
1
n,3cos0,3e4"
1
+n,,cos0,3
0
0
1
+n,3cos0,3e-44'
1
n,3cos0,3
0
0
o
0
1
+n,3cos0,3
_ei+,,
n,3cos0e4"
o
0
1
n,3cos0,3
_end
i-n,3cos0,3e6.'s
a \
0
0
0
1
+n3cos0,3,,
and the inhomogeneous field vectorsare found to be:
VD1HOMO.Swface.S= 1
0
nacos(),2
0
(7.38)
n4cos0.,2e42 0 0
(7.39)
x7' 1 nacos°, nacos() ae"'" )
(7.40)
Thus, to solve for the reflected and transmitted fields,solutions to the matrix equations
Msupface,SVHOMO,surface,S = V1NHOMO,surface,Ses2,S
and
Mbullc,S VHOMO,bulk,S= VINHOMO,bulic,Ses3S
(7.41)
(7.42)
must be found. Solutions to these equations are found by diagonalizingthe composite
matrices. The solutions for the S-polarization surfacereflected field,eru,and bulk
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)T,reflected field, eu3,s, are found on the followingpages;
1 erl,S -= Dr1,Ses2,S
with
Drys=
s2
nu2coseu2 COS u2 COS4) s2 - COS4)t2) nv2 cose ,2
n 2
+n22 cos2e u2sin4)u2 sin. s2-I- COS()s2 sea t2sin4) t2
nt2
+n,2cose v2sin(1) v2(n.acos0 s2sin4)s2nacos0 t2sincl) a)
a
+i nu2coseu2 cos4 2sin4),2
nv2 case v2
i nu2cos0u2 cos4)u2sinC2
4 nacos°t2 .
X ns2 n-v2
COS() s2COSOv2 sec e t2
\.,nt2
i nu2cos0u2 sin 4) u2(COSOaCOSt2)
(Xrtv2COS9 v2ns2nv2
COS()s2 COS() v2 sec°
nt2
nu2cose u2cos4) u2(nr1coseti cos0 a + nv2 cos° v2cos4 t2)
inv2COSO 12COSev2 "t n2 1
_ 2,,
''rl"u2 2
COSOri C O S 0 u2 sec 0 12
\n12
i nu2cos0u2
+nu2cose u2sin4)u2 COS4) a
a COSO u2sin0t2
i nnnv2coseri cose v2
u2
t \
nut cos()u2 sec° ,2 cos 4) u2sin012
nt2
c-cos (1) t2sin0 u2
(7.43)
(7.44)
267s3 nt3
cos(),3 sec 0 ,.3cos4)3 (cos:1)3COs t3) nr3 nv3cose,3
t
6.3,s = Dukses3,s
with
D u3,s =
t3
+tn
coset3 sec 0 r3co.s4 ,3
nr3
nt3cos0:3
nv3cose,3 j
s3'
nt3cose,t3 sin 4),3
nv3cos0v3sinC3
nt3cos0 i3sin4)t3
nt 3 nv3
+ COSe s3COSOy3
nt3
X sea i3sin4),3 \
"cos.t3 sin4) r3
n ---COS°13 sin C3 sec° ,3 cos4)r3 nr3
n.,n,3
i cos°.3 COS° v3 secer3 sin (I) a
nr3
(7.45)
(7.46)
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B.4 Determining the P-polarized Electric Fields inthe Layered Structure
Let the homogeneous field amplitudes (thoseat the generated frequency) be given by
the vectors vHomasul-acej, and VHOMO,bulk,P asindicated in Figure 3.14. These vectors then
appear as:
vHOMO,surface,P er1,P
VHOMO,bulk,P = (eu3,Per3,P
b,Peu2a,peu2b,P
er3b,Pet2,Pet3b,P
IT
ev2,P )
IT
ev3,P )
(7.47)
(7.48)
Recalling that for P-waves 71 B= 0. The equations that satisfy the boundary conditions
for P-waves are formed by the product ofVHomo,swfwe,p (or VHomo.buikx) with the matrices
Ai...face" (or Mbdkp) These have the form:
Mswface,P =
Mbatk,P
nx-
x
n x golz._d2
11 x Hii3
flxE
x
fix Et2.1z,)
x Ti
fi x 42. Ld2
n x 171,2.1,d,
it x
xhit2aL-d,
?IX Er3.1z_0
11 X ri3alz
X E r3.1,=_dz
x 11,31_4
x Er3.1:13
X 11,3.1z....4
x E"bL
x R r3bL)
x
nxllrib
nxE r3bLd3
ñ x Fir3bLd3
X Et3L
PI X ri t3L
nx E
x oaLa.
x Et3.1,,3
it x Rt3. lz__d3
ri x -gab
x Er2
blz=-61.2
n xbLd2
x
x
t21,lz=d3
x tab L
x 113b1:1
?I X Poblr__d2
X ri t3b Ld2
X EabLd3
ti X flabLd3
\
n X Ev21:1
x
fix2v2lr-d2
fix 17 ,214
fix L',21,=_,,
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x v3L
11 x
x EALd2
rix v3L4
x E v3La,
x Hv3 Ld3
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These productsmust be equal to a vector containingthe inhomogeneous fields,Vfiv Homas
This vector appearsas
,T V INHOMO,P =(x Es2L0 x 11,21z.0 x Es21 x 17,21,4n x E,21,13 x 171,21,d3)P
(7.51)
Here Est represents the electricfield induced by the nonlinearpolarization and similarly
for it2.
Realizing that tr1=Erlerielirvifor harmonic field fri ((An)and similarly for all the
other fields, the matricescan be written:
msurface.P
M, =
cos@ a cos@ a cos@ a 0 0 0
n pl. na nr2 0 0 0
0 cose a e41cos@ al-4a cos@ a cose ,a 0
0 _nr2e4a _nr2,-4,2
nia nia 0
0 0 0 cos 1 3 ae44cos@ ,ae-44 cos@
nv206k2nioe nv2
0 0 0 -*a
i \ cosh .3 cos@ sae*cos@ ,se-4" 0 0 0
Pio n,3e4" nae-i." 0 0 0
0 cos6,3 cos0r3 cos03 cos0,3 0
0 n,3 nr3 na na 0
0 0 0 cos@ ae46 cosi i 1,se-4° cos@ ,,3
0 0 0 nt3e*,3 nne-46
1/4
nr3i '
and the inhomogeneous fieldvectors are found to be:
VINHOMO.Ssofacef =( (43D eoes'aese4' 0 0)7
VINHOMO.bodt,p
en e86oeieBeielr
(7.52)
(7.53)
(7.54)
(7.55)Thus, to solve for the reflected andtransmitted fields, solutionsto the matrix equations
Msurface,P 'VHOMO,surface,P= VINHOMO,surface,Pes2,P
and
M bulk,P V HOMO,bulk,P = VINHOMO,bu1k,Pes3,P
(7.56)
(7.57)
must be found. Solutions to these equationsare found by diagonalizing the composite
matrices. The solutionsare given on the next pages;
nu2cose .2costhu2
(en em)sinC2
cost)t2
(L'B2 8D2sinths2jsintht2
nt2
nos 20 u2Sir14 ,2 [EB2 (sin4s2COSt2
eri,p = D;1x8,2" +n,i22sinth .2[8D2(COS (I)s2 COS$r2)J
nu2COS8 u2COS4)u2 ReB2 8D2 D2 1(COS s2COS i2 A
i COS 20 u2Sin0,2 [- 8 s inth B2-, s28D2 secOas1nep,21
+i nu2sm4)u28 sinth D2 T s2L'B2
4-,COS()t 2
sino
2
nt2
with
(7.58)
271Drix =
tz.2cos0ri(nacos() u2cossOu2 sec() t2sin4t2 + nu2siru¢.2coato t2 )
nrInu2cos() acos0 .2cos4).2sinC2
nt2
+nyicos20 u2sim0.2 COS012
+i nu2cos8.2(nri + cos() r1)cos4 ).2cos4)12
2 nrin.2
cos0 12sins0n$t2
nt2
nt2cos9 1cos20u2 sec° t2Sir4 u2sin. 2
4
r
------Lcoskoor3
+83 rt, LCOSv t3
B
2
013 )COS(20t30(3 ) 2COS0t31
)COS(0t3 (I))]
eu3 Di-aps3j,+11y- (8B3e D3iCOSt3ot3) cos(013 +0,31
with
=
(eB3 6,931sin(013013sin(et3+Oa)] 2
i
-2 ensLsin(e t3013 )sin(9t3013243 sin4t31
(nu3 COSOt3 COSC.3 COSC3
n..2 (COSOt3nt3)
cos° ,3 sin (114,.3 sin, 13
nr3
n13 COO u3 cos0,3 sinC3
nr3 cos0 .3 cos° a cos O3 sec0,3sin.,3)
(COS°t3na
(7.59)
(7.60)
(7.61)
272ern = cosas2 sin a,
(2
2
42 = '2
ns2sines2 cosa,
nr22
43 = cosas3 sin a, and
(2
2
8B3 = "13 2 s3 sines3 cosa.
nt3
B.5 Connections to Bloembergen'sResults
(7.62)
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It is important to note that if thebulk median layer is removedfrom this model
structure, it is reduced to Bloembergen's model.Hence, if this layer is removed from
these derivations, the expressionsfound here should reduceto those quoted by
Bloembergen. To explicitlyremove the bulk median layer, therows in VHomo,swface,s
which contain 8.2.$ and eiabsare eliminated. Also VHomabidic,s isset to zero (there is no
longer a bulk median layer fora generated signal to arise in). Thisargument was made
explicitly for S-polarizations, butcan also be made for P-polarizations. Thesolutions to
the resulting matrix equations (bothfor S and P) indeed reproduceBloembergen's work.
To make direct comparisons withBloembergen's notation, the followingsubscripts
change: rl --> r, t2-3m, s2--4 s, and v3-, t. Also the substitution,On ---> n.1c d cos 0,,,
must be made.
Likewise, looking at the solutionsto the reflected (surface) field amplitude, eru,
Bloembergen's result is returned ifn3 -> n4 -> n r43-4 0, n4-> nt and Oa-p n,lc d cos
O.-4 O.. These substitutions havethe affect of removing the bulkmedian layer by letting
the index of refractionrevert to that of the semi- infinite bulk andremoving the phase-
(mis)matching information. Equivalently,setting d3 = d2 returns Bloembergen's274
expression for the reflected field.Each of these tests of removingthe bulk median layer
and getting back Bloembergen'sexpressions lends credenceto the expressions derived
here.
B.6 Summary of the FieldExpressions for the MacroscopicRISOM Model
The solutions presented hereare quite general. Bloembergen, in hismodel,
approximated the thickness of thesurface region as small comparedwith the generated
wavelength. This approximationis not done here. Moreover,the exact phase-matching
expression is retained. Thesolutions to the field expressionsfor this macroscopic RISOM
model were found withoutexact knowledge of the induced nonlinearpolarization. Hence,
the solutions obtainedare independent of the OMprocess (the order of the nonlinear
polarization) andare general with respect to the incidentwave parameters. Hence, the
reflection coefficients, (7.43)through (7.46) and (7.58) through(7.61), for surface and
bulk were derived for generaloptical mixing. Thiswas done by defining a generalized
effective sourcewavevector and source index of refraction(7.1) which are dueto the
incident fields (and linearproperties of the media). Fromthe equations for generalmixing,
a simple substitution can be madeto predict RISOM for specificprocesses such as CARS-
like FWM (four-wavemixing), SHG (second harmonicgeneration), and TWM (three-
wave mixing).
An important separation ofthe various dependencieson angle and phase-mismatchcan
made. For instance, consideran S-wave generated in the surfacelayer. The amplitude of
this field observed in thevacuum has the form
6observed,S= erl,S = 6BC2,Ses,S(e t2,41)2)
(---47Cli51)sece
12 since-i41 = eec2,sn2n2
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where6BC2,S=41,S/8.125(see (7 43)). This form clearly shows that all the polarization
dependence is in8Bc25(recalling ifs) is taken to be equalto 'Psi). The sec 0a
dependence is in addition to the angular dependence in 8Bc25.The dependence of the
observed field strength on mismatch showsup in6Bc25,is modified by sinc02,but
11 shows its strongest dependenceon(nr2ns
2
.